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This thesis discusses the impact of Russell's paradox on Russell's thinking on metaphysics 

and epistemology. The periocl covers Russell's work on Logicisrri iri the Princzples of 

mathematics in 1000 to the Theory o j  Knowledge manuscript i ~ i t t e n  in 1923. Rus- 

sell '~ Logicisrri !vas the thesis that rnathemtltics and logic presiippose a common stock 

of abstract ent ities. Russell saw his task as iclentiiying t hese objects and dernonstrating 

their role in the generation of mathematics. Unfortuncztely. a nurnber of these entities 

were implicated in paradoses. This thesis provitles an accoimt of these paradoxes and 

Russell's attempts to avoid them. Russeli's method consisted in regimenting the use of 

expressions designating entities. This method involved the use of 'incomplete symbols', 

the idea being that ontological complexity m a s  to be reflected in the use of contextually 

defined expressions. This method wouid have a profound influence on the evolution of 

h g l o - h e r i c a n  philosophy. RusseIl's considered view saw the ent it ies required for the 

logical reconstruction of mathematics organized into a hierarchy While this solution 

deait effectivley with the paradoxes 1 argue that it cornes into conKict with Russell's 

realism. Russell held that we tome into contact wïth entities existing independently of 

our mind's apprehension of them- These entities are grasped in a kind of direct contact. 

and knowledge of this kind is calied knowledge by 'acquaintance*. Knowledge by ac- 

quaintance is knowledge of individuals. RwseL17s solution to the paradoxes was to posit 

different types of things. Nomer ,  the type of thiug an individual is cannot be known by 



acquaintance. Knomledge of this kind is kno~ledge of a truth. 1 argie that this difliculty 

undermined the Theoq of Knowledge manuscript and led Russell to abandon it. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

It has been said that a pkiIosopher is never refiited. just ignoreci. Perhaps an cven tvorse 

fate wodd be to end up regarded sis someone mho wouId have been a better philosopher 

had he only been kvittgenstein* In some sense this seems to have been Bertrand Russell's 

Iot, and attempts to redress this verdict have often ody exacerbated the problem. And 

this is unfortunate because Russell did more than any of his conternporarieç to usher in 

the profound change in concerns that would be the mark of what has come to be knom 

as the Analytic school. In meauring the extent of RusseII's impact on that school, it wiil 

be helpful to bring out a variety of themes Russell took to be of paramount importance 

during the period that nuis from his work on Leibniz at the start of the 20th c e n t q  to 

the abortive attempt in 1913 to systematize epistemology in the Theory of Knouledge 

manuscript. 1 hope to make cIear to the reader the decisïve nature of the paradoxes 

in shaping Russell's phiiosophical concerns. And this I propose to do concentrathg on 

Russell's own words, 

At the heart of the matter was RusseII's desire to isoiete what, if -hg, we c m  

be said to know for certain. Like others before him. Russell went looking for ans-ivers in 

mathematics. What he found there were entities presupposed by any sort of reasoning 

whatsoever- The trouble was that access to these objects was frustrated by a poor un- 



derstanding of the underlying structure of the propositions of mathematics. Russell Felt 

he had inherited a framework that treated a,lI propositions as being of subject-predicate 

form. The problem with this account of form was that it forced a reading of the entities 

required by rnathematics a s  being attributes abstracted by the mind and so. in some sense 

dependent on the mind. The grammaticai structure of the subject-predicate logic had as 

ontic correlate the inherence of at tributes in substances. That is. attributes. properties 

and the like were occult entities having no existence apart from those substances they 

tvere dependent on. Philosophers had offercd a number of explanations of this ontological 

dependence. One possibility was that the mind suppied the missing ingredient. Proper- 

ties and relations were added on by the intellect and without this contribution the real 

state of things tvas outside of oiir understanding. This philosophical attitude is knowvn as 

Idealism and Russell regwded it as the dominant current in British universities during 

his day. But if knowledge was fashioned by and mediated through the mind this fact. if it 

is one. yielded doubts as to the objectit-ity of the knom.IGiotvIedge was alwvays quaiified 

by whatever contribution the intellect suppBed. 

Russell  vas troubled by this accoimt. However. he was not out to purge nature of 

the mental. Russell was not a materialist in that sense. RusseU  vas concerned rather to 

show how the knower could know with confidence. Russell simply took for ganted that 

knowledpe could not b e , ~  nrithout assuming m independently e'usting wvorld. Indeed 

that is why the entirety of the Principles is devoted to arguing the case for admitting a 

very broad number of things as  part of our ontology, such as  entities sitbsîsting in a xorld 

outside of space and tirne. Russeil took it as a @en that human beings were engaged 

with entities euisiting independently of our apprehension of them. That is. the world 

comes to us in such and such a way: What then, can we corne to know about the nature 

of that world? For British phïiosophy at the turn of the century, this would prove to 

be a radical idea indeed. Russell thought that the world and our place in it could be 

understood through the painstaking analysis of concepts. And this analysis wodd be 



subject to Occam's razor as its guiding methodological prïnciple. The idea was not to 

refrain from adding entities unnecessarillv: but to pursue analysis as far as it would go. 

Russell% met hodotogy was dist inctively Cartesian in inspiration. Reason would be our 

guide in discovery. The end result of this process would yield an understanding of the 

fundamental ontologicai constituents presupposed by ail others. It riras the conviction 

that reason codd deliver this kind of understanding that would be the locus of Russell's 

dispute tvith F. H. Bradley. 

Although Idealists did not speak with one voice. Russell devoted particiilar attention 

to the thought of F. H. Bradley- Bradley certainly disputeci the notion that the worlcl 

could be broken d o m  into discrete. self-contained constituents. in particular. in A p -  

pearence and Reality he argues that relations cannot be known inclepenciently of their 

terms. His argument there is particuiarly difficult and obscure. but becaiise of its impor- 

tance and particuiarly its impact on RiisseU the argument will require some rliscussion. 

Russell accepted the essential point of Bradley's that propositions were not cornposed of 

subjects and predicates. Both philosophers rejected this traditiond presupposition for 

sirnilar reasons. They thought that such an account  vas incoherent. The traditiond view 

either made subjects empty loci of attributes, in which case it $vas unclear what proper- 

ties were the properties ofl or subjects were made up of properties wit h no substantial 

residue left over, in tvhich case a subject's status as  a unified entity became problemütic. 

Russell's way out of this impasse consisted in locating unity and order in independently 

e'risting relations. Bradley countered that relations could not enjoy this sort of indepen- 

dence. Chapter I of tliis essay Iays out the 'historical background and states t.he problem 

in terms Russell wodd have clearly recognized. 1 think that this historical detour is 

essentiai in avoiding any risk of anachronism. 

Despite not hding a knockout blow to Bradey's arguments. Russell pursued the 

project of reconstructing mathematics, and relations continued to occupy a prominent 

place in this reconstruction- This project is generaiiy known as Iogicism aad is explored 



in Chapter 2. Accounts of Iogicism often claim that the goal was to reduce rnathematics 

to logic. It is not clear that this is what Russell (or Frege for that matter) was after. 

Russell's work reflected the state of scientSc enquiry during this time. hIathematics, and 

the sciences generaily, were the focus of efforts at unifymg and tying together the het- 

erogeneous fields of chemistry, biology, psychology and physics. The belief had emerged 

that these various disciplines were at some level understandable in the same terrns and 

that the clifferences arnong them wcre more apparent than red. Russell shared this new 

outIook and was after an exphnatory framework that worilrl iinify our understanding of 

those general principles underlying the structure of reaiity. The project tvas to uncover 

the entities necessarily presupposed in a l  rcasoning whatsoever. The cliscovery of sirch 

entit.ies could only proceed from given truths. With a correct account of logical form in 

place came the task of isolating a variety of ent.ities and providing them with nominal 

definitions. As the account unfolds in the Principles of iblathematics these entities are 

endowed with complete autonomy From any mind. Propositions are cornplex entities with 

a variety of constituent entities as parts. Any informative proposition  vas not of sub ject 

predicate form and the propositions of mat hemat ics are revealed to be synt hetic a priori. 

So the iîrst probleni was to provide a propeï account of the logical form of mathernati- 

cal propositions. In Russell's account , propositions are struct urecl ent ities consist ing of 

things and relations among these things. Properties and attributes are independently 

real and not somehow products of the rnind. Of particular importance are relations, It 

was Russell's singular achievement to show the importance of these for an understanding 

of mathematics and he attributed their neglect as stemming fiom a traditiond prejudice 

against abstract entities. 

What wouid prove to be a major obstacle to Russell's project was the discovery of a 

cluster of paradoxes, discussed in Chapter 3, nrfiich caused a crisis for philosophers and 

mathematicians concemeci with foundationd issues. This chapter does not pretend to 

be a technical work on the paradoxes. Formd symbolism is used only where it could 



not be avoided so as not to intrude on my objective of bringing out the profound impact 

these paradoxes had on Russell's thinking on metaphysics and epistemology. Because 

Russell thought that the nature and order of things were amenable to a unified theory, he 

naturally expected to find some common explmation for the paradoxes. Paradoxes do not 

occur 'out there' in the world. so it seemed that the proh!em lay in how such things were 

designated, specified, picked out, CVhile this led RusseU to devote considerable attention 

to questions around syntax and language he remainecl convinced as ever t h  reality was 

ordered through a set of subsistent entities and that al1 of this occurs independently of 

mincis. 

Unfortitnately, this remarkable account would slowly unravel under pressure from the 

paradoxes. These appeared to be generated when certain entities were made into logical 

subjects. The difficitlty then became one of specifying a way to tlismiss such entities 

without violating a hindamentai principle of Russell's. which  as that logic did not 

merely govern the laws of thought, but rather, that its reach ~ ÿ a s  universal. Eventually. 

suspicion would settle on certain designatory espressions. and a method was found to 

eliminate these through contextual definitions in suspect cases. The role syntau played 

in contributing meaning was not something Russell devoted any attention to. It is true 

that Russell spoke of particular expressions having meaning only in context and not in 

isolation. But the contribution these syntact.ic elements made to content was only via a 

ground in something either existing or subsisting, some sort of ontological correlate. The 

fundamental problem posed by the paradoxes was how certain expressions that seemed 

to pick somethhg out in fact did not. If: for example, 'The round square' or 'the set of 

all things in the universe' 1ed to antinomies: Russell's conviction that there could be no 

such entities Ied him to search for some principled way of treating such e-xpressions as 

syntactically ill-formeci. 

Chapter 4 discusses Russeil's 'syntactic tuni' and the results of this shift taking the 

form of the theory of d e h i t e  descriptions and his substitutional theory. Russell's theory 



of definite descriptions is best understood as the centerpiece of his efforts to deal with the 

paradoxes. The theory was certainly not part of a broader commit ment to a nominalistic 

pnining of abstract entities 6-orn ontology Russell did not viem functions as Frege did. 

as soniehotv ~insatrirated or incomptete entities. Watever cause for disagreement there 

may have ben between Frege and RusseIl, it was certainiy not- over the ontological statris 

of senses as platonic entities. Lkhat Frege anci Russell did disagree about concemed the 

treatnient of siicli entities- Frege workecl wit hin a Leibnizian irnderstanding of entail- 

ment. He spoke of 'content' that. iis he put it in metaphoricd terms. couid be 'carved 

out' in different ways. This is how 'senses' were understood. as different routes to a 

referent. However, Frege alsoclrew a distinction between 'abjects'. mhich were complete 

or 'saturatecl'' fom 'concepts'. which were incomplete. or 'iinsatiiratecl'. RusseII thought 

that this distinction revealed 3 deeper commit.ment to the subject-predicate logic than 

was desirable. Frege's views were open to the same sort of criticism which Russell himself 

Iiad directet1 at Leibniz. If attributes were dependent on subjects. what kept everyt hing 

said about a subject Eom being necessarily tnie of it7 

RusselYs diagnosis of the p:u+acIoxes focusecl on the way espressions comprehendeù 

properties. The sohtion consisted in requiring that properties attribiited to entities be 

subject to ranges of application. In RusseLi% account. the world is cleariy organized into 

an ontological hierarchy, with individuds at the base and finely gained properties biùit 

From the ground up. In chapter 5, RusseII's definitive solution to the paradoxes d l  be 

discussed in the Iight of a propositionai paradox which was knotvn to him as eariy as  the 

Pnnciples, but whose decisive importance n;as not appreciated irntii Iater. The paradox 

in question r d t e d  horn propositions being taken as individuds. The probhm is that 

Russell's propositions are subject to very fine-grained criteria of individuation. Identicd 

propositions wiU contain the same const ituents. To awid such 'intensional' paradoxes 

RusseIi  as Ied to distribute properties in a hierarchy determined by the Vicious CïcIe 

Principte. The result was the rnmified theory of types- Once these foundations had 



been secured. ~xioms were provided yielding the extensional objects which are the direct 

concern of the mathematician. The role played by the axiom of rediicibility is partic- 

ularly difEcult to understand and has long been regarded Nith considerable suspicion. 

The axiom works to loosen the constraints imposed by the ramification of properties by 

providing coextensive attributes at the base. This allows coextensive fiuictions to be 

substitutable for each other in extensiond contexts. Most philosophers have followed 

Quine and Ramsey in claiming that the axiorn simply iinclid the effeçts of ramification. 

This charge is certainly mistaken. In intensional contexts coextensive predicates d l  be 

preventecl froni being substituted. 

Russell's treatment of properties led to Godel's accusation that in so doing Russell 

succiunbed to constnictivism. For Godel. Russell's decision to circiunvent the paradoxes 

by restricting the ranges of properties was unjristifiable. Properties. as any reaiist should 

insist. just are. In chapter 5, 1 argue that the charge of constnictivism lcveled at Russell 

misses its target. Russell would have undoubtediy agreed that properties are given. but 

he wordd have insisted that they are given in certain ways. At no point does Russell 

suggest that elements of his ontology are rnind-dependent let alone constnicted through 

acts of understanding. In fact. RusseU's difficidties owe more to a realism poorly served 

by his epistemology t han to constructivisrn. At the heart of the mat ter is Russell's view of 

the individuals at the base of the hierarchy as inctuding a variety of intensional entities. in 

particuiar, relations in intension. When Russeil describes the relations individuals enjoy 

as external to them he wants to drive home the point that the relations individiials have 

cannot be read off from the individuds involveci. However. if relations are themselves 

individuak. how c m  they function in this way? 

Russell has a very serious problem here. There is a constant blurring of the distinc- 

tion in the Principles between things and concepts both of which are interchangeabIy 

described as t e m .  Russell recognized that some sort of distinction had to be drawn be- 

tween them. But he insisted on conièrrïng individuah@ on relations. This stemmed from 



his adopting the anti-Idedist view explaining thing-hood in terrns of independence from 

minds. Russeil labours to secure an independence from minds for these contents. What 

emerged £rom this period was a conviction that eicpressions used to designate cornplex 

entities had to reflect that complexity syntacticdy. But a t  no time did this conviction 

shake Russell's cornmitment to the existence of mathematical entities as mind indepen- 

derit. Russell also wished to rid philosophy of explanations that seek ta  make the wodd 

a function of mind. But Russell did not want to banish intuition. On the contrary. The 

universe riras made up of discrete entities. some existent, some subsistent. E n d s  took 

di these elements and with them fashioned an understanding of the world. Nothing in 

Russell's account of the understanding found in the on^ of Knourledge wouId be out of 

place in Principles. But it is obscure how the status of t hese entities as things is to 

be reconciled with the roles they are to play. The explcmation thst niakes sense is that 

the epistemological account has minds filling in the ontological gaps. That is. minds act 

on subsistent entities in entertaining propositions. Propositions are then juxtaposed to 

facts. and truth is yielded when a corresponctence hoids, But this epistemological account 

tended to hide the fact that if relations hmctioned in this way, they could certainly not 

be the discrete isolated entities Russell insisted they be. Relations are entities not easily 

accounted for in isolation. 

The problem is that Russell inclticled concepts. or intensional entities. among individ- 

uals. Individuais are known directly through acquaintance, as dl knowledge must rest 

on entities k n o m  in this way. But how can concepts be known in this my? Concepts 

are different kinds of things than 'individuals'. Individuds can be kn0m-n in isolation. It 

is difEicdt to see how intensional entities are Like this. It is difEcult to reconcile Russell's 

realism about concepts and his doctrine of acquaintance. However, it should emerge 

from this discussion that there are good reasons to assume he was a realist about quite 

a number of svch entities. 

The s k t h  and find chapter deals nith the difficulties he had in completing the Theory 



of Knowledge- What emerges in Theory of Knowledge is a tension between Riissell's in- 

tensional hierarchy and his thinking about epistemology. In the rush to  see Wittgenstein's 

hand in the demise of this work? not enough attention has been paid to iinderstanding 

Riissell's purposes here. 1 d l  try to show that the difficulties Russell encountered onte 

more to internai pressures. The work clearly marks the end of an era, of the grand am- 

bitions of the Principles of Mathemtatics. It is after this work that Russe11 abandons the 

accourit of mathematics as a synthetic a priori science. But even more importantly was 

the decisive blow dealt to a certain vision of philosophy as a method for guiding intuition 

to the discovery of a unified account of the worid and tvhat m&es that world the w y  it 

is. This kind of grand project would not survive Rilssell's decision to Ieilve it behind. 



Chapter 2 

The sub ject predicate logic 

2.1 Introduction 

Russell regarded the traditional view that every proposition was rorriposed of a sirbject 

and a predicate as an obstacle to philosophical understanding, The rtietaphysics presrip 

posing this view held that particuiar substances provided support for attributes. Russell 

wodd argue that this entire frameivork tvas mistaken. On the one hand the notion of sub- 

stance fulfilled no usehi function. whiie on the other the ontological status of attributes 

and their objects remained shrouded in obsctu-ity. Before one can assess Russell's conclu- 

sion: it would be helpful to begin by brie- examining the origins of the traditional view 

and how it evoIved into the doctrine knom-n as Idealism. For RusseLi \vas particulady 

concerned to reject a certain philosophical cast of niind that made knowledge dependent 

in any essentid way on the mind of the knower- 

2.2 The Subject-Predicate Proposition 

Russell begins by rejecting the traditionai analysis of the proposition as composed of a 

subject and a predicate (Russell 1903, page 16)- One way of understandhg the traditional 

view is as  an answer to what codd be described as Moore's Question. C- E (Moore 
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1899) once remarked that philosophers have traditionaily taken t.he diversity of things in 

t,he world as a given, and framed for philosophy the 'problem' of explaining how common 

threads can be nroven into the fabric of nature. That iç. aven particulars, how were 

general feat.ures of the svorld to be accounted for? This dualim between particulars on 

the one hand, ancl the more genera1 features of the ivorld waç rcflected in differences in 

the k n d  of knowledge we could allegediy ilttain of siich things. Knosvledge of panicular 

t hings was, by its very nature. infused nith subjectivity. It waç generally assimed that 

our knowledge of particulars could not be redi iy transmitted to others because srrch 

kno~viedge wu. by its very nature. confinecl to individtral knowers. Yet the existence of 

a shared rrnderstanding seemecl to demanci, by ivay of e'rplanation. sonie sort. of content 

in the world which transcenciec1 t.tie confines of particular esperienccs. So would begin 

the peculiarly philosophical enterprise of discovering what features of the worlcl. if an?. 

ivere iintainted by subjectivity. Among srich featiires of the svorld was certain knoivledge 

t-O be found. 

One presupposition shared by those svho tmdertook this enterprise ms that picking 

out some thing and then c h ~ a c t e ~ i n g  it in a certain way is an activity hndamental to 

human thought. This activity was expressed through the use of propositions of subject- 

predicate form. The grammatical distinction between subject and predicate was tktually 

taken as a mode1 for a dudistic ontology consisting of universals and particulars. Any- 

thing said about the world, i.e., by means of a proposition, took the form of a subject 

(a particular) qualified by some predicate (a universai). According to this tradition each 

proposition was the attribution of a, property to a subject. Not surprisingly: one of the 

perennid problems in phdosophy has been to account for how a collection of properties 

can be attached to  a single subject, Ident=g each property seems to Ieave us with just 

a Lst. The probIem is then to show how such a collection of properties couId amount 

to something more: to count as a thing. Adding more members to the List wouid not do 

the job. The problem (if it is one) is not strictly tied to the more familiar issue of the 
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relations between imiversals and particulars. Grains of smd c m  make up a single pile. 

How can a collection of things yet be a single thing? 

The historical origins of this philosophical problem are undoubtedly remote. but a p  

p e u  with unmistakable cla.rïty in the works of Plato and AristotIe. For Plato. what the 

senses deliver to us are particular appearances of Ideas (or Universais). Ideas alone ivere 

real, as opposed to the imperfect copies of them (particular things) which hiiman beings 

have contact ivith in ordinary experience. For Plato, thought and talk ahout the ivorlcl 

proceeded by establishing relations among, and a hierarchical ordering of. these Ideas. 

Plato's analysis in the Sophist \vas that a sentence constituting a statement ivas one 

made up of two parts: an onema (noun) and a rhema (or verb). 

Hoivever. the nature of the copula to effect the uniting of t tie subject and predicate 

in the proposition. h a  been a topic of some dispute. One possibility is to regard noms 

and verbs as combining on their otvn \vithout the need of any other sort of device to 

make the link. Xccording to this view, Platok essential insight is that the onema and 

rhema are heterogeneous entities. Fvith the rhema possessing an essentially predicative 

nature (Geach 1972, page 47). Here. the copula is merely a word connecting names 

standing for the Forms. but which is not itself a name for a Fom. On this reading Plato's 

copuia is ontologicaUy inert. It acts, not as a name, but rather to register the ontological 

'c~rnmunion'~ of one Form with another. According to another view. the copula must be 

more than mere marks on paper. It serves, rather, to indicate the relation the subject 

bears to the predicate in an attributive statement. Pre~umably~ the thought here is that 

whatever effects the communion of Forms must itself be something 

Aristotle incorporates and e q m d s  on this treatment of s sentence as the combination 

of a nom and a verb in the Categones and in De Interpretationel- There, whatever 

is picked out by the predicate expression can enter into two fundamental and distinct 

relations with what is picked out by the subject expression. On the one h m d  the predicate 

' Categories 1 a 168 and De Interp~tutione 16 a 1-17. 
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expression may or may not say something OF the subject. On the other. what is picked 

out by the predicate e-ression may or may not be inherent in the subject. Aristotle t hen 

goes on to distinguish those beirigs which are neither said oE nor inherent in a subjectc . 
Such a being is said to be a 'prirnaq substance'. P r i rnq  substances are the most basic 

constituents. AristotIe seems to have in mind here a concrete individual, persisting thing 

- such a s  a rock or a horse. Prïmary substances possessed a unity which d o w d  theni to 

persist identically through quaiitative change, 

Individual properties, such as this patch of white, tvbile they are not said of a subject. 

are inherent in the siibject3. Findly, general properties, such as the attribute -i\;hite- 

ness', are both said of, tuid inherent in. a subject. Aristotle irnplies that the existence of 

itetns in these last two categ~ries somchow depends on the existence of substrinces. but 

not vice versa - the dependency is one sided or asymmetricai. Thus qualitics like white- 

ness and circtilarity ody exist because there are individual substances that are white or 

circular, This ontotogical asymmetry is reflected in the grammatical fact that qudities 

are predicated of substances, but primury substances themselves are not predicated of 

anything else. 

The extent to which Anstotle was intent on reversing Plato's ontologicd order by 

placing particulas at the foundation and endowing universals with a derivecl existence 

in the particulais that instantiate thern, has been a long standing mûtter of dispute. It 

is certainiy clear that what leads Mstotle to c d  individuals the primary substances is 

the suggestion that concrete individuds constitute in sorne sense the ground of ai1 red 

existence. Howeverf there is certainiy a sense in which the secondary substances predi- 

cated, or said of other substances, exkt over and above the individuals that instantiate 

them, much as Plato's Ideas. This encourages a certain re& attitude t o w d s  univer- 

s& (universals both in re and ante rem), in that the species man is a separate e n t i 5  for 
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example, and not inherent in any individual man. Predication in this sense is said to be 

essential predication. Attributes, on the other hand. are distinguished by not being de- 

tachable, separable entities: they depend for their being on the things in which they are 

said to inhere. On this conceptufllist view of universais (Unzuersalia post rem) color, Say, 

just exists on a body's surface. To cIaim, as histotle does. that attributes u e  inherent, 

is to deny the Piatonistic construal of them as separate detachable entities. Thiis. the 

abstraction of secondary substances is different from the abstraction of simple attributes. 

Predicating, or saying something of an inherent abstract is to mark its entityhood as 

dependent on its being discerned by an intellect: such entities are fundarnentdy con- 

ceptual. Predication of t his kind is t hus described as accidental. Secondary substances 

possess. on the other hand, the property of being scparate and inclependent regardles of 

their apprehension by any intellect. 

The treatment of universais as substances has been described by P. T. Geach as the 

greatest calamity to d i c t  man since The F d  (Geach 1972. page 47) . If a predicate 

is only attributable to a self-subsistent subject. and only particulars enjoy independent 

existence, predication is possible of particulars alone. This view of predication entaiIs 

that only particular substances can validly be subjects of preciication. Now. it is clear that 

h s t o t l e  d o w s  predications with universal terms as subjects" . In Aristotle's account. a 

simple statement is made up of a pair of terms combined tvith a third expression. t.he 

copula, whose role is to link the two tenns to form a statement. Thus, a proposition had 

the form: mbject-copula-predicate. And it is clear that Erom the modern point of view 

this marks a ciifference. It is a fundamental tenet of the contemporary, analytic. view, 

that universaIs, or concepts, are 'incomplete', or 'essentiaily predicati~e'~ . h y  phrase 

predicating something of them can be transcribed into a canonical notation where they 

are eiiminated as Iogical subjects. According to Geach, the problems begin when histotle 

4Post h a 1  II, I3,97b 15-23 
'Frege, Translations fiom the philosophicd writiogs of Gotttob Frege. (Ed P. T. Geach and AI. Black, 

Oxford University Press) pp.48-51 



relinquishes certain entities as being essentidy predicative and the concomitant blurring 

of the distinction between the saturated and unsaturated constituents of a proposition. 

W a t  is important for our irnmediate purposes. however. is the Aristotelian doctrine 

of F o n .  These were secondary substances and as such, autonomous entities. According 

to Aristotle's physics. P r i r n q  substance tms the basic matter making up the world. 

This matter was extended throughout space and was formless. Individuai things requirecl 

contact with F o m .  Thitt iç. these F o m  actcd as starnps that c m e d  out individual 

entities From a homogeneoiis bath of prime matter. -4s siich it tvas a kind of iinifying 

principle with each Form providing an entelechy, or principle of individuation. This w s  

hristotleys anmer to the problem of the one and the many. This problern of explaining 

unity amidst diversity appears throughout the history of philosophy ancl it d l  be itrgued 

through the course of this essay that it  vas the problem Russell thoiight he had to solve 

in order to eqlain the nature of mathematics. By the tirne Russell encountered this 

problem in the work of F. H- Bradiey it had undergone a number of transformations. 

and it will be worth our while to foUow its philosophicil trajectory. as it were. irp to the 

Latter half of the lgth century. 

2.3 The Modems 

Philosophers of the 1 7 ' ~  century inherîted an account of propositions according to which 

they were of subject predicate form and that in sorne way this grammatical distinction 

reflected the ontological make up of the world. century philosophy UQS of course 

profoundly affected by surromding scientific developments. Descartes looked for mech- 

anistic explanations of nature, arguing for a plenum fiiled with matter. Descartes was 

opposed to action at  a distance and he felt that empty space or the void, required ex- 

planations of an occuIt nature to account for the motion of bodies. Rather, according 

to contact mechanics, things moved through direct physical contact. Such mechanistic 



explanations conflicted with Galileo's law of inertia, the latter requiring empty space or 

a vacuum to account for motion. The mechanical philosophy encourageci the view that 

necessary connections in nature could be 'read oE' via this contact between entities- Be- 

lie€ in a vacuum. on the other hand, led to mathcmatical descriptions of phenornena such 

as gravitation, where agnosticism towacds an underlying redity was more natural. So 

realists about the plenum drew on the notion of contact becween bodies to explain unity 

amidst cliversity. On the ot her hand scepticisrn about the pleniim led to an emphasis on 

mathematical descriptions of phenornena and to the opinion that the soi~rce of this rrnity. 

if there w r e  one. was opaque to human understanding. 

Leibniz was averse to the idea of a voici, or gaps, occunfng in nature. .hi this aversion 

was reflected in his ttieory about the structure of propositions. and how siich propositions 

couId say things about the world. The exact nature of part.iciilars and iiniversals rvas a 

mat ter of contention but the debate remained wit hin an essentially Aristotelian frame- 

work tmtil Leibniz. Leibniz aIso heId that every proposition was composed of a subject 

and a predicate, and that this grammatical distinction correspondeci to an ontological 

one between substance and attribute. But Leibniz also insisted that certain syntactic 

constituents (the syncategoremata) were ontologically inert and a sentence was formed 

when the subject and predicate 'fit' together, securing sentential iinity nfthout the need 

for any additional ingredient. This marked a break with the classical tradition. because, 

for the Aristotelian, terms can be comected only by means of an expression designed for 

that purpose, some sort of term functor- 

Just as predicates were 'in' subjects, attributes were said to 'inhere in' substances. 

Here substance (or sub ject) and attribute (predicate) are of fundamentdy different cate- 

gories, with particdars providing substantial support for attributes. A subject stood for 

a substance and was never a predicate. This restriction denied substantial d u e  to pred- 

icates, be they quahies represented grammatically by adjectives or relations indicated 

by verbs. In effect: Leibniz rejected the Arïstotelian notion of predication as  involving 



entities (forms) existing out of a subject yet said of that subject. Rather, by Predzcatum 

inest subjecto Leibniz means that predication is of accidents. Ontologically. predicates are 

abstract entities dependent on their subjects, and not enjoying an existence independent 

of any mind: 

The ratio or proportion between two lines L and iU may be conceived in t h e e  

several ways: as a rat.io of the greater L to the lesser hl: as a ratio of the Iesser 

!bI to the greater L; and lastly, as something abstracted from both. that is. 

as the ratio between L and M ,  without considering which is the antecedent. 

or which the consequent: which the subject and which the object.. . In the 

h t  way of considering them? L the greater is the subject. in the second. J I  

the lesser is the subject of the accident whicti philosophers caIi relation or 

ratio. But which of them will be the subject, in the third way of consicIering 

them? It cannot be said t hat both of them, L and AI toget,her are the subject 

of the accident: for if so. we should have an accident in two subjects, with 

one Ieg in oneo and the other in the other: which is contrary to the notion 

of accidents. Therefore we must say that this relation, in this third way of 

considering it? is indeed out of the subjects; but being neither a substance 

nor an accident, it must be a mere ided thing, the consideration of which is 

nevertheless useful- (Russell 1900, pages 12-13) 

The cülEculty here. according to Leibniz? is that this notion of a property existing 

independently of the subjects possessing it goes against the 'law of accidents'. .4n accident 

was a single determinate thing ontologicdly dependent on the subject containing it. So 

if one wished to attribute some property to an aggregate, such as its number. one would 

have to use an entity that could be shared by more than one subject. And this wodd 

impty that it couid somehom detach itself and move about from entity to entity. and 

at tributes are, by definition, not e n d o d  with this sort of autonomy. 

The gap between subject and predicate that AnstotIe had bridged in the Analytics 



Nith the logicd coptda, was transcended in Leibniz's account by making Universals the 

mere modifications of substances. Thus al1 of a subject's predicates are contained Mthin 

it, Instead of an unconnected patchwork of sensations, things do indeed hang together, 

as it were, because they are designed to do so. Ail of a substancek attributes unfold From 

it in a necessary fashion. Thus, Leibniz eventuaiiy replaced the term 'substance' Nith 

the term 'monad' (meaning a unit). Each monad reflected an external plurality. and this 

resolved the problem of the one and the many. 

Two possibilities would emerge. One was that there is no underlying unity to ii, 

collection. just the individuals that are in that collection. Here. attributing a number to 

it reduces to establishing some sort of correspondence between it and other collections. 

This is Hume's principle. which says that collections have the same number if their 

members c m  be put in a one to one correspondence. This principIe is congenial to the 

empiricist in that no appeal is made to any sort of unitary 'thisness' underlying the 

collection. Such a correspondence could be established amongst collections prcsumably 

withont construing them as unitary things. For the Rationalist, on the other hand. 

such an attribution can be made of a plurality only by presupposing such an underlying 

unity, which \vas presurnably provided by the mind. and as such, viewed as ideai. This 

nras Leibniz' position: a shared property was an ideal being constituted through acts of 

perception. be they of God, or by finite minds: 

Aggregates, not having unity, are nothing but phenomena, for except the 

component monads, the rest. (the unity if the aggregate, 1 suppose) is added 

by perception alone., . Anci so these beings by aggregation have no other com- 

pIete unity but that which is mental; and consequently their unity is also in 

some way mentai or phenomend, like that of the rainbow.(Russell1900. pages 

115-116) 

Russell's thesis about the nature of mathematics is best understood as an attempt to 

transcend the unsatisfactory nature of these accounts. Against the empincists RusselI felt 
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that establishing relations between aggregates required that the latter be taken as logical 

silbjects, as entities in their own right, But against the Rationalists Russell felt that 

this unitary content was more than some figment of t,he mathematician's imagination. 

indeed, if it were so, all objective grouncling for our understanding of generality would 

be lost. Russell's problem with Rationaiism was not its emphasis on an intuitive inner 

light of reason, as much as the thought that without contact Mth objects (both concrete 

and abstract) externsl to niinds. reason lacked the resourccs to navigate the tvorld in a 

disciplined way. And it  vas this lack of a 'robust sense of redity- that led rationalists to 

offer an accoimt of necessity that Russell. and many others. woulcl find wanting. So it is 

tvorth our while to paiise and explore this theory as it appears in Leibniz. 

As a result of his account of substance and attribiite. and of siibject sncl predicate. 

Leibniz proposed a thesis about identity maintaining that a siibject was uniq~iely de- 

termined by its set of attributes. Logicdy. a definition siich as 3 = 2+l. asserts the 

identity between the definiendirm and the definiens. and the fiinction of siich an analysis 

is to decompose a complete concept into its constituent concepts. Ontologically, such an 

analysis siiggests the identity of a substance with its attributes. By identifying predica- 

tion and inherence, all a subject's predicates beccame contained wittiin it and iiniversals 

made the mere modilïcation of substance. For Leibniz, (with the exception of tautologies 

such as A is A), the subject is a cornplex concept, a collection of attributes unifieci by 

an active principle of unity, and the predicate is a part of this collection. In an ana- 

lytic proposition (Leibniz did not use this term, but rather, spoke of tmths of reason). 

the notion of the subject contains ail its predicates. So dl propositions were analytic 

and necessary, following from the Law of Contradiction." Honiever, particuIar existents 

6This struck Russell as unreasonable, and so in his book on Leibniz he attacked Leibniz's theory 
of necessary propositions. In his critique of Leibniz, RusseLi argues that many of Leibniz's analytic 
propositions are not r e a b  andytic, or that they are tautologies, and thus are not redly propositions. 
Russell's argument consists in shoming that these andytic judgements presuppose judgments which are 
qnthetic. Now according to Leibniz, the subject concept has to be possible, Le., the attnbutes out of 
nrhich it is composed have to be logically compatible, The trouble is that such compatibiiity is not itself 
anaiyt ic 



did not exist of necessity but only by the FviU of God.should He determine some reason 

for this exïst.ance. The existence of a particular rvas, to this extent. contingent. Thus, 

while propositions about particdars were of subject predicate form with each particular 

containing its attributes necessllnlyt they remained contingent propositions to the extent 

that existence could not be deciuced from a particular being's âttributes. In other i-ords. 

once a particular's attributes are @en, they can be deducetl Erom each other necessarily. 

but the attributes t.hey have are not theirs of necessit.y. 

Leibniz maintained every substance contained its 'complete' concept. or every concept 

that couid be truly predicated of that sirbstance (though, of course. there being infinitek 

mmy such tnie preciications, no finite human mind can be expeçted to gr;~ssp such a 

complete notion in its entirety). h st~bject contained a11 itç past. present and future 

attributes. AI1 attributes of a subject were already contained in the notion of the siibject 

but in a form 'confusing' to finite mincis. This made al1 of a thing's properties essentiai 

to its being what it is (and a fortiori, that ali its reIations are internd to it). Idealists 

and monists heId that the connections between each of a thing's properties? (inctiiding 

its relational properties) was so intimate that the change of a single property rendered 

the thing no longer what it was. in this way, any estrinsic characterization  as in 

fact an intrinsic affection of the subject. For example. if the relation of A to B is 

deducibte hom A's complete notion, the relation to B mu& be a modification of its 

interna1 nature. However if a particular is dissolved into a congeries of properties these 

properties also have intrinsic natures tu be discovered by inquiry and such an inquiry 

would, in principle, discover relations of e n t h e n t  beheen al1 possible properties of all 

possible particdars. The obvious conclusion is that a particidar stands in a necessary 

Thus to r e t m  to arïthmeti. even if 2-i- 1 be indeed the meaning of 3,  stiii the proposition that 2 f l  is 
possible is necessarily synthetic. A possible idea cannot, in the last anai-ysis! be menly an idea which is 
not contradictory; for the proposition itself must a h y s  be deduceci from l t h e t i c  propositions (Russell 
1900, page21). 

So Leibniz's necessary truths cannot be 'wholif analytic, in that ttiey presuppose that certain synthetic 
propositions are a d a b l e  to determine which of a subject's possible constituents are compatible. 
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relation to all its properties. 

Leibniz also held that malysis and synthesis simply reflected the two directions of 

movement dong the same deductive chain. AU proof depended on the principIe of iden- 

t i ty  A proposition -presseci 'identity' if the predicate was either explicitly identicaI 

nrith the subject, or s o m e h o ~  othenvise inclrided in it. Similady. Leibniz treated hypo- 

theticds, or compound sentencest as having cat.egoria1 Form (Leibniz 1966). Categoricais 

hnd the fom: -4 contains Bt where A is the sitbject and 3 is the predicate. So relations 

between propositions. including entaiiment. wiii share in this form. This treatment of 

compound sentences as categoricals requirecl that a proposition could be conceived as 

a tenu: "That a proposition follows fiom a proposition is simpiy that a consequent is 

contained in an antecedent, as a term in a term. By this methocf we reduce inferences to 

propositions and propositions to terms" (Leibniz 1966, page 57). This t r eahen t  of the 

relat.ion bet.ween antecedent. and consequent in s conditional as one of entailment. tvould 

make al1 siich relations analytic and necessary. And these connections betsvcen attributes 

remain knowable a priori. 

The most crucial objection to this account wodd evorve from the cornmon sense 

Aristotelian vïew that there are both pcirticuIars and properties of particulars. and that 

each particular stands in a necessary reIation to some of its properties and a contingent 

relation to others. There is clearly a sense in which given the Iam of nature and the past 

history of the universe, it is contingent that a given particular be Iocated at a given point 

in space at a given tirne- Some sort of distinction had to be dram between physicd and 

logicd necessity. But how one to detach properties Erom particulars in a way that 

made sense of this distinction between the contingent and the necessary? 

One line of thought emerged fkom Locke. The problem  as cast Fvithin the Eramework 

he inherited of predication as the inherence of accidents in a subject . Nom-. the assump tion 

that a subject is simpIy dehed by its predicates made dl propositions about a subject 

analyti~~ and necessary. Some way had to be found to sever this tight connection between 
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the two and d o w  for those propositions that were known only contingently. Locke would 

look to the kstotel ian conception of substance as a subject of predication which is not 

itself predicable of anything. Thus a particular stripped of dl its properties was granted 

a sort of ontologicd status. the detaiIs of which Locke knew not what'. The notion of a 

bme particulsr seems to have its origins in Locke's views on substance. Particulars were 

reduced to an unknowable substratum. 

Particular things were knom only throtrgh contact with their s e c o n d q  quaiities. 

Contact with objects was mediated through such qualities impinging on our sense organs. 

The intellect then worked on these ideas. bringing them together or bredcing them d o m  

into constituent imits. as needs ~varranted. Because contact wit h the sources of t hese 

ideas !vas mediated. knowledge of them was at best second hanci. Locke did not wish to 

deny that necessary connections held among the constitutive properties of objects and 

between objects themselves. Rather. Locke was concerned to deny that such connections 

coiild be transparent to human reason. 

For Locke. ive niust find a ground for what we know in what we experience. and 

iiniversals subsist in our minds as what he caiied concepts. Universals were thought of 

as what remains after what is individual to diverse particulars bas beeii abstracted asvay 

by the mind. Now. the line of thought leitving partictdars bûre siiggested that there 

are no anaiytic propositions ascribing quaiities to particuiars. That is. none of a thing's 

phenomenai properties are essential to it (and thus. a fortiori that no relations are intemd 

to it) and that a distinction had to be made between the thing itself and a description of it. 

The conclusion naturaily foliowed that "logical oecessitf only characterized relationships 

between universals, and the notion of logically necessary relations between particulars 

and their properties was dropped. 

Thus whiie Locke regarded the substratum as an anchor binding properties to form 

a unity, Berkeley and Hume wodd soon dispense with it, Ieaving the sense impressions 

£iom which we abstracted 'ideas' to float fieely about as  mere flotsam on a sea of habit 



and intentions. There emerges a characteristically empiricist account of objects, where 

discrete isolated sense impressions are combined to form what we encounter as a aiuiified 

whole. The result was a skepticism that denied knotvledge of mything beyond our sense 

impressions- And it would be a problem to explain how disparate and isolat4 sense im- 

pressions could be combined to form an e'rternal world with the continuity and structure 

it had, Phenomenal particulars must be 'synthesised? in some way, and as Hume had 

dernonstrateci: alI we have at the phenomenal level is the const.ant conjimction of ideas. 

While the implausibility of the notion of an unknowable substratum drove the empiricists 

to account for the worId in terms of ideas as the correlates of sense impressions. these 

were discrete isolated items whose interconnect,ions couid not be known. So with Hime 

ive are left with items of sensation as the only things we c m  be said to know for certain. 

And the only necessary connections between these items are those supplied by our tiabits. 

CVhat emerged tvas a theory about the informative content of propositions. An in- 

formative proposition was restricted to one involving the association of ideas and was 

synthetic. Empiricists were not as opposeci to the notion that certain propositions couId 

only be justified by an appeal to something lying beyond the confines of e-uperience. as 

they were to the idea that propositions of this type could extend our knowledge. One 

of the central tenets of empiricism is that any proposition whose tmth does not depend 

on e'rperience is analytic, or true by convention or definition. It is this rejection of the 

synthetic a priori which is the sine qua non of modern empirici~m.~ Leibniz haci tried to 

transcend the duaiistic ontology through a monisrn that made properties the f o m  of a 

substance. This in turn made a thing's properties necessaq to it. Hume and Berkeley 

muld insist that such necessity was not an item of sensation but this response Ieft us 

7The Logical Positivists had taken Wittgenstein in the Tmctatus as having estabhhed the tautologi- 
c d  nature of the propositions of logïc- Furthermore, when Russell and Whitehead 'reduced' mathematics 
to logic in the PM7 t hey therefore demonstrateci that mathernaticd propositions were analytic, or tau- 
tologies. Russell himself would corne to adopt this thesîs. Homer:  from the Principles of Mathematics 
to bis encounters with Wittgenstein, Russell would insist on the synthetic a priori character of mathe- 
matical knowledge, and at the same time, the synthetic character of the propositions of Iogïc. 
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with no account of why our worId came with the structure it had. 

The Emergence of ldealism 

One presupposition shared by the Rationalists and the Empiricists tvas the subject pred- 

icrtte tie as one of inherence. This common assumption led. interestingl enough. to the 

concliision that abstract particulars were the work of the mind. For the Rationalist. 

however. the structure given to oiu esperience by the mind was knowlible in principIe. 

The Empiricists. on the other hand. were d r a m  to de- that the undcrlying principle 

of iinity cotilcl ever be known. Kant and his idealist followers felt they had an anmer 

to this skepticisrn: iinity is the outcome of an intuitive act whereby these eIemcnts are 

cornbineci according to the Categories. Irituitions must be brought undcr concepts and 

there is no experience without judgrnent . Kant's idealis t successors took s proposition 

as constituted by an act of judgement. Reitlity became a kind of function of the minci. 

where the minci was seen as a sort of stamp acting to shape üncl stnicttire the phenom- 

e n d  s t rem.  Objects did not coneain blueprints of their representations. taken up by 

passive minds. rather. our minds are tvhat structured oiir experiences. The view became 

that what is empiricaily 'given' does not exhsust all that can be knonn about the worId. 

and as in Locke. a distinction between the necessary and the contingent is boiight at  the 

expense of having to  posit an unknowable source of our sensibIe intuition. 

According to the IdeaIists o d y  ideas had what nm calteci 'meaning' and in each 

judgement there was some subject of the judgement. which tvas not an idea. and had no 

meaning- Ekpressions used to  directiy pick out sorne portion of reality did nothing to  

advance our underst anding. Rat her, knowledge came with the characterimion of reality 

through concepts. Understanding of particdar bits of the world n a  incomplete: with 

knowledge increasing increment d y  as particular subjects were brought under concepts. 

A proposition attributed a meaning, a prope- an idea. to a designated reaIity, making 



propositions dependent for their being on an act of judgement. In t.his conception a 

presented object depended on the form our intuition took in the apprehension of it as 

weU as through the judgement of the judging subject. 

For Bradley, however, judgements were not just the association of ideas. t#en we 

rnake a judgment, we are in some sense bringing reality under concepts. in judgment. 

wMe a predicate is asserted of a subject? subjects and predicates are ven; dament 

kinds of things. That part of reality brought under an idea, Bradley calls an individual. 

However, there is no stich thing as a pinpoint particular, which is somehow the subject 

of the judgment. The inner core of particuiarity. that which marks individuals out as 

distinct From others, this. we cannot have direct unmediated contact with. In this sense. 

for Bradley, part icdm do not exist. An individuai !vas regardeci ils a kind of iinivcrsal 

and cdled a concrete universal (Bradley 1553). Indivicluals coulcl only possess 'identity 

in difference'. Bradley's point !vas that the identification of particuiar thirigs was only 

achieved through some sort of conceptual mediation. In support of this. Bradley pointed 

to asymmetrical relations that implied 'diversity of their terms'. To say that 'This is to 

the left of that' immediately yields 'this' and 't,hat' as diverse mcanings. 

Bradley would make this the centerpiece of a cornplex. and at times obscure, argument 

against the notion of identity: Assume that 'A is AT is of subject predicate fom. Bradley's 

contention is that either such a statement is mistakent in that assignSng a predicate 

presumes that the subject and the predicate are already @en as distinct entities. Or that 

stch a statement is triviai, for the predicate is not marking out anything distinct about 

the subject, and one is claiming 'meret identity (there would be no distinct feature by 

which the judger could determine in what respect they were so relateci). Thus, preserving 

the principle of identity seerns to require giving up the subject-predicate form. 

The argument is spelled out ia some detaii in Appeamnce and Reality. A thing is 

somehow the locus for a pluraiity of attributes. Quaiities and properties are taken to be 

abstract particulars. Thus when Bradley says 'This lump 9f sugar is white and hard and 
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sweet', (Bradley 1893? page 16) there is a single thing (the Iump of sugar) qrialified by a. 

number of adjectives rvhich in turn stand for individuals. and are said to 'inhere' in the 

lump of sugar. Different qrraiities are t&n to be m e r i c d y  distinct, and in this sense 

are many. Without a substantial medium to anchor attributes, predication becomes thc 

attribution of identity. In a statement such as 'This hunp of sugar is white, and h d .  

and sweet', the functiou of the copula is to mark the qualities said to 'inhere in' t hc 

subject. The subject is said to contain such qudities. which are abstract pcticirliirs. 

LVhat then remuns ta be elcplained is hovi the subject, as a single unit- thing. can ?et 

be identical with its properties. which me mmy- Bradley marshds a series of arguments 

designed to show that such identity is illusory, an 'identity' in appearance ody. 

The sentence 'This Iump af sugar is white. and hard. and swet '  asserts that a single 

t hing. i.e.. this lump of siigur. is identicd trit h t hree individual t hings: the qiidities 

White, Harci: and Srwet. But what did the inberence tie consist in'? One such possibi1ity 

was to construe the identity as involving the individual thing and each of its qiialities. 

taken as individusls. Yet the thing cannot be any one of its accidents. For these are. 

after ail, distinct individuaIs. h o t h e r  possibility is that the thing is just its qualities 

taken al1 togethcr. or as many. ,The trouble tiere is that such unity is presupposed by the 

attribution of a property, and so cannot be conferred upon it by such a property. A liunp 

of sugar is not identical wïth the sum of its attributes because it is one and not merely 

many. It is, d t e r  ail. a substance, or a iuiitary thing, not merely s collection of such 

things, It has to be the sort of t.hing possessing enaugh unity that it makes sense to c a l  

it the subject of a predication- Under the first possibility? then, to claim that the lump of 

sugar is identical to any one of its attributes is faIse. In the second case: the attribution 

is question-begging in that the very unity being definecl is aiready presupposed in the 

definition. 

Having eliminated these two possibilities, Bradley then considers a third option, and 

this is the pwibility that the mïty of a collection of qualities anses kom their being 
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combined in a certain way. Thus a single thing is identical to its qualities in sorne relation: 

But it. is our emphasis, perhaps. on the aspect of unity which has caused 

this confusion, Sugar ist of cotuse, not the mere plurality of its different 

adjectives: but why should it be more than its properties in relation'? CVhen 

'white'. 'hard', 'sweet', and the rest coesist in a certain tvay. that is siueIy the 

secret of the thing. The qualities are, and are in a relation. (Bradley 1893. 

page 17) 

Bradley's suggestion is that no sense can be made of a relation. construed ûs an 

independent entity binding the members of a collection into a iinity? and his cittack will 

center on what such a relation could be said to u n i l  Bradley urges us to consider. 

then. the possibility that the relation is with each quaiity taken individiially. Thiis in 

establishing such a tie one is establishing the identity between each quality and the 

relation. Yet this attempt at turnirig the one into the many is simply incoherent. for one 

is prestipposing that each quality is niunerically distinct. Bitt the relation apparently 

yields the identity oniy of each quality (in the sense that each quaIity is being combined 

into a single thing), which is abstud. So the notion that each quality could be identicd 

nrith some relation is false. That is. the faisity aises because one is at tributing numerical 

identity to what are: supposedly. numericaily diverse things. The other possibility then. 

is to take the relation not as with each abstract particular taken singllv, but. rather. a 

relation iavolving abstract particulars in the coilection as a plurality. Here. the problem 

is that the relation is said to be identical with a plurality. But the plurality bas no unity. 

it is a many. As a plurality, this collection cannot be identicd with the relation. which 

is a single thing. 

The probIem BradIey begins with seems to arise when predication is treated as in- 

herence. If one construes the unity as being inherent in each quality taken individually 

or in the mmy7 the claim is false- On the other hand. construing the unity as  a singIe 

t h g  inherent in the qualities of the thing taken a s  a plurality is question begging in 



that the very unity is presupposed in identifying the plurality of qualities as quaiities of 

the same thing. Bradley's argument is then that should one at tempt to locate that unity 

in a relation (some configuration of the qualities), it wiii similarly be impossible to state 

wbat the relation could be a ,dation of, Bradley would contend that to Iocate the source 

of unity in an independently red entity wvould lead to a regress: 

Let us abstain fkom making the relation an attribute of the related. and let 

us make it more or less independent.. .the problem is not solved by taking 

relations as independently real. For' if so, the qualities and their relation fall 

entireIy apart, and Ive have said nothing. Or we have to make a new relation 

between the old relation and the terms; which, when it is made. does not help 

us. Tt. either demands a new relation. and so on without end. or it leaves us 

where we were, entangled in dficulties. (Bradley 1593. pages 17-15) 

The relation cannot be identical with each quality individuail. Each quality is a 

distinct entity, and their combination through a relation does not collapse them into one. 

as it were: this is just false. So is the tie the relation could be thought to have with 

the quahties taken as many. For the relation is one: and the qualities are rnany. The 

o d y  other possibïlity seems to be to take the relation as identical to whatever rinitary 

thing underlies the plurality of qualities. and this is vacuous. The idea here is that a 

cornplex is a singIe thing wlien its parts lie in a relation that makes them one. Thus 

the relation must be identicd to its terms 'as many'. But this is impossible since the 

terms are many, not one. h o t h e r  attempt to locate a candidate, to isolate some abstract 

particular responsibIe for the unifying relation wiü onIy presuppose that very entity. 

Bradley's criticism of the traditional distinction between subject and predicate amounts 

to a dilemma, which shows that any attempt to explain this unity amidst diversity is 

unintelligible. On the one hand a thing is not the substantial residue left behind after 

its attributes have been stripped away. On the other hand: treating a thing as the sum 

of its properties leads to abmdity or a regress. What the regress argument purports to 
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show is that whatever it is that bestows order and structure on a col1ect.ion of properties, 

;it7 c a ~ o t  be a property like the others. And whatever that thing is which properties 

belong to, to %hat7. no one can have direct access. Rather, it seems something reached a s  

a kind of lirnit. something dways slipping Erom our conceptual grasp. always just beyond 

the borders of our comprehension. access to which is made by ever greater clegrees of 

generality. Bradley clearly thought that part of the problem lay in the subject preclicate 

Iogic's notion of the inherence tie. The moral the idealists drew was that the principle of 

identity had to go. They retained the subject predicate form with the proviso that knowl- 

edge of a subject was aIways incomplete and attained only by enveloping the subject in 

a web of ideas. 

Russell and Moore's Critique of Idealism 

Russell agreed that the inherence mode1 of the subject predicate relation is incoherent 

but he would t h v  very ciiffereut conclusions. Russeil and Moore shared witli Bracfley 

the assumption that there is a tension between the logic of substance presupposed by the 

subject predicate form, and the principIe of identity. By traditional lights. the subject of 

predication. i-e. substance. is devoid of meaning. Thus. assiiming the traditional subject 

predicate logic. an analysis of the proposition 'This is heavy' is not forthcoming because 

the referent of 'this' cannot be specified. It has no meaning- As RusseU again puts it: 

A substance is not properly speaking defined by its predicates. There is a 

clifference between asserting a given predicate of one substancet and asserting 

it of another. The substance c m  only be defined as "this7. Or rather-and 

tbis is where the doctrine of substance breaks down-t he substance cannot be 

defined at ail. To define is to point out the meaning, but a substance is, by its 

very nature, destitute of meaning, since it is onIy the predicates wkch give a 

meaning to it. Even to Say "this7, is to indicate some part of space or tirne, 



or some distinctive quality to explain in any way which substance we mean, 

is to give some substance sorne predicate. But unless we already know which 

substance we are speaking of? our judgement has no dehiteness. since it is a 

different judgement to assert the same predicate of another substance. Thus 

Ive necessarily incur a vicious circle. (Russell 1W0? pages 59-60) 

At bottom the charge of vicious circidarity Russell is making here is of a kind nrith 

the charge the idedists made. If subjects are to be identified through the predicates 

inhering in them, the ascription of a predicate seems to preçiime that one has dready 

locked on ta that subject. holding it iip. as it were. for inspection. The question is. then. 

how do ive achieve this'? Clearly it cannot be supposed that reference to this subject is 

achieved through some predicate because this is circiilar. On the other hand. assuming 

the traditional subject predicate model. it isn't evident what other means ive have at 

our disposal to secrire this referencc. So in what the predication relation can arnount to. 

RusseU confesses that he shares Locke's wonder (Russell 1900, page 50). " 
The moral RusseU drew was that the subject predicate tie could only be a relation 

arnong individuals. RusseIl would say that, to begin with. particuiar things are just 

there, given to us independently of any conceptiiai scheme. Universals are also entities 

given independently of our grasp of them. Together, these combine to form complex 

unities. Russell did not regard reIations as intrinsicallp related to their terms. The entities 

entering into a c o m p l ~ ~  through some relation remained unaffected by that relation? and 

would remain the same entities when reconstituted into another complex by a different 

relation: 

8 ~ h i s  would be a recurring theme for Russek "'Substance' when taken seriously, is a concept impos 
sible to free Gom dïcultieç. A substance is supposed to be something distinct from aii its properties. 
But when we take away the properties, and try to imagine the substance by itself, we find that there 
iç nothing left. To put the matter in another way: What distingishes one substance from another? 
Not difference of properties, for, according to the Iogic of substance. difierence of properties presupposes 
numerical diversity between the substances concerned. Two substancesp therefore, must be Mt two, 
without being, in themselves, in any way distinguishable. How, then, are we ever to h d  out that they 
are two? (Russell 1946, page 21) 



What I admit is that no enurneration of theif [cornplex unities] constituents 

will reconstnct them. since any such enurneration @ves us a p1uraiit.y. not a 

unity. But T do not admit that they are not composed of their constituents: 

and whilt is more to the purpose, 1 do not admit that their constituents cannot 

be considercd t d y  uniess we remember t hat t hey are t heir constituents. mie 

view that 1 reject l d d s  that the fact that an object z has a certain reIation 

R to an object y impiies cornpIexity in z and y. i.e., it implies sornet,hing in 

the 'natures' of x and y in virtue of which they are rehted by the relation 

R. (Russel 1910) 

Moore and Russell would attack idedism on ttvo fronts. On the one hmd they 

objected to  the psycbologism inherent in idealist epistemology. What Russell found 

objectionable tvas the obscurity inherent in an account ofobjects as constituted by minds. 

For Russell, this sort of view reHected a confusion between an object itself and the thought 

of the object- When the object in question is ernpiricdiy given this kind of conhsion 

is usually not caused. Honrever the confusion frequently surfaces n-hen the object in 

question is apprehencled o n 1  in thought The object is then assimilated tvith its mode of 

presentation? becoming an 'idea'. a mere creation of the minci. For Russell this served 

to compromise the objectivity of truth. Russeil insisted thüt objects were 'out there'. 

existing independently of our conceptual schemes and not somehow the work of the mind. 

For Russell these objects were not created, they were discovered. Cf the understanding is 

not creative, but rat.her discovers its objects, then tbese must possess in themselves an 

autonomous redity. They must have being. 

Thus the attack on psychologism deveIops into an attack on the holistic construal of 

necessity inherent in the Ideaiist doctrine of interna1 relations. Knowledge of isohted, 

detachable bits of the worId can be had. The so c d e d  "interna1 modifications' borne 

by subjects reflected nothing more than a change in the factual combinations of terms: 

'The notion that a term can be moddied e s e s  from neglect to observe the eternd 
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self-identity of ail terms and ail logical concepts, which alone form the constituents of 

propositions" (Russell 1903, page 448). Ob jech are independent of the understanding. 

The cognitive relation is like any other relation in that the relation tying the subject 

to the known object is purely external. That is, the liunp of sugar before me remains 

unafFected by my thinking about it. The object does not depend in any way on the 

subject. The mind here is merely a passive receptacle, which enables Russell to compare 

knowing with sense perception. This insistence on a passive and direct relation t.o the 

objects of knowledge would later be callecl .knowledge by accpaintance'. 

The New Logic 

This generd critique of the trsidit,iond theory of the proposition was extended to the con- 

ventional v i e ~  of logic that it supported. Now. Kant had defineci an analytic proposition 

as one which consisted in some sort of inclusionr or inherence. between notions: Le., be- 

tween representations. M e n  Kant identified analytic propositions wit h t. he propositions 

of logic what emerged was a view of logic as sterile and uninformative. The propositions 

of mathematics, on the other hand. were said to be spthetic a priori. The philosophical 

battle lines drawn over this issue would not be recast in any marked way imtil Frege's 

critique of Kant. 

Frege maintained that the laws of arithmetic were analytic as were the propositions of 

iogic from which they are derived. According to Frege. (Frege 1884. section 88) Kant gave 

too nmow a definition of an analytic judgement. For Kant, an andytic judgement was a 

universa1 affirmative judgement. In this sort of judgement. one asks whether the attribute 

concept is included in the subject concept. But it ignores existentid propositions and 

any judgement where the subject is a simple particular (Le., not composed of parts (Frege 

1884) ). Of greater consequence, however,  as Kant's propensity to tie anaiyticity to the 

content of a judgement- Frege had a somewhat different understanding of andyticity. 



The mark of an andytic judgement was that it could be given a Iogical demonst.ration: 

if it foiiowed from logical laws and definitions. An andytic juclgement was a method of 

proof. This was the case with the truths of ar i tbet ic .  so that each one of them was a 

"law of logic, albeit a derived one" (Frege 1884, section 87) Frege. in the Grundlagen saw 

himself as having %chieved an improvernent" on Kant's views (Frege 1584. section 109) 

by showing that arithrnetic was an extension of Iogic. On t.he other hand. propositions of 

geometry are synthetic and a priori, depending sis they cio on u ioms that are irreducible 

to pure logic (Frege 1354, section 89). Frege's conclusion was that mathematics was, like 

logic. maiytic. 

Russell. on the other hand, accepted t. he Kantian and Leibnizian characterisat ion of 

analyt.icity, according to which an analytic judgeinent is one which makes explicit the 

inclusion of the preclicate in the subject concept. Or. again. if the jiiclgement cannot be 

denied without contradiction. According to Russell. Kant had been right to hold that the 

judgements of mathematics were necessq  and synthetic (Russell 1900. page 24). Indeed. 

Kant should have gone further and reject the notion that the propositions of Iogic were 

analytic (Russell 1903, page 457). So Russell's strategy  vas to t&c up the Kantian notion 

of the synthetic a priori, ciefine analyticity as Kwt a d  Leibniz iinderstood it. and then 

try to contain the range of such 'propositions'. in effect. the presupposition was that the 

informative content of the propositions of Iogic codd be displayed only by denying that 

they were analytic. This in turn would open an account of the f i t fulness of logic and 

mathematics as stemming from some sort of direct contact wvith t,he structure underl-ying 

reaiity itseif. 

The resdt was a thesis to the effect that at some fundamental level logic and math- 

ematics are the same: 

rU1 pure mathematics deals eicchsively Nith concepts definable in terms of a 

very s m d  number of fundamental logicd concepts, and that all its proposi- 

tions are deducible fiom a very s m d  number of fundamental logical princi- 



ples. (Russell 1903, page iv) 

If mathematics possessed irreducibly logical content, there was no longer any need 

to account for its tniths in terms of our a priori intuitions of space and time. Rather. 

mathematics was a prion through its intimate connection wïth logic (R~issell 1903. page 

8). So Russell was in need of an accoiint of a priori knowledge, which he proceeds to 

spell out in Problenas of Philosophy. There. a priori knowleclge is accoirnted for in terms 

of a direct epistemic contact with a world of subsisting universals. The world had the 

structure it had due to a variety of logical and mathematical entities. This is tvhy Russell 

regarded it as is aistake to suggest t.hat the principles of logic reprcsented the so culled 

'Iatvs of thoiight'. These logical structures governed oiir t hoiights. but also reality iu a 

whole. Thus. while one may be thinking of the law of contradiction. the law itself is not 

a thought. but is rather an objective featiue about things in the world (Russell 1912. 

page 89). 

According to the new doctrine attributes. relations. and things are equally reai. Meta- 

physically. the universe is made up of a, plurality of such distinct. independent entities. 

whose relations which each other are not 'internal' to their objects. This ontology mas 

cruciai to d i n g  out any propositions being analytic. In the first place. reIational propo- 

sitions couldn't be interpreted as the inclusion of a predicate in a subject concept, Xor 

could a relational proposition be seen as an assertion of some sort of relation among 

representations. Rather. the entities involved were either concrete or abstract objects 

whose natures were completely independent of any sort of representation. So the notion 

of anaiyticity f d e d  to account for the structure of reIational propositions. Nor could 

predicative propositions of subject predicate form. Propositions such as these had to be 

distinguished. There were. on the one hand, generai propositions such as '-Al men are 

mortai". Logical anaiysis of such propositions reveded an undedying structure which 

was relational rather than predicative, Le., for all . if 3: is a naan, then x is mortal. 

While these propositions asserted a reIation between predicates. this relation did not 
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si& that Mortality wns somehow 'contained' in Humanity (Russell 1984: page 94). 

Then there were singular propositions such as Socrates is morfal. which were of sub- 

ject predicate form. While these sorts of judgements seemed to be of a non-relat.ionaI 

nature (Russell 1903, page 49). they presupposed an underlying relation? And this 

relation remained external a s  well in that the predicate was never part of the subject. So 

the conclusion was that no tme subject predicate proposition was andytic. tndeed. prac- 

t i cdy  aU propositions were synthetic. The only exceptions to this rule were tautologies. 

and these propositions were dismissed as trivial. 

Frege and Russell both thought that Linking mathematics with logic would close 

the gap through which Kant had introduced a 'transcendental çrtbjectivity'. And both 

philosophers rejected the notion t hat the propositions of logic were incapable of Fruit- 

fully extending our knowledge. But given Russell's position that the propositions of 

mathematics and logic are both synthetic rather than analyticlO. just how logic codd be 

synthetic remained to be shown (Russell 1903. page 457). This t a k  woiild be the object 

of Russell's Labours in the Principles of Mathematics. to which we d l  now tum. 

!'In discussing the Identity of Indiiernibles Russell would rernark "that there is no essential difference 
between subjects and predicates.. ." (Russell 1W3, page 451). Specifying the nature of this relation 
wouid be problematic, and a s  a result of the paradoxes he wodd corne to t h ï  that the relation of 
predication invoIved a Fundamental logicd dserence of type beheen the terms invoIved. 

'OBIoore drew similar conclusions in his paper on necessity (Moore 1900). Moore argueci t h  a 
non-circdar definition of anaiyticity was impossible. Andyticity codd not be defined in t e m  of the 
principle of non- contradiction or the Iaw of evcluded middle, because such principles are not analytic 
truths. Moore concludeci that the only anaiytic truths were tautologies, but that these were not genuine 
propositions. 



Chapter 3 

Russell's Propositions 

3.1 Introduction 

Russell's logicism was the thesis that the propositions of mathematics ivere complexes 

composed of logical entities. The object of philosophicaL andysis was to discover these 

entities and reved their natiues. This presupposeà an understanding of logic as the 

synthetic a priori science of generality. This chapter will explore Riissell's analytical 

method and the sorts of entities it wodd uncover in propositions. Of particular impor- 

tance to him are intensional entities cailed denoting complexes that were presupposed 

in any proposition about nimber, Number would turn out to be a property of classes. 

and the isoIation of this property wodd reqture what Russell wouLd caIl his Principle of 

Abstraction. 

3.2 Propositions and their Constituents 

Russell was in need of an account of propositions. Whiie the proposition was the primary 

object of philosophical andysis. it must be understood that for Russell the analysis of a 

proposition was not a syntactic analysis of hguistic items: 



Won& ail have meaning, in the simple sense that they are symbuis which 

stand for s o m e t h g  other tban thernsehes. But a proposition, imiess it hap 

pens to be linguistic, does not itself contain words: it contains the entities 

indicated by words. Thus meaning, in the sense in whicli words have rneming, 

is irrelemnt to Iogic (Russell 1903. page 47). 

There is thm a distinction between a sentence and a proposition. Propositions. though 

apprehended through a Linguistic form, are not. lin,gistic. X sentence is merely a par- 

ticdar linguistic expression for a proposition which itself belongs to an extra linguistic 

redity. The French sentence "Socrate est humain" and the English sentence 5ocrates 

is hiiman" express in different ways the s m e  proposition. Words are just s ~ b o l s .  signs 

for tfiings other than themselves. So a sentence is a cornplex sign for a proposition. 

Meanings join to constitute a proposition, acting as the building blocks in the propo- 

sitional cornplex. In the Pn'nciples O/ ~Llathematics RusseIl regardeci a proposition as a 

structured entity with individuals, predicat.es and relations as parts While Frege found 

it peculiar to say that a mountain or Napoleon could Iiteraiiy be a part oftvhat one thinks 

or says, Russell insisted that Mont Blanc itself is a cornponent part of what is actudly 

asserted in the proposition 'Mont Blmc is more than 4 thousand metres high'. There is 

a certain complex in which Mont Blanc is itseif a part. If 'Desdemona' and 'Cassio' are 

proper names, their Russellian meanings are the very peopIe Desdemona and Cassio? and 

the RusseIlian meaning of 'loves' is the concept "Love!'. which is for Russeil something 

as mu& a part of the e s t e r d  worId as are Desdernona and Cassio. 

The propositional comple- was a structure of objects displaying a pecdiar sort of 

unity in which the concepts and all other Russellian terms appeared as constituents. 

Thus what we believe, assume or deny when we beiieve, assume or deny that Desdemona 

loves Cassio is a single thing: a complex entity that has for its constituents the meanings 

of the words that make up the sentence in which we express the beiie. assumption 

or denid. Propositiond constituents were part of the dtirnate furnitire of the world. 



There is then the question as to how we gasp the semmtic units that lie at the heart of 

Russell% constntal of the propositional compIex. The fimction of the theory of meaaing 

is to ground our discourse ernpiricaliy by establishing a direct relation between a proper 

name and an effectively present reality. 

G. E. Moore gave the essentiaJs of the view in his paper On the Nature of .hdye- 

ment (Moore 1899, page 179) according to which a judgement such as ---This rose is red" 

does not attribute a qi~aiity to some sibstantial reaiity Rather. a judgement is the as- 

sertion of a conjunction of concepts. Concepts combine to form propositions and the 

world is simply made up of ail truc propositions, independently of their being judged. 

The adjectives, nouns and verbs rnaking irp a sentence designatecl inrleperiderit and seIf- 

sificient entities. Understanding a proposition involved standing in a direct relation to 

the meanings of those expressions. Such meaning relata were calied terms. Every ivord 

indicated a term and our contact with that term is unmedirrted. Indeed, what is distinc- 

tive about Moore's view of concepts is that they were not regarded as mind-dependent. 

i h a t  this meant %-as that a term could be apprehended regardless of the relations it had 

to other terms. in contrat to the ideaiist view. then: the picture was one of a plurality 

of independent terms making up the world as we know it. But what gave the particulars 

of that world a structure are the concepts that form part of its ontologicaI fabric. 

Russell took over much of this picture from Moore. The world was composed of 

objectively existing entities sÎmilar in nature to hloore's concepts. wliich Russell also 

c d e d  t e m :  

Whatever may be an object of thought, or may occur in any true or faIse 

proposition. . - 1  c d  a term. . . A term is, in fact , possessed of aii the properties 

cornmonly assigned to substances or substantives. Every term, to begin nith, 

is a Iogicd subject. Again every t em is Mmutable and indestructible. CVhat 

a term is, it is: and no change c m  be conceived in it &ch muid not destroy 

its identity and make it another term (Russeil 1903, page 44). 



Terms are of two kinds. things and concepts. And these combine in one form or 

another as the constituents of propositions. Proper narnes pick out t e m  and general 

names pick out concepts. Things and concepts are the ontological correlates of single 

words? and are to be thought of as individuals (Russell 190'3, page 497), although com- 

p h  espressions rnay also designate single entities. Russell always associatecl a unique 

semantic entity with each grammatical unit. with t.hese symbols referring to that redi t .  

Particulm esist in space and tirnc while iiniversals are said to subsist. Concepts. in twn. 

a e  intensionai entities in thst two concepts can be coestensive and not be ident.ical. 

This crucial distinction between proper nmes and genera1 narnes presupposes the 

follorving trvo theses: 

1. A proper name is a name which cm only hnction as a granmatica1 subject (Le.. 

as a siibstantive) 

2. A general name is a n m e  which can appear in two guises (as adjective/subst.antive) 

ancl be rised in two ways (as predicate/subject). 

Proper names stood for things (particuLm)? and general narnes stood for trniversals. 

That is, meaning was a relation between linguistic symbob and extra lin,guistic elements 

of reality. A thing is whatever is indicated by a proper name nith the sole logical function 

of appearing as a subject. A thing may only occur as a constituent of a proposition, as 

a logical subject- A concept, which is signified by a general name: is a term with two 

functions. Its primary function is one of qualifying when it functions as a predicate. 

(or of linking when it is a re1ation)- However, it may dso function as a subject when 

it is nominaiised. The term designated by the adjective " h u m d l  for example, codd 

be mentioned by the substantive "humanity7 (for that matter, substantives, adjectives, 

and verbs d indicate terms that could be nominalised into logicd subjects). When a 

predicate is designated by the substantive expression, the concept picked out by that 

gened  name functions as a subject of the proposition. Concepts enjoy a dud roIe in 



that they may occur as constituents in a proposition as either concept. or Iogical subject. 

They may be named and made ioto logical subjects without restriction. Properties can 

be meaningfdly predicated of them. The occurrence of a concept in a proposition as a 

concept is not the same as its occurrence as a term. A concept is the [ogical sirbject of a 

proposition in which it occurs only when the proposition is about that concept. i.c.. oniy 

when the concept occurs in the proposition as a terrn. 

Russell% rejection of the traditional subject predicate logic hacl consequences for 

his ontology. The terms of traditional logic came to posscss characteristics traclitiondy 

assignecl to substances, such as being unities, besides being the Iogical subject in proposi- 

tions. But now concepts. as terms indicated by general names. could become the subjects 

of assertions. So predicates and relations became endowed with al1 those characteristics 

the cl;usical tradition haci seen fit to attribute to substances. Fiirttiemore. a particiilas 

term possessed a niimerical identity with itself and numerical diversity with respect to al1 

other terms. and terms that were concepts possessed a conceptual diversity This made 

a universai an entity. or individual, thus cutting against a long philosop hical tradition. 

This wouId be the source of constant problerns leading trp to the Theoq of Krrowledge 

manuscrip t. 

The first part of the Principles of Mathematics is devoted to an "esqdanation of the 

fundamental concepts that mathematics accepts as indefinable" (RusseU 1903. page xv). 

Access to these concepts is not reached through some sort of immediate intuitive insight 

but rather through the painstaking analysis of mathematicai propositions. At the hemt 

of this approach is the doctrine that propositions in general are complexes composed of 

reai entities and endowed wïth a structure. Russell's task is to find a principled way of 

isolating the mathematical content of propositions in a way presupposing neither some 

sort of epistemic property (such as a proposition's 'obviousness') nor some rnetaphysi- 

cal property (say, it being necessary as opposed to contingent). Rather, what marks a 

mathematical proposition is its generality, in the sense that they do not contain as con- 



stituents any particular e-uistents. Thus, a propositional series such as Socrates is  a man, 

all m e n  are morta. t h e d o r e  Socrates is mortal, wodd not be counted as a proposition 

of logic, precisely because Socrates. Man and 11/Io'rtaI are empirically real existent terms. 

Mathematical propositions are ali generd f o m d  implications. So mathematics is only 

concerned with the f o m  of propositions. 

As the propositions of mathematics were formal implications. or propositions having 

t.he form: for al1 x, if x is such that . . , then x is such that.. . . Russell regarcled it as 

crucial that for al1 x . , . be imderstood as meaning for ail possible entities ,whatsoeuer, A 

mathematicai proposition is not about any particular subject. So a forma1 implication 

will contain a forma1 or unrestricted variable as a constituent. But to attain a com- 

plet,ely general proposition the malysis of a formal implication must be pursued by the 

eliinination of any particrilar c lzs  concept, iintil nothing reniains but the forni of the 

proposition, consisting of formal variables and logical constsuits. What remains when 

every non-logical constant is replaced with a variable is a logical proposition. Such a 

proposition is logically necessary and self evident, because it is neither provable nor d i s  

provable by empirical criteria, and because it can be apprehended without the experience 

of any particular thing or its qualities and relations- Logical constants are thus pure- 

formal concepts (Russell 1903? page 7). These are primitive and indefinable entities, and 

the propositions of mathematics derived from logical propositions are dependent in the 

end on these basic 1ogica.I constants. These logical constants were entities with a be- 

ing extending throughout al1 possible worlrlds and thus different from that of contingent 

particulars existing in space and tirne. The propositions of logic are thus devoid of any 

factual content of an empirical nature. 

It is these entities -the logical constants- which are presupposed by any proposition. 

Here are to be found the primitives of mathematics. The level of generality and abstrac- 

tion displayed by the propositions of mathematics is due to the fact that these forma1 

concepts are indispensable to the construction of any concept whatsoever. So the enti- 



ties that are the subjects of mathematical propositions are contained in mat hematical 

propositions as constants. and the indelinable primitive notions of mathematics sire ei- 

ther these entities, or entities presupposed by these. Logicism is thus the outcome of an 

analysis revealing how the various kinds of proposition. as well as the fundamental con- 

stituent~ underiying them, turn out to be the very concepts presupposed in mathematical 

propositions. 

3.3 Denoting Concepts 

A predicate is a concept that is the meaning of a general name when the latter appears 

as an adjective. such as in "Socrates is human". The class concept, on the other hmcl. 

is the concept meant when the predicate has been made into tl substantive, such as in 

"Socrates is a man". Both predicate and class concept here u e  the same entity (Rus- 

sell 1903, pages 5456). So "Socrates is human" and "Socrates is a man" are equivaient 

propositions. Now, iiccording to the Russellian analysis. when a general name forms 

part of an expression beginning with certain logical words, this indicats an imusual sort 

of propositional constituent called a denoting concept. Most terms perform one of two 

clearly defined functions as propositional constituents. They can either link other terms 

to form a tinified compIex. or they can just serve as the objects of this activity. Denoting 

concepts, on the other hand, function as terms whose role is to point to things beyond 

the proposition. So these constituents were endowed by Russeil with an ability to point 

to. or indicate, other entities. It is this relation, c d e d  'denoting, which is the e-xpres- 

sion of generality. Russell's task was to uncover the constituents of the propositions of 

mathematics that were responsible for the expression of generality. And it is through the 

denoting concept that that which is not a term and which cannot occur in a proposition 

as a single entity can be a Iogical subject in the sense of being that which a proposition 

is about. 



What Russeil: c d e d  "denoting phrases" have terms called denoting concepts as their 

meanings. Such terms denote -that is, for their part, they can have other ternis (specifi- 

cally, what were called objects) as their meanings. Denoting concepts were complex con- 

cepts derived frorn a class-concept (Le., one ordinarily represented by a common noun) 

by means of the operations rissociated *th the words 'ail', ' e v e ~ ' ,  'any', -a', 'some'! m d  

'the'. Clmsconcepts are either predicates. Le., concepts indicated by adjectives. or are 

obtained by the application of the device "such-that" to a propositionai funct-ion. such 

as is inclicated cg. by x such that gx'. Take, then. the proposition espressed by the 

sentence "Socrates is a man". CVhen the adjective "human" is replaced. or repiaced by 

the substantive "man". this is accomplished by linking the substant,ive "man" with the 

word "a7. In t his ivay the adjective is transformed into a cornplex denot ing phrase. con- 

sisting of a substantive, or class concept, preceded by some logical partide. X cienoting 

concept functioned to mediate the referentiai link between a general name and an object 

(in Russeil's technical sense). That is. wble meaning is a direct relation betivecn a word 

and a term (or collection of terms if these form a unity), denotation is more cornplex in 

that a denoting concept is an entity that allows for reference in a discursive or descrip 

tive tvay. Take the proposition I met a man. This proposition differs lrom the singuiar 

proposition I met Socrates, the latter being about the entity Socrates. wbich it contains 

as a constituent. The former proposition, on the other hand. is not about the concept 

a man (which it also contains as a constituent). The subject of this proposition is not 

the concept a man, but some flesh and blood individuai. And this individiial is t.he sub- 

ject of this proposition ( I  met a man) because of the syrnbotic nature of its conceptual 

constituent: 

But such concepts as a man have meaning in another sense: they are, so to 

speak, symbolic in there own nature, because they have the property 1 c d  

denotzng. That is to Say? when a man occurs in a proposition. - *. the propo- 

sition is not about the concept a man, but about something quite difFerent, 



some actud biped denoted by the concept. Thus concepts of this kind have 

rneaning in a non-psychological sense (Russell 1903, page 47). 

According to Russell, t.hen. in order for a predicate siich as .man (which does not 

denote anything on its own) to f i a  the function of denoting, the predicate must be 

preked with a logical word so as to constitute a denoting e-xpression. For Russell in the 

Princzples of Mathematics meaning was a relation between a lingustic e'rpression and 

an entit.y. It served to indicate the term meant by the expression. Denotation. on the 

other hand, was a relation between a term, md mrious kinds of entities. 

This discursiveness of the clenotation relation is a function of the logical tvords $5-hich 

can be prefixecf to the class concept. That is. each logical particle characterizes how the 

denoting phrase and denoting concept single out objects. To paraphrase Frege (Frege 

1892, page 100): if the c lus  concept is a Iens. the logicai words act ris beams of light which 

the lem then projects as mrious objects. Thus "aI1". "any'. "everf . "some" . .'a(n)". 

and .'thez. evoke different objects through their relation with the class-concept .'man". 

The denotation relation will yield a distinct ob ject for each denoting phrase constructed 

from a logicai word and a class concept. It is what d o w s  us to go beyond the mere 

naming of a thing while retaining the extensional nature of reference (Russell 1903. page 

53). 

This is how propositions can be about things that are not constituents of propositions: 

for example, in the sentence "Ali men are mortal" mortaiity is ascribed not to the concept 

men but to the set of dl mortal men taken as an object. Le.. a class as many. The theos- 

of denoting concepts e-xplains how this is possible. A denoting concept 'denotes'; that is, 

points to a particular combination of terms (which is not to exclude a 'combination' of 

o n c  a denoting concept formed by 'the7 and a class concept, Le.. a definite description). 

Such combinations are called 'objects' (Russell 1903, page 58) and Russeii was very much 

aware that being able to refer to combinations of terms which were not unified complexes 



was a probleml. So any andysis of generality Ml1 invohe a study of the relat.ion of 

denotation: specificaJiy, the nature of these concepts and the objects they denote. 

Of fundamental importance was the denoting concept any ( l em) -  The Princzples 

discusses two m y s  in which expressions of generdity are undenvritten. On the one hand 

are denoting concepts such as somc man' any man. any l e m ;  it is the presence of such 

concepts in propositions which enable these to have t.he objects or the aggregates denoted 

by these concepts as their siibjects. But generdity is also expressed by nieans of formal 

impiications, which contain variables instead oï denoting concepts. Indeed. variables 

are the only entities used in mathematics to express generaiity- Fiwthermore. generd 

propositions containing denoting concepts as const,itiients u e  eqtiivalent to some forma1 

implication. So. for example: ALI men are mortal is equimlent to the formal irnpiiwtion: 

for all x. i f z  is a man. z is mortal. The corresponcling logical proposition would be iJ 

1 is a mem6er of the class a and if everg member o j  o is a rn~rnber of;3 then L iS a 

member o j  the class f i ,  jor  any r: a and fi or its translation in terms of propositional 

functions (Russell 1924, page 111). 

This raises the question to ~ h a t  extent the notion of a denoting concept could be 

defined in t e m s  of more primitive notions, such as those of a variable and a propositional 

hnction, that is, the notions that are involved in the analysis of formai implications. The 

difficulty in definhg any by using the notion of the variable and formal impiication is that 

because it is a concept prestpposed by the very concept of a vasiable and by the notion 

of formai implication (dong with that of a propositional f ~ n c t i o n ) ~  any is an irreducibte 

notion. Unlike other denoting concepts, the denoting concept any cannot be defined, 

even contextually, by the notion of the variable, because of its being presupposed by the 

variable. It is this denoting relation t hat is presupposed in mathematical symboIism, and 

accounts for how a mathematical proposition can e-ess generality. 

IUI s h d  use the word ob&t in a wïder sense than f- to cover both singiar and plural, and aIso 
cases of ambi,@t, such a s  'a mm'. The fact that a word can be h m e d  with a wider meaning than 
tenn raïses grave logid  probIems-F (Russell 1903, page 55) footnote * 



Whenever ciasses as many were treated a s  a single logical subject, they w r e  called 

WhoIes. Wholes came in two lorms. On the one hand were what were catiecl Aggregates 

(Le-, a cltiss). The other type of Whole {vas c d e d  a %rue unity' of which propositions were 

the clearest example. With the exception of those objects denoted by definite descriptions 

(more 11611 be said about these in a moment), objects are terrns combined in various ivays, 

but are thernsehes neither particdars nor concepts. The logical worcl '+dl''. for example. 

when conjoined to a class concept, will clenotc a complex object that is a niimerical 

conjunctioti of tenns. The compIex object. obtained in t.his way is caIlcd a c1ass. and the 

terms so conjoined are to be thought of as neither individuds. nor as a nhole. but rather, 

coL1ecticdy Similady, the word "every" indicated ii. relation involving a combination of 

terms, but muking what Russell described as their propositiond conjiuiction. And 

determining the onto1ogical characteristics of this sort of ambiguoiis object, with one 

foot in trnity and the other in pliirality. was to prove very difficult. 

Classes 

The basic relation of denoting ~ ÿ a s  crucial to the logicist program because this relation 

had classes as one of its possible objects. Any combination of t ems  can form a colection. 

A ciass t v s  defined as the numericd conjunction of terms: it [vas a "collection defined 

by the actual mention of the tenns? and the t ems  are connected by and" (Russell 1903, 

page 69). Russell regarded any such collection of terms as an object and c d e d  it a 'class 

as many'. The inmediate problem was to exphin how such a pluraiity could be made 

into the Iogical subject of some proposition. The adjective Yen* as in 'ten men' is not 

attributed to a single object but, rather, to a totality. Yet a class as many could not be 

picked out either by using a proper name nor by empIoying a general nanie' . Non; if the 

'There were. however, situations mhere such a numerical conjunction of terms c m  be sinpled out 
through the use of a singdar referrÏng expression, such as, for example. the word "colIection". For 
Russell this was evidence that a numerical conjunction can fonn a single whole: "The distinction of a 
cIass as many fiom a cIass as a whole k ohen made by langage: space and points. t h e  and instants. 



class as many codd not be treated as a single logicaI subject (Russell 1903. page 70). 

some way had to be found to heat su& coiiections. given that they were logical subjects 

in mathematical propositions. Any statement about number presupposes a collection 

being a logical subject, yet retaïning its status as a rnultiplicity. This seems to require an 

account of multiple logicai subjects (RusselI 1903? page 77. page 132. and pages 516-17): 

an account of the logical status of the c l a s  as many. How coulcl a complex object be 

treated as a logicd subject, which would seem to be required in any proposition about 

a number'? Any assertion about a number is about a pluraiity of terms: s class as man.  

So some sense had to be made of classes as entities. 

Traditionally, the objects of mathematics were regardecl as extensional entities. Ptiiloso- 

phers have always been somewhat loose as how best to understand this. Presimably. 

whatever sorts of entities the objects of mathematics are. mathematicians want them 

to have clear criteria of identity. A cIass, for example. is to be identified tvith the ob 

jects that make it up. To draw on anything other than its rnembers as an aid to its 

identification woirld only encourage obscurantism. Russell. however. saw difficulties in 

this requirement of extensionality. Certain cases seem to belie an exclusively extensional 

account of a class as rnerely the numericd conjunction of its terms- First of ail. such a 

treatment makes it difücdt to see how a distinction couid be d r a m  between the unit 

cIass, the class as one, and the c l a s  as many when it is a "coliection" consisting of a 

single term. So some sort of distinction had to be d r a m  between the unit class and its 

only member, a distinction, that is, between s and {z). In addition there is the difficulty 

of providing an account of infinite cIasses through or& extensional m e m .  If rt class is 

the numerical conjunction of terms, such a process would not be practicable for infinite 

classes. Finaily: there is the question of the ontoIogical status of the nuil-ciass: is the 

the army and the soldiers, the Cabinet and the Cabinet hlinisters, al1 illustrate the distinction (Russell 
1903, page 68). When such a numerical conjunction of terms formed a rrhole (and Russell thought it 
fiornatic thar; it did), such a whole was c d e d  a class as une. A class as one rias a term, and could be 
made into a logicai subject. 



null class an entity? That is, is there some sort of entity underlying the notion of the nidi 

set? Could the n d l  set even be an object? The extensional viewpoint seems inadequate 

for determinhg the kind of entity the nidl class might be, and it is not even cIear how 

such a thing could even be an object. 

One anmer to this 1 s t  problem congenial to a philosopher would just be to abandon 

the extensional viewpoint and say that the nul1 class is what is picked out by a property 

with no instances, Accordingly. even thoiigh there is assumed to be no such thing as the 

null class, there certainly are expressions such as "al1 a's" which have no terms failing 

under the expression, The ides then would be that even though such an entity was not 

given in extension, it was given intensiondly by gasping the concept that determinecl 

it3 On this accorint. the intensional viewpoint turns out to be indispensable. 

Traditionally. this sort of intensionai approach had been subject to a number of 

criticisms, the most common being that classes are not uniquely specified by entities 

such as properties (Quine 1941, pages 147-148). The latter are, after alI, intensional 

entities, and any number of them can be correlated with the same collection of terms. .A 

set could be characterised in any number of wys.  depending on what sorts of properties 

are possessed by the objects making up that set. ln Russellian termst the problem here 

is that a number cannot be uniquely specified by means of a classconcept. because a 

collection is chwacterized by any number of class-concepts. Class concepts may have the 

same extensions and yet not be identical (Russell 1903, page 115). So, in order to provide 

for an eutensionai viewpoint in the theory of classes, some distinction had to be macle 

between a class and the properties which could be attributed to it. The problern, then, 

was to End some way of isolating which of those properties was the particular property of 

being that sets' nurnber. Furthemore. in order to attribute sime mathematical property 

3Frege mas also very clear about the limitations of a purely =tensional account of classes- For Frege, 
the extension of a concept (BegnfsumfBng) was caiied its value range (Weertveriauf), and the latter 
could not be compietely detached Fiom its concept. It containeci its ar-ouments (a concept was a kind of 
Function) as weii as the tmth values corresponding to them (Frege 1891). See also (Frege 1893). 



to a set, such as its number, that set had to be considered as a single thing, or in 

other words, as a logical subject. So. a definition of number had to accomplish two very 

important tasks. On the one hancl it had to secure the set as a unitary thing and, having 

done that, it had to isolate among its properties the one which was its number. 

However, it was clear to Russell that access to a number of objects coulcl onIy be hacl 

via an intensional medium. Classes were objects of this sort.. But how could reference 

to such objects be made in a way allowing for univocd designation of their properties:! 

Russell felt he had an anmer: 

The equality of ciassconcepts. like ali relations which are reflexive. çqnimetri- 

cal, and transitive. indicates an iinderlying reality. Le. it inclictites that every 

cIass-concept has to some term a relation which al1 equal class-concepts also 

have to that term-the term in question being ilifferent for different sets of 

equal classconcepts, but the sanie for the various members of a. single set of 

equal classconcepts.(Russeit 1903, page 75) 

X class is, in fact? an intensional object in that a c l a s  is the object denoted by 

the concept of the c1a.s~~ and access to this object can only be made via some sort OF 

conceptual medium, or content (Russeii 1903, page 73). There were times when the mere 

extensional enurneration of their terms failed to determine them as objects. in such cases 

reference had to be secured through denotation by a concept of the class. This required 

such concepts as autonomous entities, whose status was guaranteed independently of 

whatever collection of entities they were said to be the property of. 

A class, then, is the object denoted by a denoting expression built up by using a class 

concept word preceded by the word «dl» . This, of course: cornes d o m  to saying that 

the theory of number depends on the theory of denoting. Now, a c l s s  for Russeil n-as an 

object formed tÏom the numerical conjunction of those terms satisfying a propositional 

fimction, and determined equally by any equïvaient propositionai function. The denoting 

concept "ali men", for example, denotes the class (as many) of men. Those denoting 



concepts which denoted classes as  many are indicated by expressions of the form 'ali u's'~ 

where 'u' itseif stands for a classconcept. A cIass as many is not an individual or term 

and cannot be treated as a singIe logici subject. but o d y  as a "numerical conjunction of 

tems". The plural denoting concept that contains a class-concept as a cornponent. and 

denotes the class as many of objects satisFying the propositional function. is the concept 

indicated by x's such t.hat 4x'. This concept is synonymous ~ i t h  both 'ali (the) a's such 

that dx' and 'the x's such that Qx'. A class is the object denoted by a clenoting concept. 

which is itseif constructeci from a. predicate (the class a€ men is the object denoted by 

the concept -men or al1 men. which is formed using the predicate man), In other cases 

a c las  is deterrnined by a propositional function: the s's such tbac p. where gx is the 

propositiond funct ion. 

This reveals the importance of the theory O €  denoting concepts. because. according 

to Russell, it was through such concepts that collections displayed s unity of a sort 

that seems to 'go beyondT their mereological sum and which enabled them to be treated 

as single logical subjects. Access to the class was to be mediated by the conceptual 

content contained in the propositiond Function ort more a c c ~ a t e l y ~  in the denoting 

concepts which it presupposed. Specifying the nature of this unibing element. while 

maintainhg a cornmitment to an extensiond plurdist atomism, would be the thorniest 

problem Russell would westle with during this period. Russell's suggestion would be 

that a cIass was an objecb denoted by a denoting concept; it was a particdar kind of 

complex object denoted by the concept of the class. The c o a c t  between the extensiond 

and intensional viewpoints is only apparent, due to a fauity logic (Russell 1903. page 66). 

Our a b i t y  to refer to classes presupposes some intensional medium and is reveaied by 

abandonhg the traditional subject predicate logic- Once reIations are incorporated into 

the logicd repertoire? reference to classes wiil be secured without sacrificing the sort of 

extensional features that are fundament al in mat hematics. 



3.5 The Principle of Abstraction and the Definition 

of Number 

With the fundamental framework in place we can now turn our attention to how Russell 

deployed it to provide a rigorous definition of number using only logical principles. Since 

the foimdational work of Cantor it was generally agreed that any clefinition of number 

should ignore whatever particulas features distinguish those indivicluals broiight together 

in a collection and merely take into account their common membership in that set. In this 

tvay one generated the concept of an a b s h c t  set. The second step consisted in ignoring 

the order of the elements in the set. T m  sets wete then said to have the sarne niimber if 

there was one-to-one correspondence between their members. This is known as Mirme-s 

principle and it was attractive bccause. given a number of collections. one coiilcl establish 

mhich of them had the same nurnber in a way which did not presuppose niimbers. .And 

it was understood that number was a property shared (held in c o m o n )  by al1 those sets 

related in this way by Hume's principle. That ist the strategy ivas to take sets related by 

Hume's principle and to give a contextual definition for thût abstract entity (the number) 

they had in common. In short. if it rvas possible to estabiish a one-teone correspondence 

between their niembers, classes were said to bave the same number. 

This approacb makes it possible to offer a contextual definition of number. The basic 

idea was simple enough: h d  a criterion of identity for the new entity by using a relation 

between other entities whose status was unproblematic. Exmples of the technique were 

very f d a r  to mathematicians. Say one wanted to define direction of a fine- This 

concept could be abstracted from the sirnpler notion of prallel line in the FoUowing myY 

Because a new kind object was to be abstracted from some given entity it couldn't be 

identified or picked out by the use of any narne aiready at hand. Peano (Peano 2897, 

page 45) suggested using the foiIowing definition ta this end: 



Here hW, is just the hypothesis that u and u are Lines. Under ttiis usumption, pu = +-V 

is the identity marking our new prope- namely that u and u are Iines having the 

same direction. The strategy is simply to have this identity signib the same thinp as 

the relation denoted by Pu,,: which, in keeping with our example, is the relation of being 

pardel. This latter relation is what is called an equidence reiation and it holds between 

the lines u and u. 

Again, the idea here is that by reconstnring 1. 

1. Line u is parallel to line u 

with the help of the concept of identity: we get: 

2. The direction of Line u is identical to the direction of line o. 

in this way we can obtain the concept of direction. This is. of course. Frege's sugges 

tion in the Grundlagen: ' k e  replace the symbol// by the more generd =. by distribut.ing 

the particular content of the former to a and 6. We split up the content in a different 

way fiom the original tvay and thereby acquire a, nem concept." Al1 cIasses which were 

equiniimerous which each ot her hacl soniething c d e d  'content'. and the strategy sug- 

gested by Frege, is to isolate it by 'carving' it (the metaphor is Frege's) Le.. abstracting 

it from knom content. 

So in defining numericd equality between classes by Hume's principle one proceeded 

by establishing two classes as simiiar- The relation of sirnilarity is transitive. refiexive: 

and synmetric, These properties define an equidence relation. The crucial rnove in the 

case of number was to deduce from an equidence relation between classes the fact that 

the classes have the same number, which is precisely what RusseU assumes when pointing 

out that this sort of definition reformulates a transitive, symmetrical and refiexïve reIation 

as the possession of a cornmon property by those terms. This move went beyond Peano% 

definition by abstraction in that an equivaience relation is understood as possession of a 

property in common. 



Russell saw his task as one of specifying what is meant by saying that certain entities 

are bound together by an identity of content. Russell proceeded by defining numerical 

equality as a property held in common by ail similar classes. However. in the Principles. 

he directs a number of criticisms at Peano's definition by abstraction. The substance 

of the charge is that such definitions do not yield a unique property because they don% 

effectively yield, or isolate' the property being introduced. Froni the fact that ttvo t ems  

possess a property in common one c m  validly concliide that these t.wo t,errns are Iinked 

by an equivalence relation, But the converse doesn't hold: two terms Iinked by an cquiv- 

alence relation can possess many properties in common. To any equivalence class their 

might correspûntl any number of properties. At best, Peano's definition by abstraction 

allows one to define not the number of a class. but rather, a class of such numbers: 

In ordcr to m&e this point clcar. let us examine what is meant. in the present 

instance? by a common property. R l a t  is meant is. that any class has to a 

certain entit .  its nurnber. a relation which it has to nothing else. but which 

all similar classes (and no other entities) have to the said number. That 

is, there is a rnany-one relation which every class has to its nurnber and to 

nothing else. Thus so far as the definition by abstraction cm show. any set 

of entities to each of which some class has a certain one many relation. and 

to one and only one of which any given class hm this relation, and which are 

nich that ail cIasses similar to a given class have this relation to one and the 

same entity of the set. appear as the set of numbers. and any ent ity of this set 

is the number of some class. 1. then, there are many such sets of entities-and 

it is easy to prove that there are an infinite number of them-every class will 

have many numbers, and the definition whoily fails to dehne the nurnber of 

a class (Russell 1W3, pages 114115)- 

Russell sees his principle of abstraction as a way of correcting this "absoIuteIy fatal 

defect" . 



His diagnosis laid the fauit at the door of the traditional siibject-predicate logic, 

On the one hand. Russell was unhappy with this irarnework because by assuming it 

the ascription of a property to a subject invariably failed, gïven that the subject had 

no meaning. So a way had to be found to woid making such an ascription in subject 

predicate form. RusseU's strategy was to devise a way in which the ascription of niimber 

WU relationai, which meant that the subject (in this case the class involved) had to be 

an cntity, and the property (i.e.. the number) dso  had to be an entity. Russell's method 

was to take the property they had in common to be the relation each term had to the 

set it belonged to taken as a whole. This involved treating that set as an entity: 

Wien there is any relation whkh is transitive, symmetrical zinc1 (within it.s 

field) reflexive. then. if this relation holds between IL and 2,. we ciefine a new 

entity 4(u) which is to be identicai with o(u). Thris oiir relation is analyzed 

into sameness of relation to the new term P(u) or ~ ( I I ) .  Now the legitimacy 

of this process, as set forth by Peano, requires m a.xioml namely the axiom 

th& if there is any instance of the relation in question. then there is such an 

entity as 4(u) or 4(u) (Russell 1903. page 220). 

Pecinok definition by abstraction requires an additional d o m  implying the existence 

of the new entity without providuig us with a criterion for identiSfing it. RusseU's 'prin- 

ciple of abstraction' endeavors to provide just such a criterion. He provides an analysis 

of what Peano took to be an uitimate d a t m :  the attribution of a common property to 

terms linked by an equivaience relation. The attribution of a common property is ana- 

Iyzed in terms of a common many-one relation to a new element. The reIational analysis 

aiiows the logicai reduction of the initial relation of similarity to this new relation. in the 

article On the Logic of Relations this reduction is the object of the foilowing theorem: 

This translates in terms of relations Peano's definition by abstraction. It says that a 



one-one, reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation R is identical to the relative product 

of a many one relation S with its converse. The elusive cornmon property is then defined 

in the course of spec-ing the re1atum of the relation S: that is, it is defined as the class 

of all the classes Iinked by R. In Russell's words: "IF R be a symmetricd and transitive 

relation, and a term a is in the field of R, then a h a ,  with the class of terms in which 

it has the relation R taken as a whole. a many-one relation. which multiplied by its 

converse: is equal to R." (Russell 1903, page 167). 

To see what RusseLi has in mind. consider a set E of elernents s. y.. . . : define on this 

set an equivalence relation S (a  relation which is refle'cive, syrnmetricai and transitive). 

This relation induces a partition of that set into equivalence classes KL and abstract is a 

property common to sorne given elernent of f\i. For Russell. the criterion which identifies 

that property is given by the univocal relation T E Cls - I which applies the elernents of 

each eqiiivalence class 1; ont0 that c lm;  this surjective application assures the uni~ocity 

of the definition. The existence of that property as an entity is then inferred when each 

unique entity corresponding to each equivalence class is posited as a reiatum of the 

relation T. PVhÏle the elernents of E are sirnply grouped into mutudly exclusive subsets 

by S. the consideration of these subsets (equivalence classes) as entities allonrs one to 

constnict a transitive and asymmetrïcal relation between these Ki and their organization 

into a series. In this way we can construct the absolute series of carcünals and ordhals. 

This definition of the common property solves ali the difficdties inherent in a dehi-  

tion by abstraction- It is an important tool for making inferences to entities such as num- 

bers, magnitudes and points in space and tirne, understood in absoIute terms. Definitions 

by abstraction, without the addition of Russell's definition of a cornmon property. lend 

t hemselves to relativistic characterizations of these entities, In definition by abstraction, 

time is the ordered succession of events; that ist it recognizes three lundamentai relations 

between events: simultaneity, the before than relation and the hfer than relation. This 

last relation being the converse of the second, time is nothing outside events ordered 



by these relations. To Say that a number of events took place at the same time is just 

to assert that there elùsts between them a relation S which. being reflexive. symmetric. 

and transitive, is an equivalence relation. Thus a moment in time is a common property 

of the equivalence class of simiiltaneous events, Russell's criticism is that this is not a 

univocal definition given the infinity of entities satisfying these equivalence conditions. 

To see this. consider what is asserted by Peano's definition by abstraction: siippose 

that zSy and y& impiies that xk and that XRJ and ySz implies that XR-. In such a 

case all the t e m s  can be arranged in a series: but in the series al1 those t e m s  relatecl 

by the relation S will occupy the sanie position. This position is nothing more than the 

relation had betwveen one term and numerous others: so therc is no absoliite position. 

and instead what we have is the relation of sirnulteneity betwveen events. =\ccorciing to 

Russell's principle of abstraction. on the otlier hand. there exists a relation T. such that. 

if xSp. there elùsts an entity t- the moment or instant- for whicli xTt and yTt. The 

object of analysis is to discover the different entities t corresponding to those groups of 

terms origindy forming a series. But this series. unlike the fkst. is such that any two 

different given terms will always be related by an asymmetrical transitive relation - 

never the symmetricd relation S. These terms form absolute temporal positions. 

The Principle of Abstraction was the main inst.rument of Russell's realism. yielding 

nominal definitions of the entities presupposeci in ail mathematical retisoning. It was this 

principle that transcended the gap between intension and extension by isolating the sort 

of entity underlying the attribution of number: such an underlying redity is an inten- 

sionai entity, a property, accessible only through a denoting concept. The Principle of 

Abstraction would in turn presuppose relations as autonomous entities. Russell regarded 

reIations as irreducible? and having the sort of autonomous existence enjoyed by other 

Platonic universais. Russell felt that any account of the property of number in terms of 

containment or inherence required that reIations be treated as predicates, and inevitably 

to their being regarded as merely ideal. And w-e dl now be in a better position to take 



the full measure of Russeil's realism about abstract entities, and how the objectivity of 

the propositions about mathematics is founded on their being independent of mincis, By 

objecting to the Karitian picture of some kind of representative medium lying between 

the mind and an external reality Russell was also rejecting idedism. As a result, philos* 

phers went casting about for something 'particular' about mathematicai reasoning, for 

an intuitive grounding for arithmetic and geometry in a priori forms of sensibility. Whiie 

idealists accountetl for the propositions of matheniatics in terms of an intuition peculiar 

to mathematics? Russell tries to derive them using only the concepts anilable to logic. 

However, this account wodd iinravel because of the paradoxes. Russell's discoveries of 

these and his efforts to resolve them are the focus of the foiloning chapter. 



Chapter 4 

The Contradictions 

4.1 Cantor's Theorem and Russell's Paradox 

What threatened to iinravel this logicist construction of cardinal numbers were the Para- 

doxes. Cantor had proved a theorem showing that the cardinal number of the set of dl 

subsets of a given set is greater than that of the original set. Take the set -11 : { 1.2.3). 

Then p(ib1). the power set of iC[ is (0. (1). (3). (3). (1.2). (1.3). (2.3). (1 .2 .3))  . M's 

cardind number is 3 and the cardinal number of p(M) is S. Clearly csird(p(h1)) > 

card(hi); that is: card(y(h1)) = 2CiUfl("1). and it is straightfomard that 2" > n . Cantor 

extended this result to include infinite sets. Xow this innociioiis Iooking theorem imrne- 

diately generstes a contradiction once n is given as the cardinal number of the set of al1 

sets. Let E be this set of di sets. By definition, its cardinal number should be at least 

as gea t  as that of its power set p(E), because each member of this set is itseiF a set. 

However, Cantor's theorem requires that the cardinal number of the subsets of the set 

of aU sets be greater than the set of aii sets: card(p(E)) > card(E) . So m can't d e h e  

the greatest cardinal. 

In the theorem's proof, Cantor defines a denumerable set as  one that can be put in a 

one-one correspondence with the set of natural numbers. The cardinal number of such a 



set% power set is No. Now take any arbitrary denumerable set TL, q. Q. . . . . The infinite 

number of elements of this set can be arranged in a variety of ways giving rise to different 

series En. Take then the set hl of d l  these series En . Because this set. is the set of al1 

denumerable series one wodd expect that it is itseK a denumerable set. N l a t  Cantor 

proves is that in fact this is not the case: for we cm d~vays constmct some new series 

Eo that d l  be added to the set of denumerable series En- The residt is that the set ;.LI 

lias a carciiiial number greater than No. The procediue irsed to construct this acltlitional 

set En is relativcly straightfomard. Take the set iV : {1.2.3.4.5. .  . .) and the following 

subsets of N: 

El = the set of even numbers: (2 .46,  . . .) 

E2 = the set of al1 odd numbers: (1.3! 5.. . .) 

E3 = the set of squares: (1.4: 9. . . .) 

Each series in the set En is denumerable $vcn that it can be put into a one-to-one 

correspondence Mth the set ;V, Take. for exampIe, the set El : 

Now define the property m as the property that characterizes each member of N 

having a correspondent in the series En, Then define the property w as that property 

characterizhg each eIement oE N not having a correspondent in En. We can now construct 

a tableau puttîag the set N into a one-to-one correspondence Fvith each of the subsets of 

En each element of N possessing either property m or ul being shom by a 'Yes' or 'NoL, 



respectively 

N 1 2 3 4 5 - . .  

El No Yes No Yes Mo . . . 

E2 Yes No Yes No Yes . . . 

E3 Yes No Yes Yes Yes . . . 

E., Yes Mo No Yes Yes . . . 

In order to constn~ct a series Eo that c m  be adcled to the denumerable set En al1 we 

need do is tiirn our attention to the diagonal of the above tableau. Reading off the values 

given in the diagonal ive have: No. Mo. Yes, Yes. When these values are inverted ive have: 

Yes. Yes. No, No. These values in tum correlate with the sequence of the numbers I. 

2, 3,. . . that is, the beginning of a series made i ~ p  of elements of N which possess the 

property w: in other words, which do not have a corresponcient in E,,. And ttiis series 

is the series Eo. Indeed it will differ from El at least in its first mernber, from E2 on at 

lertst in its second member? and so on. In this fashion a new series is added to the set of 

denumerable series En. So we have proved that the power set of the set of subsets of N 

is greater than the power set of LV: card(p(N)) > card(N) . 

The concept of cIass proved to be problematic, dl the more so given RusseIl's definition 

of numbers as classes of equivalent classes. The generation of Russeli's paradox stems 

fiom applying the diagonal method to the object that is the class of aii classes. Cal1 

l t l  the class of di classes. Vie then put each class in hf into correspondence with itself. 

This relation generates a partition of hl separating the classes into those that possess the 

property m and are members of themselves and those that possess the property u and 

are not members of themselves. In this way we can construct the class W of aii classes 

possessing the property w: the class of ail classes not having themselves as members. 

Since this class belongs to M, it seems reasonable to ask whether this c1as.s possesses 

the properiy m or W. A contradiction arises here. If the class LV possesses the property 



n, it is a member of itself and must possess its defining property: the property of not 

belonging to itself. . on the other hand. the class PI; possesses the property ,wt it is not a 

member of itself and so does not possess the property defining it. But, not possessing the 

property wr it necessarily possesses the converse property m and is a member of itself. 

Each alternative leads to a contradiction: 

CVhat this says is that if F.V is the class of r's siich that x does not belong to x. then 

ÇV is a member of PV is the s m e  as Wis not a member of W .  Given the above definition 

of Wr for every c l ~ s  x we have: 

Recalling that LV itself is a class, by merely substituting II' for the clus variable x 

we can obtain the following contradictory formula: 

The source of t.he difficuky is that classes, like ail constituents of propositions, are 

treated as terms. Hence the potver set of the class of ail terms can be mapped into the 

class of terms by simply mapping e u h  closs in the power set ont0 itseif. Conversely the 

class of terms can be mapped into its power set by mapping each term onto its unit 

class. According to Cantor% theorem, there are more classes of objects than objects. 

But this cannot be, according to Russell's account of an object. since. according to that 

conception. every member of the power set of the class of ail objects is itseif an object. 

The trouble seems to stem Erom treating a class as a single entity that could then be taken 

as a value of a variable. CVhen taken as a whole? that is, as a unity or term. the class w 

is paradoxical. The antinomy arises the moment we suppose that there is a certain class 

w that we are taikïng about when we ask the question whether or not w is or is not a 



member of itself as many. In other words, the variable z may take on any value in the 

definition of the class w: 

What the antinomy shows is that the class as one doesn't always exist. Prior to the 

discovery of his paradox, Russell took it as obvious that the class as many could also be 

viewed as a whote composed of the menlbers of the class as mmany (Russell 1903. page 

141) . A cIass as many, when viewed in this way was called "a class as one". mcl a class 

as one was t,o be found wherever there was a class as m c y .  Because it was a whole. the 

class as one was always a single logical subject. i.e. a term or i~icliviciual. and in fact. 

it was taken by Russell to be "an object of the same type as its terrns" (Ri~ssell 1903. 

page 104) . After the discovery of his paradox Russell came to beIieve that it was this 

assumption that was the cause of the contradiction. 

So the effect of the Paradox on Russell was to shake his confidence in the existence 

of classes as unities or terms. Now, it ntas essential to RusseIl's project to be able to 

treat certain collections as terms, to regard tbem as entities that can be named.' One 

traditional answer allowing for an aggregüte to be the object of referential attention 

(to have the class as many play the role of logical subject in a proposition). required 

an intension Le.? some sort of property held in cornrnon by the entities making up the 

aggregate. This was! in effect. the traditional answer to the problem of the one and the 

many: the many become one by partaking in a universal. However. for the purposes of 

mathematics, it was crucial that the theory of classes be extensionai, because classes rnay 

be picked out using any number of properties. A class has to be distinct from the concept 

used in its definition. Take, for exampIe, the concept provincial capital of Cunada. This 

'As RusseU puts it: "It remains to prove -what is a purely Iogicai point- that every identical content 
among a number of terms is analyzable into possession of one and the same relation to one and the same 
entity-that, in short, the supposed ffoating adjectives are not mereIy mental, and are not nothing apart 
Fiom their ascciption to substantives, but are rather like PIatonic ideas, reai entities, which? even if they 
do not Live and mow, have yet their being among the constituents of the universe-" (Russell 1902, page 
229) 



concept, qzla concept has being and is one; yet there are 10 sich provinces in Canada. 

It is natural to conclude that there is some sort of 'abject'. distinct from the concept 

of a Canadian political entity that is somehow IO7 that is. of which it makes sense to 

predicate of it a number, and which is also the extension of this concept. This extension 

is precisely the nine objects in question, Toronto. Halif.~,~. etc.. - what Russell cdls the 

numericai conjunction of the terms. 

But in another sense this class is also a unit.y: something which cm be talked about, 

can be a possible logical subject (as in 'Toronto is a provincial capital'). What Russell 

saw* as the great advantage to his Principle of Abst.raction was that it aiiowed a class to be 

uniquely specified intensionally {vithout obscuring the extensional view OF it. An intension 

\vas nccessary to ensure the classk unity7 while its ntimber remained an extensional 

property of that class (the number of a class being understood as the c las  of al1 classes 

similar to this given clss) .  This required that cIasses be the terms of a relation' So eyen 

though a class as many was not a possible logical subject, successful reference to it was 

achieved by some sort of pr0.q standing in its place. This pro-  as the class as one, 

which itself was the result of having the members of the class as many being broiight 

together through a relating relation. 

4.2 Functions and Classes 

As mentioned above, Russell assumed that it was perfectly acceptable to take any formula 

F(x)  containing a free variable x, form the class-concept e.xpression siich t hat F(x)' 

hom it? and then the denoting expression "the x:s such that F(x)" whose extension 

was in t u  called "the class as many". Abstraction of classes c m  appear natural: once 

abstraction of functions is accepted. If there is such a class satïsfyhg a given propositional 

'1t is essentiai for the reader to bear in mind Russell's insistence that the entity unifying the cIass not 
be inherent, or contained, in that class. The hst reason being that it would have made the attribution 
of a number anaiytic. The second reason being to rnswre the class's extensionality: a class's various 
properties, including the unifying entity, m u t  be kept distinct fiom the class. 



Function: then, according to Russell. the very condition expressed by 'z is an element of 

U' represents a predicate of x. So a propositional function was predicative (and defining a 

cIass as one): on the condition that it satisfied the unrestricted comprehensisn principle. 

The comprehension principle supposes that hmctions be treated as entities: that is, the 

abstraction of what in the Principles ivas called the functional part of the propositional 

function. So Russell attached the possibility that a class could exist as one. i.e.. that 

the class could exist as "a new single entity". with the possibility of there being some 

propositional functions that are separable. and therefore, single. entities. 

However, the rissumption t hat functions are subsistent entities generates a paradox. 

If one assumes that functions are entities. then it would make perfect sense to wite ~ ( d )  

and 4(&) . Tre~ting & as s variable. one can then clefine a function F. sa. 'not being 

predicable of oneself'. But from the function F ( F )  a contradiction can be cIerivecl. X 

contradiction arises here as a consequence of treating functions as entities capable of 

being made the argument of any function without restriction: 

The reason that a contradiction emerges here is that we have taken it as an 

axiom that any propositional function coritaining only one variable is eqiriva- 

lent to asserting membership of a class defmed by that propositional function. 

Either this axiom, or the principle that every class can be taken as one term. 

is plainly faise. and there is no fwidarnental objection to dropping either. 

But having dropped the former, the question arises: Which propositional 

h c t i o n s  define classes which are single terms as well as  mmy. and which do 

not3 And with this question our red cMculties begin (Russell 2903. page 

103). 

So Russell realized that particular doubts about the nature of classes were not peculiar 

to a proper diagnosis of the paradoxes. The logicd fault lay at a deeper Ievel? in functiond 

abstraction. 



niere were then two intimately connected problems3x is a u' is faulty, is that it speaks 

of 'a function 4' without any argument. Now a function, as Frege himself has rightly urged, 

is nothing a t  al1 without some argument; hence, we can never Say, of a formula containing 

a variable fundion, that it holds 'for some value of 4' or 'for al1 values of d', because there 

is no such thing as C$ and therefore there are no 'values of 4'. (Russell 1906c, page 171). 

In Russell's earlier correspondence with Frege he argues against Frege's saturation principle. 

Russell h d  to  estl le nrith: the first was the notion of a c l a s  as a logical subject. Le.. 

of a class as one as opposed to a cIass as many. The second problem was the notion 

of a propositional function as a single and separate entity (wvith the alternative being 

that a propositionai function existed only in the many propositions that are its values). 

If. as Russell suspected, the problem lay with the use of an unrestricted comprehension 

principle a way had to be found to determine when a propositional function cietermined 

a legitimate concept and when it did not. such as the property of being a ciass which 

was not a member of itself. 

For Russell, hoivever, the lesson to be d r a w  from the paradoxes n;as that the notion 

of a function was more general than that of a predicate or concept. Predicates and 

concepts are included among the stock of primitive entities making up the world. They 

are data, as Russell wouid say. However, iunctions (assuming they exist) could no longer 

be contained in this basic stock. In any event. iunctions are cornplex and isolated by a 

f o m  of abstraction from propositions. CVhatever entities iunctions are. even thoirgh their 

logicd role would be comparable to that of concepts. they wouid have a lower degree of 

reality than concepts. So the existence of iunctions is a priori more doubtful than that 

of concepts," 

3 J ~ s t  how intimate Russell came to take the ünk to be is evident in his rernark that: 'The point 
where, as it seem to me, the above definition of '  

"nte&ingly, the different forrns the Contradiction took re0ected a difference in the kiuds of entities 
concepts were as opposed to functions. There is, in fact, a version of the contradiction in terms of 
concepts (predicates): certain concepts are predicable of themselves, othes are not: then suppose that 
there- a predicate 'not predicable of itself'. Nom the conclusion Russell drew fiom this contradiction 
wiis simply that the apparent predicate is no1 a predicate, not that predicotes in generd don% ex&. 



Why should Russell emphasize this difference in treatment between functions and 

concepts, given that both are associated Nith a contradiction.? The crucial difference is 

that functions are assertions. Functions were the result of a certain analysis whereby 

a sentence was divided into s proper name/grarnmatical subject on the one hand. and 

what was left over on the other. What remained inclucled the verb. which had the job 

of relating the various parts of the sentence. It was the verb acting ~LS a verb (as a 

relating relation) mhich endowed functions with their assertive character. In Russell's 

eyes, functions had a feature corresponding to the affirmative force containecl in the 

verb: 

The assertion is everything that remains of the proposit,ion when the subject 

is omitted: the verb remains an asserted verb. and is not turned into a verbal 

noun; or at any rate the verb retains that curious indefinable intricate relation 

to the other terms of the proposition which distinguishes a relating relation 

from the same relation abstractly considerecf (Russell 1903. pages 83-84). 

Thus the paradoxes would open an investigation into the nature of fimctions.iVas it 

possible to take some declarative sentence. isolate what remains mhen al1 proper names 

designating those terms have been omitted, and treat what remains as some sort of unity? 

Neediess to Say, this remainder would be s complex entity formed out of the simpler 

constituents indicated by the remaining words, but would it contain enough unity to be 

regarded as a FuIl fledged entity? 

In the Principles, Russell considered an anaiysis comparable to Fregek of the proposi- 

tion in terms of 'subject and assertion'. This meant that given the proposition 'Socrates 

is a man7, one distinguished besides the term Socrates, the assertion (taken as a whole) 

However, the contradiction in terms of huictions or assertions had graver ontological consequences. Here 
we are not led to mereIy conclude that some particular function does not euist, but rather that no 
functions &st. The contradiction expressible in terms of functions separate h m  their arguments seems 
to lead to the conclusion that the contradiction can only be avoided by denyuig that the functional part 
of a proposition is an independent entity. (Russell 1903, page 88) 



is a man, that is. the sort of entity that Frege would c d  a Fruiction. The problem with 

conceiving of h~nctions as assertions in this way is that it seems as though they can- 

not be named, or trmsformed into logicd subjects, precisely because when nominalised 

their assertive value is lost. Thus what exposes functions to a contradiction is that they 

seem to be the sort of 'entitiest that cannot be made logical subjects. RusseIl thought 

it contradictory to say that an entity existed yet could not be named. The principle 

that any term can be made a logical subject held without exception because it.s denid 

is contradictory. The most fundamental of the contradictions is arguably that of sorne 

entity not being able to be a logicd subject (Russell 1903. page 502). It is important to 

understand why t.he deriiald the principle is contradictory; it is simply that in n~ming 

an entity. in the course of stating that it can't be made a logical subject. one is treating 

that entity as a logical subject. Sot because functions cannot be logical subjects. they do 

not e t a ~ t . ~ .  

4.3 Assertions and the Unity of the Proposition 

Thus, the question over whether propositional functions were entities was atso a matter 

of determining whether assertions are detachable entities, Russell posits assertions as 

entities in order to account for the unity of a proposition (Russell 1903. pages 83-54}. 

51n the correspondence between Russell and Frege, Frege makes it clear hc doesn't think much of this 
argument. The foiiowing evchange concerning the nameability of classes is reveding: 

RusseIl to Frege 10.7.1902 
Dear Coiieague 
Concerning the contradiction, 1 did not express rnyself clearIy enougti. 1 believe that classes c,annot 

always be admitted as a proper name. h cl= consisting of more than une object is in the first place 
not one object but many- . -1 believe that 1 can therefore say without contradiction that certain classes 
(namely those defineci by quadratic f o m )  are mere manifolds and do not form wholes at aii. This is 
why there aise false propositions and men contradictions if they are regarded as units. 

Frege to Russell 28.7 1902 
Dear Coiieague 
You wnte that a cIass consistingof more than one objed is in the Çst place not one object but many. 

t W e  an ordiiary class forms a whole, certain cIasses do not form wholes but are mere manifolds, and 
what gives rise to contradictions is that they are nevertheles regardecl as units.. .if a dass name is not 
meaningless, then, in rny opinion it means an object. In saying sornething about a mrinifold, or set, ne 
treat it as  an object (Rege 1980) 



The question ist do assertions ex& as weil as concepts.? Russell dudes  to his notion of 

an assertion being comparable to Frege's notion of a concept (Russell 1903, page 505). 

I think that the question of whether functions exist and mhether assertions are single 

entities is one and the same (Le.. the same putative entity is involved). Propositions are 

unities, and not merely coiiections of terrns. The origins of the difficulty lie in Moore's 

account of the proposition lis a complex made up of concepts. which would make such 

an entity the mereological sum of its part.s. Whence does it derive its iinity'? 

Russell's understood proposit.ions to be complex combinations of terms cded  'tme 

unities!. Propositions were not indicateci by a simpIe name but were designateci by a 

cornpIe'r phrase and couId be subjects of other propositions. In this. RusseU was again 

following Moore' who denied m y  significant dierence bettveen a proposition and a con- 

cept, propositions merely being coniptex concepts (Rloore 1899. page 180). Ontologically 

speaking? each proposition  vas a unit?. a term. ancf as siich, un entity. Once the unity 

characterizing concepts or terms is attributed to propositions, tbese are also recognised 

as'entities. For Riisseil, because the predicative function of the concept came fiom an 

original process of reference to objects calIed den~ta t ion~ it i;as necessary to pursue anal- 

yis Eurther in order to fmd an additional constituent that xould assure this indispensable 

hnction of providing the cernent; of unifying the proposition. If Russell couid not appeal 

ta some sort of Lunsaturatedness: of concepts as providing this 'cernent'. their ciual na- 

tures did suggest a plausible dternative. CVhen the concept was named by a substantive! 

the concept was being used as a term. Yet the same concept could be used as such i.e. 

predicatively when its generd name was used as an adjective. Accorcüng to Russell's 

analysis, verbs differed kom basic substantives and they resembled adjectives in that 

they codd occur either as verb or as derived verbal nom. Like adjectives, this derivation 

of a verbai noun could take many forms. So putting the verb into its infinitive fom. Fÿe 

move Fom "-4 differs hom Bn to "The merence of A and BE. The fact that a verb, 

when nominalised (the use of a general name indicating a relation) can be placed in the 



position of a substantive and take on the role of logical subject was proof of its entity- 

hood. The thesis that any term could be made a Iogicai subject meant that repardless of 

the form or function of the general name designating it, a relation would not be changed 

by being made such a subject, and it wouid remain an independent self sufficient entity. 

The difference between a conjugated verb and a verbai noon merely reflected a difference 

in the logical function of the relation. 

In contrast to what occurred when adjectives were noninalized. nominaiised verbs 

involved the whole proposition. FVhile "A differs From B" espresses a proposition. "The 

clifference of A and B on the other. expresses what Russell calls a propositional concept. 

or an unasserted proposition (Russell 1903. page 503). Transforrning the verb into a 

verbal noun in this way produced what could be called ti nomindization of the proposition 

itself. allowing it in turn to take on the roie of Logical subject of a nem proposition. as in 

"'The difference of -4 and B' is a propositional concept". Thus the propositional concept 

and the proposition represented the same logical reality- indeed both are unities or terms. 

Yet there remains an irreducible ciifference b e t ~ e e n  the concept of the proposition and the 

proposition itself. From "A ciiffers from B" to 'The ciifFerence of A and B" something 

seems to be lost. In the sentence "A difiers From B .  the verb "ciiffers" indicates a 

relating relation which effectively relates the terms -4 and B. generating a complete 

whole, a unit. In contrast. in 'The merence between A and B". the substantive form 

"difference" stili indicates the relation of difference. but this relation no longer functions 

as reiating. Incieecl, there seems to be no way of accounting for the dictinction. 

Russell accounts for the unity of the proposition through the notion of assertion. 

which, by taking into account the specificity of the conjugated verb, e.xplains how the 

uni@ of the proposition codd anse out of its constituents. h y  proposition, such as "A 

m e r s  Çom B" can account for its unity from the assertive character of the verb used as 

such. On the other hand, a verbal noun, T h e  difference between A and B", loses this 

assertive h c t i o n  and figures in the proposition as merely comidered. Russell regarded 



relations as weU defined terms, i.e.. as independent entities which were given the crucial 

task of acting as the 'cernent' or 'glue' linking other te-, which also were independent, 

and the 'glue' is to be found in examining the specific role of the verb in the proposition. 

The distinction between the concept of the proposition and the proposition itself tvas 

fu-ther invoked to explain how propositions codd be brought together to f o m  iderences 

without making those connections necessary. The view that. a11 propositions were neces- 

sarily connected Aowed inevitably From the monistic i~ssumption that their relations were 

governed by the anarytic relation of part to whole. Rather, propositions are related via 

the relation of material implication. This logicd operation relates propositions regard- 

less of their particuhr content. Because the relation of impiication vas external to the 

propositions involved. the generation of an infinite nurnber of inferences \vas not evidence 

of a vicious regess. but reflected tm informative contribution to our ders tanding.  

Like any other object of knowledge. a proposition for Russell did not depend for its 

being on the judgement of a knowing siibject. Far from being the result of siich an act, 

it is rather presupposed by that act. So the truth of a judgement would depend not 

on the subject. but on the proposition. specificd_v. on the sorts of connections between 

the concepts constituting the proposition. This makes its tmth an intrinsic property. 

Russell says that a proposition is tme like a rose is red (Russell 1904. page 73). Russell's 

account leaws Truth as an irreducibIe residue found in asserted propositions. That is, 

tmth is a logical property that intrinsically characterises some propositions. M a t  is 

true is true absoIutely and completely, independentiy of us. A true proposition is a 

cornplex that stands in a certain relation to the concept of tmth; a false proposition is a 

cornplex that st.ands in that same relation to the concept of falsehood; and the concepts 

truth and Fdsehood are simple and indefinable." fn short, then, Russell's probIem n*as 

'T'here has been a tendency to see this as opening up a problem for Russell over false propositions, The 
suggestion is chat if the unity of the proposition is provided by the verb as verb, by relations actuaiiy 
relating, then it is cüfEcuIt to see how a proposition muid be f& without pasiting the existence of 
objective lalsehwds- And some wiii argue that in a false proposition a relation cannot actualiy relate, 
that it loses its source of uni@ and cannot be a proposition. 



now to fmd a principled way of isolàting whatever constituent or entity was responsible 

for a proposition's unity. In the case of our cont.act nith such entities as propositions. 

such contact is possible because the constituents are brought together in some W .  How 

can the independent constituents making up the proposition effectively combine these 

constituents to form a unified whole'? If the relation R is defined solely as a term. how 

do we account for the relationai fact that xRy? On the other hand. if the proposition 

xRy is to be considered as a whole. how is the verb which picks out the relation as an 

i~utonomous entity to be pickecl out'? Years earlier. Frege had tiealt wvith a comparable 

problem by tiis doctrine of the 'unsatiuatedness' of concepts. This will now be examined 

iip close. 

Frege and the Unsaturated Function 

Frege found in concepts the sort of 'cernent7 needed to rissure the cohesion and unity of 

the proposition. 

in the sentence 'TWO is prime' Rie find a relation designated: that of substimp 

tion ... This . . .creates the impression that the relation of subsumption is a 

third element supervenient upon the object and the concept, This is not the 

case: the unsaturatedness of the concept brings iit about that the object. in 

effecting the saturation. engages immediateiy wit h the concept wïthout the 

need for any speciai cement. Object and concept are fundamentaily made 

for each other? and in subsurnption -ive have their fundamentai union (Frege 

1984). 

For Rege, taking concepts as general names ignored their predicative dimension. and 

was evidence of a deep confusion between concept and object. Rather, concepts were 

quite distinct from objects: "Not ai l  the parts of a thought can be complete; at least one 

must be 'unsaturated' or predicative; otherwise they would not hold together" (Frege 



The distinction between concept and object arose Çrom Frege's use of function-argument 

analysis in logic. Its root lay in the idea that any functiond e-xpression contains 'gaps' 

where the names of the arguments are inserted. He scùd that. when an expression such 

as '2 - x + x* is used to designate a function. the fruiction is actualiy designated by tvhat 

is prcsent over and above the letter 'x*. Frege suggests that this might be inclicated by 

writing '3 ( ) + ( )'. He cals functions. and signs for functions. incomplete or -unsat- 

uratec17. The result of completing a function Nith an object (or argument) gives lis the 

value of the function for the argument. Just as a function was called -incomplete' and in 

necd of ~supplementation'. a concept was simply a special kind of hnction for Frege- a 

function whose value m s  always a tnrth value. Frege's early witings freqiiently refer to 

the argument or value of the function as the content (inhalt) of an expression. 

The process of concept formation was dependent on that of judgement: "1 start from 

judgements and their content. not from concepts. .- 1 allow the formation of concepts 

to proceed only from jiidgements" (Frege 1984). That isl he assiinied that content is 

something contained within the object(s) of a judgement. Concepts are generated by 

making judgements about these objects, as we direct judgement toward this or that 

object. It is function-argument andysis that ailows a propositions' 'conceptual contentf 

to be 'carved up' in different ways. Frege's 'caMng' metaphor should not obscure what 

was the fundamentai point to his theory of judgement; and this was that judgement  as 

directed at what was given independently of any psychological attitude we may have 

towards the objects concerned. Judgement is not creative in the sense that concepts are 

dependent on mental acts. Concepts were not, in Frege's picture, some sort of occult 

'content' coming and going with each act of judgement. Judgement is more &in to 

rearranging the furniture than assembling that furniture from scratch. But if Frege did 

not view concepts as products of the mind. he did view them as a function of, and 

contained within, the kinds of objects that were the focus of judgments. 



Objects were designated by complete expressions (wbich may be names, pronouns 

and/or defmite descriptions). and these were used to fill the gaps in incomplete expres- 

sions which stood for concepts. Once the gap(s) of the incomplete e.xpression is (are) 

filled, the completed expression is in t i m  available to fill the 'gaps' contained in an 

expression (Eunction) found at a higher level. These higher-level predicates ;Ire propo- 

sitional functions and quantifier expressionst which are in turn saturated by sentences. 

rather thaa names. Frege then establishecl a hierarchical ordering of these higher level 

predicates (quantifiers and propositionai fmctions) so as to make some sort of distinction 

betiveen which e'rpressions are functions and which are nanles for saturated entities. 

Frege felt that d o M n g  nominaiisecl concept e-upressions opened the possibility of 

confusing concepts of different levels. The strategy he employed to counter t his problem 

was to draw a distinction between forma1 implication and the hierarchy of concepts. Just 

as objects were said to 'fall under' concepts, a similar relation held between concepts: 

one concept could "hl1 under"' another concept. This relation is to be seen in the way 

that concepts can be ranked in a hierarchy. in the sense that only an n - 1 level concept 

coirld fall under an n-level concept. Letting F be a lst level concept. t hen by L: : Fx ive 

would mean the extension, Le. the class of objects fCzlling under F. Similasl_v, Ietting 4 

be a 2""eveI concept, then by F : 4 ( F )  we mean the class of concepts fallirig iinder 4. 

Clsisses were objects, i.e. no stratification of extensions was allowed that corresponded 

to the m y  in which concepts were stratified. Ail objects, including classes. were of the 

same level: the level O 

Frege thought it was a mistske to malyse the foiiowing two propositions: 

1. The number 20 can be represented as the sum of four squares 

and 

2. Every positive integer c m  be represented as the sum of four squares 



as consisting of the function Ys represented as the surn of 4 square numbers", and as 

arguments T h e  number 20" and "Every positive whole number"' : 

We can discern the error of this view from the observation that "the number 

20" and "every positive integerc' are not concepts of the same rank. What is 

asserted of the number 20 cannot be aserted in the same sensc of [the concept] 

"every positive integer!'; though. of course. in some circumstances it may be 

asserted of every positive integer. The expression "every positive intege? by 

itself. unlike [the expression] "the number 20". yields no independent idea: it 

acquires a sense on- in the context of a sentence (Frege 1879). 

In other words. while the expression "the nrmber 2 0  designates an object and is satu- 

rated, the expression "every positive integerr was incomplete and received meaning only 

in the context of a proposition. Its grammatical form nottvithstanding. proposition (2) 

does not concern objects such as t the positive whole nunibers. Rather. it concerns the 

inclusion of the concept chaclicterising those objects within the concept 'tepresented as 

the sum of 4 square nurnbers'. And this vvas the case with e v e l  universal proposition 

or formal implication. That is. a quantifier phrase such as eueqthing stood for a second 

level concept tvithin which first-level concepts id. rather than as an operation that trans- 

forms the subject concept into a denoting expression. as Russell would see the matter in 

Principles. To do othenvise was to think of concepts as t e m ,  and this  vas to ignore 

their predicative (unsaturated) dimension. He mites: 

The behaviour of the concept is essentially predicative, even when something 

is being asserted about it: consequently it can be replaced there only by 

another concept, never by an object. Thus the assertion that is made about 

a concept does not suit an object- Second-level concepts, which concepts 

faII under, are essentiaily different from first-IeveI concepts, which ob jects fall 

under. The relation of an object to a kt-level concept that it f d s  under 



is dXerent from the (admittedly simiIar) relation of a kt-level to a second 

level concept. (To do justice at once to the distinction and to the simiiarity. 

we might perhaps Say: An object faiis under a kt-level concept: a concept 

falls within a second-level concept.) The distinction of concept and object 

thus stiil holds, with al1 its sharpness (Frege 1892, 5201). 

The problem was then to explain how we move Frorn seconcl level concepts within 

which first level concepts fa11 to those objects denoted by singular terms as represented 

by such staternents as 'The number 20 is representecl as the sum of four square nurnbers'. 

F'rege's solut.ion was to interpret these nominalised predicates as denoting the extension 

of the concept that the predicate othenvise stooci for. It was with this purpose in mind 

that Frege incorporated a device for the representation of the extension of a concept. By 

applying the smooth breathing operator to a symboIic term. 

a new expression tvas forrned which denoted the extension of the concept o. Le- the class 

of things that are 4. ' 
One weU known dificulty with Frege's proposai concerns the paradox of the concept 

horse. While the distinction between concepts and objects keeps the proposition Erom 

being a mere list, this sharp distinction prevents concepts Erom being referred to by a 

proper name. For proper names pick out objects, The expression 'the concept horse' is 

a proper name, and as such may only refer to an object, not a concept. Can one name 

an unsaturated entity? This is a problern in that in second order objectual quantifi- 

cation we wish to quant* over concepts, which is hard to do if such 'things' have an 

unsaturated nature. Here ivas the heart of the disagreement between Frege and Russeil. 

7There remained for Frege to explah how a cornplex name such as T h e  number 20" could be formeci 
fiom a concept. In order to solve this problem Frege introduced the function which mapped the 
extension of that concept onta that object itseif when the description was proper. For those cases 
where the description is improper, that is, where the description lacked a referent or failed to uniquely 
determine a single referent, the value of the hnction ri-as the ar40Ument itself.(Frege 1893, $18). 



According to Frege's conte~t  principle, the meiining of separate. detachable constituents 

of a proposition can only be found through an understanding of their role in Iarger units. 

So, understanding a concept and an object requires understanding the role each p lqs  

in a complete thought. Russell on the other hand regarded a constituent of a cornplex 

as independent of the complex in which it is found. Russell would argue that Frege's 

hypothesis that concepts cannot be logical subjects is self-refuting. A concept is first 

of dl the meaning (Frege ivould çay the Bedeutung) of a grammatical preclicate, of an 

adjective siich sts 'human' or 'mortal', The question then is whether or not the n m e s  

of the corresponding abstract objects designate these same concepts or something else. 

If p u  hold that humnn is a concept. and as such cannot be a logical subject. you seem 

thereby to treat human as a Iogical subject. For Russell. any entity whatsoever can be 

argument for the unrestricted variable in a propositional function. regarclless of context. 

and any entity could be the logical subject of any proposition. 

Conclusion 

Russell regmded the ontological status of dl sorts of entities ris unproblematic. The 

general test determining what was an entity kom what was not was the idea t.hrrt nny 

term could be made into a logical subject. This principle cornes into codict  with the 

idea that some terms have the role of unifying collections of other terms. So. for example, 

in the Principles Russeii regarded propositions as entities containing an assertion. the 

element responsible for the unity of the propositional complex Yet the unity inherent in 

a proposition riras somehow Iost when this proposition was made a logical subject. it nias 

certainly paradoxical that this unifying element could not itseif be made into a logical 

subject. So there seemed to be a threshold whîch, when crcssed (as when a proposition 

was made into a logîcal subject), generated a very elusive entity. The search for this 

paradoxical entity ensureci that propositions wouid remain at the forefiont of Russeii's 



efTorts to End a remedy for the paradoxes without sacrificing such a fundamental k t  

pnnciple O€  Iogic as that of the unrestricted variable. 

So the paradoxes lead to doubts as to the status of certain objects. Arnong these were 

propositional fimctions, entities that expressed assertions, binding together propositional 

constituents into a unity. But Russell also had a conception of propositioud functions 

as denoting compIexes representing generdity. The idea was that the entities satisfying 

a propositional firnction fonned a class. which could in turn be taken as one. ris a unity. 

The link between these conceptions was that propositional functions provided a binding 

element, a relation which brought together independent objects to form tinified wholes. 

This explains why Russell would begin looking For a solution to the paradoxes here. How 

then are propositional fiinctions to be understood given the paradoxes:' Russell was well 

aware of the probleni he faced: 

But in generaI it is impossibIe to define or isolate the constant element in a 

propositional function, since what remains, when a certain tenn, wherever it 

occurs, is left out of a proposition. is in general no discoverable kind of entity- 

Thus the t e m  in question must be not simply omitted, but replaced by a 

uan'abie (Russell 1903, page 107). 

Because proposit.iona1 functions are said here to contain variables, one possible inter- 

pretation has been to construe them as  Linguistics.Nevertheless, it remains that in the 

Princzples. the variable is an entity, albeit very complex (Russell 1903. page 93) . This 

can be seen by describing in Linguistic t e m s  what Russell took propositional functions to 

sRusseU says as much: "Whitehead and 1 thought of a propositional hnction as an evpression con- 
taining an undetermined variable and becoming an ordinary sentence as soon as a value is ass@ied to 
the variable" (Russell 1959, page 92). But in a paper written short- aRer the Principles he would say: 
"As reprds [what remains of the said unity when one of its terms is simply removed, or when (if it has 
more than one term) two or more of its terms removed], what remains can in some cases be regarded as 
a single object, of the sort which 1 c d  an assertion: in other cases we get a mere aggregate of objects, 
and the ori,$nai unity cannot be regarded, in any straightforward sense? as compounded of this remnant 
and the removed term. \%en the remnant is an assertion we may regard the assertion as the d, in the 
notation Qt. But in other cases, the 4 has by itself no assignable meaning." (Russell I993? page 687) 



be. AccordingIy, a propositional fi~nction is what rernains of a sentence after al1 proper 

names have been removed. This remaining expression should be seen as a kind of schema 

representing generality. So the letters for variables are abbreviations for the denoting 

phrase "any term!', and this e.xpression has as meaning a denoting concept. This concept 

in turn denotes the totality of entities (or sorne sort of combination of such entities). Ali 

of this is to say that the only kind of cIass defined by such a function is the class as many. 

And of course this meant a revision of the kind of thing which coidd function as is iogicai 

subject. By admitting plural logical subjects into bis ontology (Russell 1903, page 516) 

the question then became this: to what extent does this change in the kincis of things 

which can be logical subjects require a corresponcLing change in the kinrls of things which 

imposed some sort of ordering of thern? 

Philosophers have generally been in agreement that Russell's paper. On Denotiny. 

wouid mark a profound shift in his views. According to tliis consensus. Russel1 rejects 

the analysis of definite and indefinite descriptions which is given in the Principles (accord- 

ing to which such expressions have denoting concepts as their meaning). In this paper. 

Russell provides detailed contextual definitions of these denoting expressions through the 

use of propositions containhg variables and propositional functions. claiming they are 

equivalent to those propositions. But the connection between the ontoIogical reductions 

undertaken in O n  Denotzng and the paradoxes has been underplayed in the secondary 

literature. The result has been a certain interpretation congenial to the analytic school's 

nominalism, whereby the ontologicsil reduction at work springs From a desire for onto- 

logicai econorny. in particuiar, an attempt to prune that ontology of 'abstract ent ities'. 

Thus the theory of descriptions is seen as an account of semantic content, of a study of 

how information about the worId c m  h c t i o n  independently of the objects that may be 

found there. Such a view takes language to be used not to pick things out in the world. 

so much as to find difTerent ways of characterishg them. 

Russell's theory of descriptions, however, did not emerge barn a concern with lan- 



guage per se. Rather, the theory arose as a response to the paradoxes. That is, Russell's 

program of eliminating denoting concepts as the meanings of denoting phrases is best 

understood as part of a broader atternpt to avoid the paradoxes. Indeed. to the ex*ent 

that On Denoting is seen to mark a shift in Russell's thinking about the variable and 

denoting concepts. the t tx~tud evidence is somewhat mbiguous. The following chapters 

will argue that Russell was aiming at a kind of reduction of denoting concepts to the de- 

noting concept any. or perhaps even more fundamentdly. the denoting concept anything. 

This wiil require an analysis of a niimber of papers witten shortly after the publication 

of the Principles. where Russell attenipts to draw out the distinction between meaning 

and denotation. mci then is led to reject this distinction primarily chie to problems over 

paradoxes. What does emerge from a study of these papers is the serise thst this en- 

tity mtist include a representation of coniplexîty The fociis of the probleni becarne one 

of determining whether m entity that denoted could represent this cotriplexity imci yet 

remain autonomous and independent. 



Chapter 5 

Incomplete Symbols 

5.1 Introduction 

The standard account of the philosophicd significance of Russeli's paper On Denoting 

maintains that Russell inaugurated a sort of linguistic, perhaps even nominülist. turn. 

RusseI1k advance is taken to be the recognition that syntactic units in a sentence CIO not 

al1 have ontological irnport. By providing contextual definitions for dehi te  descriptions, 

for example, Russell showed that they need not be taken as 10gicaLiy significant in and 

of themselves. The standard accoiuit goes on to claim that Russell intended to prune 

phiiosophy of a bIoated ontoIogy and that what emerged h m  his work at the time r w  

a set of eliminative techniques. Russell is then credited with a critique of the Fregean 

doctrine of Sinn und Bedeutung, aitfiough with the result that  he becarne a t-ictim of 

systematic "usemention:' confusions. This view ends with attacks on the foundational 

work in the Principia as  incoherent, and better understood when any commitment to 

properties is abandoned (and the propositional hc t ions  in that work treated a s  open 

sentences). 

The trouble wïth this account is that it obscures the role of the paradoxes in driving 

these developments: what is lost sight of is the intimate connection between Russeli's 



concerns regarding the foundations of mathematics, dong Rrith the emergence of the 

paradoxes. and the resulting work on denoting complexes. Until these connections are 

made explicit. much of what transpires in On Denoting and what follows after it can only 

be veiled in obscurïty, and the historically inacciuate picture of Russell as an empiricist 

bent on a nominakt reduction of abstract entities will persist. 

5.2 Meaning and Denotation 

In the Principles, Russell drew a. distinction between things and concepts.' Concepts 

were t e m s  wïth a t w ~ f o l d  nature. At times they occurrecl in a propositionai complex 

as entities, but at others they occurrecl as mcunings. Now. wtien these concepts occur 

as meanings, their hnction seemed to be to combine other terms into a unificd complex. 

And in this role they were not constituents of t his cotnples.%n the other hanrl. clenoting 

phrases occurring in the subject or terni position inclicate denoting concepts. wtiich are 

constituents of the proposition. denoting objects that are not constituents of the prop* 

sition. These deno ted objects were t hemselves often complexes. called plurals. but not 

always, Le-, definite descriptions picked out individuals. As an entity in a cornples this 

concept's role was to designate an object. Denoting concepts are peculiar in that they 

are rneanings taken to occur as entities in a proposition. 

Denoting concepts were very important for Russell's foundational project in that 

they secured reference to inCinite complexes through finite means. This sort of reference 

is achieved via an intension! that is, some property that the members of this infinite class 

have in common. Wë are not 'acquainted' with an infinite class; rather our access to it 

=Supra p. 39 
'Remember that the constituent occurring as meaning unites what would othemise be the mere 

juxtaposition of entities. Russeii's disagreement wïth Leibniz is over Leibniz's view that whatever united 
substances was, in reality, a fact about each individual substance. Russell mots to say that this unïfying 
constituent is neither reducibIe to some fact about each individual in the collection. nor merely ideal. 
Cornplex meanings are not the work of the mind, and indeed the 'synthetic unity of apperception' 
requires a unifieci something in order to be 'apperceived'. See (Russell 1994~: page 316) 



is conceptudy mediated through a property. an intension. To use Russell~s later way 

of putting it, this is how nre come to know things about objects mith ivhich we have no 

acquaintance, The point to dratving a distinction between meaning and designation is to 

alIow intensions that do not succeed in picking anything out: 

It is n e c e s s a  For the understanding of a proposition. to have acquaintance 

Nit.h the rneaning of every constituent of the rneaning. and of the whole. It is 

not necessary to have acquaintance wit h such constit uents of the denotation 

as are not constituents of the meaning. It is thus t,hat clefinitions proceed. 

They give a known meaning. and enable us to make propositions about what 

the meaning denotes. although tve may have no acquaintance with this some- 

thing. (Russel1 1994e, page 307) 

One of the conclusions of the l u t  chapter was that. in some sense. Russell thought 

that the contradiction arose from treating every constituent in a complex as being Fun- 

damentally the same, as an individual. Because a complex ww a collection of individuais 

with a structure. Russell began to suspect that the problem Iay in not drarrting out the 

differences between the individuais in a cornplex, and how they n7ere combined to rnake 

up that comp1e.u. The distinction between meaning and denotatioti. tvhich assumes such 

a prominent place in the manuscripts written d ter  the Prtnciples. is best seen as an at- 

ternpt to come to grips tvith structuie, by clarikng distinctions among the components 

of a complex. 

A denoting concept tvhich is about a class ivas to be forrned by combining a propo- 

sitionai function and the notion such that. So it seemed reasonable to assume that 

determining the legitimacy of the class as one in any particuiar case would depend on 

specifying the right restrictions on propositionai Functions. The idea was that a distinc- 

tion had to be drawn between functions occurring as meaning as opposed to an entity. 

Wlen a propositional function occurred as entiw then it ms said to denote a dass. 

And so Russell was led very naturally to believe that the contradiction codd be avoided 



through restrictions on the comprehension miom and by making the distinction between 

functions as meanings and functions as entities in a principled way. 

In the manuscripts mitten immediateb after the discovery of the contradiction. Riis  

sel1 begins by restating fundamenta1 principles of philosophical grarnmar simüar to those 

found in the Principles: Proper names are iised to refer without rneaning. Verbs and 

adjectives have meaning but do not denote. Some expressions (including definite descrip- 

tions) have both meaning and denotation. An empty proper name. such as Apollo. is in 

fact a disguised description. Russell provides as exampIe the sentence '-the table is blacK. 

where table forms a constituent of the meaning, and dso part of the denotation. (Russell 

1994d. page 78-1) The clenotation will reniain invariant across the substitution of coex- 

tensive constituents in the meaning, though the meaning will change, Some phrases h i l ~  

rneaning but no denotation. The meaning is a complex concept. Because tnith or fdçity 

hûs to do with what the sentence denotes mcl not with what the scntence m e m .  T h e  

present king of France is bald:' is neither tme nor false. It is axiomatic that the subject 

of a proposition is part of the proposition. 

Although we have no presentation of an instance of a concept on many occasions. 

we do have a presentation of its meaning. Where we cannot give an instance of svch 

a concept as just this. we may describe such a pitrported entity "by means of a collec- 

tion of characteristics of the combination of which they are conceived to be the only 

instance" (Russell 1994d, page 385). Thus the complex aRb wili have s meaning and 

(perhaps) a denotation- The meaning is to be understood as a separable entity. Take the 

phrase "the present Prime Minister of EngIand". Each word nrill designate an object- 

However, the whole phrase designates something over and above the designations of each 

word in the phrase, for these di c e r t d y  not be constituents of Arthur Baifour (Russell 

1994c, page 320). Rather, England etc. are part of the meaning. 

The distinction between meaning and denotation is to aUow Russell to avoid ontolog- 

ical cornmitments to certain entities, such as the ~ound square or the even prime other 



than two. We achieve an understanding of such phrases without having to posit the e?us 

tence (or subsistence) of the supposed denotation of such a phrase. Definite descriptions 

will d l  have a meaning but not aU of them will have a denotation. So it seems natural 

for Russeil to have looked to meanings, and a sharpened distinction between rneaning 

and denotation, to find a solution to the paradoxes. Because Russell had assumed that 

the entities responsible for the complex's 'unity' were to be included among its individual 

constituents, it seemed reasonable to begin by taking these entities and soniehow pushing 

them out of those complexes they were uniting. The heart of Russell's ruialysis of the 

paradoxes is that they they mise from t,reating every constituent in a complex as being 

of the same ontological level. 

For our purposes, al1 complexity is complexity of meaning. ancl whatever can 

be denotecl may be regarded. when clencied, as simple. even when tvtiat is 

denoted is a cornpiex meaning: that is. the complexity involvecl is to be of 

meaning, not of denotation (Russell 1994d. page 288). 

Thus RusseU's general strategy tvas to refine his analysis of complexes in terms of inten- 

sion and extension. A cornplex was "deterniined by its constituents toget her with their 

mode of combination; it is not determined by the constituents aloneF (Russell 1994a. 

page 98). A complex's unity stems Tom meaning. In ' A  is greater than B'. the cornplex 

is made up of the constituents A, is greater than. and B. But tvhat is essential is the 

way these constituents are combined. For the complex ' A  is greater than B' is a different 

complex from ' B  is greater than A'. This additional element is the way in which the 

constituents are brought together. Given this f r ame~ork~  it is not implausible to mmke 

that Russell found in this distinction the beginning of a solution to the paradoxes: 

The mode of combination of the constituents of a compIex is not itseIf one 

of the constituents of the complex. For if it were, it woidd be combined wïth 

the other constituents to form the complex; hence we should need to spe& 



the mode of combination of the constituents with their mode of combination: 

thus what we supposed to be the mode of combination of the constituents 

wodd be only a mode of combination of some of the constituents. In short. 

in a complex, the combination is a combination of al1 the constituents. and 

cannot therefore be itseif one of the constituents (Russell 2994a. page 99).3 

To include this mode among the primary constituents meant generating a vicioiis 

regrcss. Russell expresses this worry by insisting that including the mode of combination 

among the basic constiti~ents added to the complex in a way which made no dserence 

to it: i.e., added to it while keeping it unchanged. Take the complex aRb. The relation 

R occurs in it as entity. But it also functions there as relating. It is this reIating func- 

tion that cannot be counted as a fi~ndamentd constituent. This reIat,ing relation is the 

common element bringing the const,ituents together to form a cornpiex. The point. then, 

seems to be that treating this c o k o n  clement as an entity in the complex would add 

nothing to it; that ist the complex is uRbt and not aRb + the glue. That. whatever it is. is 

a different compIex Treating the glue as somethng one could fasten on to R wouid add a 

new constituent to the original complex, creating a new comp1ex. The difficulty hoivever 

wouid stem from trying to specik the ontological status of this unifying constituent and 

trying to isolate the meaning of a denoting complex as a logical subject. Denoting com- 

plexes posed a problem for Russell in that he had to clari- how these constituents could 

be both entities and meanings, and similady, how propositionai functions were occurrïng 

as meanings and as entities. (Presumably. the entity occurrence of such a function would 

be predicative in the sense of defining a class as its extension). 

3Russell, remarks that "A mode of combination, like everythig else, is an entity: but it is not one 
of the entities occurring in a compIeu cornposed of entities cornbineci in the mode in questionT (Russell 
1994a, page 98) 



Russellian Complexes 

Any constituent in a complex which can simply be varied is called a term. Whslt remains 

constant in a complex as an entity is varied is the meaning. If this distinction was at 

the heart of RusseIl's strategy in dealing with the contradiction. the problem was finding 

a way of mentioriing this unifying constituent. In arly cornplex. that which tloes the 

rinifying can only perform this fiinction as meanmg. As such it is not a term in the 

complex. Thiis. what is needed is a way of denoting a meaning. This is doiie by iising 

a proper name (which hiw. no meaning) to denotc a function (an object occiirring as 

meaning in a coniplex). This constituent may be designatecl only by menns of a proper 

name. in which the meaning is clenoted. Once clenotetl. it becomes an entity. thoiigh not 

a term of the original coniplex. Russell's aini wu to distinguish the differcnt ki~ids of 

roles entities plqed in a complex. 

Thus it reniained the case that any entity in a corriplex coulcl be replaced by any other 

entity: with this position marked by the occurrence of an entity variable. while what 

remained invariant across substitution of terms could not be marked by the presence of 

a variable for entities. For this invariant constituent was the mark of meaning, and some 

restrictions wouid have to be placed on it. Russell held the hope of finding some recourse 

that would keep entity variables as unrestricted. while finding precise condit ions tmder 

which a cornplex's structure could be treated as a logical subject. 

Every complex bas rneaning and being. Qua meaning, it is not one entity. 

but a compound of severai. A cornplex may occur in two ways, as meaning 

or as entity. Complexes may differ as meaning nrithout differïng as entity. 

What the complex .is is what we have c d e d  its denotation. There is no 

entity which is the cornplex as meaning, because the complex as meaning is 

not one entity. . . Thus we cannot use a single letter such as C, to stand for 

"any cornpleu", because a complex is only distinguished by structure; as far 



as its being is concemed, it is not different from an entity in general. Thw 

any general notation for a complex must have structwe. (RusseU 1994b: page 

366) 

The paper On Fundamentals at.tempts to solve this problem Nith the notion of an 

entity's position in a complex. There, (C)(x) is to indicate a complex containing the 

entity x, The mode of combination is indicated by C x (Russell 1994b. page 360). A 

distinction is drawn between meaning position and entity position in a complex. The 

idea must be that constituents endowed with a dual role. either as rneaning or as entity. 

i d 1  display these roles depending where they are put in a complex. PhiIosophicdly. this 

has the admntage for Russell of making such a role depend on an externa1 relation (i.e.. 

its position in a cornples) as opposed to some property internai to the entity involveci. 

Presiimably, by putting a denoting concept in a rneaning position. the concept bill func- 

tion as such (i.e., as meaning). m e n  the concept is put into entity position. the concept 

dl function as entity (i.e.. will denote). In effect, in entity position. any extensiondy 

equivalent denoting concept rnay be substit.uted without affecting the tnith of the whole. 

Thus when the denoting complex occurs in entity position. the propositiona1 complex 

is not about the denoting cornplex: but rather! it is about what the denoting complex 

denotes. Again, this strategy is to resolve t.he pwadoxes by cirawing a sharper distinction 

between the meaning of a complex and its denotation. For the paradoxes uise by the 

improper substitutions of the one for the other: as when a meaning is treated as an entity. 

The whole point of positing meaning and entity positions in a compIes is to awid 

requiring these roles to be performed by separate entities. What RusseIl has been enter- 

taining (with denoting concepts) is one entity with two sides; meaning and being. When 

a c o m p l ~ ~  occurs as meaning, its complexity is essential to it, but when it occurs as 

being, it is not. 

When complexes occur as meanzng, their complexity is essential, and their 

constituents are constituents of any complex containing the said complexes; 



but when complexes occur as entities, their unity is what is essential. and 

they are not to be split into constituents. Hence generally: When a cornplex 

A occurs in a complex B, if A occurs as meaning, its constituents are con- 

stituent.~ of B? but if it occurs as entity, its constituents are not constituents 

of B (Russell 1994b. page 373). 

As meaning, the constituents of a complex are united. AS being. they comprise a 

single thing. XIeaning and being seem to be surface forms of an underiying reaGty. But 

is this uderIying reality itself a constituent of the complex? And, if so, what work 

does this entity do here:' The trouble with denoting concepts is that t.hey do not allow 

a sharp distinction b e t ~ e e n  meaning and denotation. Sirch m entity was to have two- 

sides. which would lead one to suspect that this entity cotlld be specified independently 

of them. However, the problem appears in identifying this element as a possibIe logicai 

mbject. Then if there is no iinibing content which binds the meaning and denotation as 

parts of a single underlying thing, then better to do tvithout it. The conclusion Russell 

h w s  is ttiat? if the uni-ing constituent in a complex is separate hom what it unifies. 

there can be no object which performs both functions i.e.. that of tmifying and that of 

being the object of that unification. Tbus Russell rejects denoting concepts becaiise they 

are entities with 'two sides'. 

b m l e  Russell was especidy concerned to ejiminate the ontological ambiguity n;hich 

seems inherent in the 'two entity' view? this problem is not restricted to denoting concepts. 

Relations (as bath relating and as entities) are affected by the same sort of problems. In 

the cornpie.-.- aRb, a and b are bound by the sense of the relation R. It is this additional 

ingreclient acting on a and R and b whkh generates distinct cornpIc~es." LF the may the 

basic constituents of a complex are combined cannot be one of the basic constitucnts of 

'-bother *y, perhaps, of understandimg the role of meanhg is by way of exptaining how the same 
collection of atomic constituents can gnerate different complexes. Nelson Goodman expresses chis by 
i-ting that different aggregates be dïstin,&hed in te= of content: "The Xominalist denies that tTVo 
different entities can be made up of the same entities' (Goodman 1956). 



the cornplex (which Russeil views as paradoxical), some way rniist be found of locating it 

outside the cornplex and accounting for its ontological statiis. Maintaining this u n l i n g  

component as an entity 'out of' the constituents it united generated the problem of its 

treatmerit as logical subject. 

Xleaning had been used in the Princaples to capture the ides of identity of content. 

For Russell this relation united the atornic constitiients of a cornplex into a whole. and 

tvas thought of as an individual, on an ontological par tvith the other atoms. AS the 

reader will r e c d  Russell stressed the foundational importance of recognising aggregates 

with a being, or individual nature. which transcendeci its parts (Russell 1903. page 141). 

The resulting change in views  vas drastic, for 

We shall not now say that e.g. "x is a man" is the mode of combination 

involved, and onIy denotes its instances: n.e shall say. on the contrary. that 

''1 is a man" Is any one of its instances, though not a mentionable one. That 

is. we shall adopt the view of ambiguoiis clenotation urithoz~t meaning. We 

shaU recognize a similantg bettveen "Socrates is a man:' and "Plato is a man", 

which sirnilarity is of a special kind, namely the kind which constitutes them 

instances of one type, of which an ambiguous instance is "x  is a man'*. But 

they are not instances of one type because there is a type to which they both 

belong; on the contrary, the type is constituted by the relation of sameness 

of type (Russell 1994b, page 401). 

Tkeating this cornmon element now in terms of similarity reflects deep changes in 

Russell's thinking and marks the beginning of his "retreat fkom Pythagoras" (Russell 

1959, pages 154158). Indeed, this 'common' element is no longer being eqressed in 

terms of an identity to another term. CVhat is Iess clear is that Rusçeii now regarded 

any fact about a complex entity as reducible to a fact about the individuals making up 

the compIex. Whatever was affecting the unity of a cornplex is not now deprïved of an 

individual nature- Although Russell engaged in some (uncharacteristic) %and waving' 



over this, he clearly wanted to count these structures as independent of o i r  conceptual 

schemes. Yet accounting for this individual nature would prove to be very difficult. 

In the "dogmatic summary" Russell offers at the end of On Fundarnentals he remarks 

that denoting phrases may stiii denote if their substitution for a name in a proposition 

yields the expression of a proposition whose truth d u e  remains unchanged (Russell 

1994b, page 408). Indeed in such a case the denoting phrase can be regarded as a narne 

of this entity. It remained to specik the conditions under which a definite cIescript.ion 

behaves as a name and when substitutions are admissible. In extensionai contexts the 

description can be substituted for the neme. 

Russell's requirement that symbols for entities be single letters. but that symbols 

for objects reflect the structure of their referents. was crucial and problematic. But the 

seed for what would become the theory of descriptions is planted firmIy here. The idea 

that emerges is that what functions syntact~ically as a name need not have any semantic 

correlate. What the s y n t ~ x  can do is reflect the ontologicai composition of complex 

objects. Complex objects are built up from individuai entities and these entities c m  be 

combined in any number of ways. To be sure, not al1 such combinations may be actual. 

But the important thing is that the resulting combinations cannot be designated by a 

proper name, for this would obscure the ontological dependence of complexes upon their 

constituents. Indeed, by the fail of 1905, Russell felt that he had found t.he general form 

for alI knom contradictions: 

The contradictions result hom the fact that according to cment IogicaI as- 

sumptions there are what we may cal1 self-reproductive processes and classes. 

That is: there are some properties such that, given any class of terms dl 

having such a property, we c m  always define a new term also having the 

property in question. Hence we can never coilect all the terms having the 

said property into a whole; because, whenever we hope we have them dlt the 

collection which we have imrnediately proceeds to generate a new term also 



having the said property (Russell LSOGb, page 144). 

Here ive have finally corne to the heart of the matter: RusseU% objection is that seIf- 

reproduction generates a new entity. Given this diagnosis. a strategy slow1 took shape 

in Russell's rnind whose purpose waç to allow reference to plural logical subjects without 

generating these entitntes occultae. However. it remains obscure why reference to siicti 

abstract entities has this puzzling consequence and Russell is not particularly helpful 

here. Clcarly. ho~vever. Russeil now t hinks t hat certain structural fetitures of complexes 

cannot be autonomous entities. 

What Russell neeclecl was a m y  of getting synibols to reHect the complexity of the 

objects they picked oiit. or designated. Paradoxes and contraclictory 'entities' do not 

populate the world. and if our Ianguage indicates that they do. then so much the worse 

for language. The means by which we named and clescribed the world tvoiild have to 

be regimented in siich a ivay as to preclude expressions indicating such things as round 

squares or odd even numbers. Russell needed a ivay of d i n g  oiit e-upressions which pirta- 

tively designated these illegitirnate beings. but in a way ahich didn-t rely on concepttial 

resources laying beyond the domain of logic. The project of a systetnatic regimentation 

of language would develop slowly, and the Enal result ~ o u l d  not appear until the publi- 

cation of the Principia ibfathematica. But tfie first crwial step ~ o u l d  be Russell's theory 

of definite descriptions. 

5.4 On Denoting and Definite Descriptions 

In the PniLciples denoting expressions such as "the author of WavereIf'indicated denot- 

ing concepts which provided RusseIl with a way of accounting for the informativeness of 

identity staternents. Russell begins by distinguisbg two different kinds of identi l  state- 

ment. In the Eùst case we have "Scott is Scott", and this e-xpression simply asserts the 

identity of a proper name with itself. Here the name functions as a symbol designating 



a single object, WTdter Sco tt, and such a statement is analytic and for RusseU. uninfor- 

mative. In the second kind of case, expression such "Scott is the aut hor of WaverIef' 

asserts the identity beçnieen a proper name and a denoting expression. Substituting the 

denoting expression for the proper n m e  renders this e-qression non-analytic and confers 

on it cognitive value. 

According to t.he principk of the substitutability of identicais. two names for the same 

object can be substituted for each other in any tme proposition. Or. if two expressions 

can be substitutecl for one another without changing the tmth-value of any sentence in 

tvhich they appear, then the things that t hose e'rpressions designate tire one and the 

sarcle. In stich a case we say tliat the espressions are intersubstitutable çalva veritate and 

Russell took this to be a fundamental principle of logic. Problems with this fiindamental 

principle are apparent from counterexamples like as the following. Consider t hese t hree 

sentences: 

1. George IV wished to know whether Scott mas the author of Wauerley 

2. Scott was the aiithor of Wauerley 

3. George IV wished to know whether Scott tvas Scott. 

Now we know that Scott is the author of Waverley. Lf King George IV m t s  to know i i  

Scott is the author of LVaverley it's doubtful whether he's asking a question about the law 

of identity. Just as for Frege, the problem here is to isolate the origin of this additional 

cognitive information. That is we need some elcpIanation for the apparent fdure  of the 

inference fiom (1) and ( 2 )  to (3). 

h o t h e r  puzzle involves apparent violations of the law of the excliided middle- Con- 

sider the following two sentences: 

4. The present king of France is baId. 

5. The present king of France is not bald. 



If we enumerate ali the things in the world that are bald, the present king of France ~ $ 1  

not be among thern- So it is faIse that the present king of France is bald. On the other 

hand, if we enumerate dl the things in the wodd that fail to be bdd, we will not End 

the king of France m o n g  them either. So it equaiiy appears that it is fdse that the 

present king of France is not bald. That is. it seems to follow, in violation of the Imv of 

the excludecl middle. that the present king of France is neither bald nor not baid. Liow 

consider: 

6.  The round square does uot esist. 

(6) seems straightforivardly true; but just howcan it be tnie'? One's initial temptation will 

be to think of (6) as the denia1 of a sentence in subject predicate form. The grammatical 

stntctwe of (6) appems to be similar to that of 'Socrates ivm not a fool.' This 1 s t  

sentencc is true if and onIy if a certain object-vizl Socratcs- faiIs to have a cert,üin 

property-the property of being il, fool. Just. so, one rriight thirik, for (6). (6) is tme just 

in case a certain object-viz.. the round square-faiIs to have a certain property-viz.. the 

property of existence. However, in order for rn object to Iack a certain property? there 

must first be that object. If the property piitativeIy in question is the property of non- 

existence, then nothing cun be said t rdy to have that property. For if an object lacks 

the supposed prope. of existence. there is no object to begin with. If not, then (6) does 

not, d te r  ail? truly predicate a property of an object. Yet evidently (6) does esqmss a 

truth. The problem is to explain just what tmth it expresses and to say what that truth 

is a tmth about. 

Russeil's solution to these puzzles in the Pri7aczplesrelies on the theory of denoting 

concepts- He regards these propositions as informative when identity is treated as a 

reIation involving two separate entities, one being the subject? the other beiog a denoting 

concept whose verbal expression begins with the d e f i t e  article, aad which denotes a 

unique individual. So the st atement 

7. Edward VI1 is Edwwd VII. 



is tme but. uninformative. On the other hand 

S. Edward the VI1 is the King. 

asserts a true identitÿ whose informativeness lies in the conceptud content found in "the 

king'. (8) becomes informative because on the one side the term itself is present. on the 

other side the denot ing concept is present. 

This theory has affinities with Frege's. In On Sense nnd Reference Frege splits the 

content of an expression into two parts: its 'sense' (Sinn) r d  its 'Reference' (Bedcutung). 

According to Frege. though there is more to the firii meaning of s sentence than just 

its sense. (there is also force and tone) these mental associations are subjective. anci 

therefore they play no part in communication. in communication we can oniy convey 

objective things. things which are cornmon to everyone ive can comrnunicate with. It is 

the objective part of meaning that Frege calls sense. Sense determines reference. Two 

expressions with the same sense have ipso facto the same reference. although this does 

not hold the other way around. An expression such a s  -?rie king of England" is s name 

referring to an entity. Its sense is what Frege c a k  the mode of presentation of that entity. 

It is the way the reference is presented. Tt is of great importance that it is possible to 

be quite fCvniliar with the sense of a name without knoMng what its reference is. Sense 

is the 'mode of presentation'. but famiiiarity with the reference of any given expression 

is merely a possibility and may not be murned. Sense is merely a criterion by means 

of which reference may be determined under various circumstances. How does Frege's 

theory solve the paradox of identity? Take the following two statements: 

9. The morning star is the mocning star. 

10. The morning star is the evening star, 

The senses of 'the morning stary and 'the evening star' consist in the two different ways 

in which the two expressions determine their reference- For the morning star this could 



be made explicit as 'the brightest heavenly body in the eastern skies at dam'. and for 

the evening star it could be 'the brightest heavenly body in the western skies at sunset'. 

Once again it is quite possible to be familiar Fvith the senses of the two narnes without 

knowing to what heavenly bodies they refer. So this gives us a simple explmation of 

the cognitive difference between 'The moming star is the moming star' and 'the evening 

star is the morning star'. Sentence (10) is true just in case the reference of -the rnorning 

star' is the same as the reference of 'the evening star'. And that t his is so is quit e clear 

independently of what the reference in fact is. So to know that (9) iç true is an a priori 

matter. Sentence (5)  is true just in case the reference of 'the morning star' is the same as 

the reference of 'the evening star'. CVhether this is the case cannot be determined soleIy 

on the ba i s  of the meanings of the two names. It is necessary to know eexactly what the 

references of the twvo expressions happen to be. so the truth of (10) \vas only apparent 

once astronomers discovered that they do both refer to the sarne celestial object. namely. 

the planet Venus- 

Frege was then able to address a number of problems that uise with intensional con- 

structions. in particularl the problems surroiinding failure of substitutivity in qtiotational 

and propositional attitude contexts. Qitotation marks and the sentential operator 'that' 

associated with propositional attitude operators (e-g. Bertrand believes that') . according 

to Frege create an oblique conte. in which e-xpressions take on a different referent From 

tfieir customary referent. Whereas the expression 'Hesperus? customarily refers to the 

planet Venus, when occuning within quotation marks, as in the sentence 'The expres- 

sion 'Hesperus? is a sequence of eight Ietters', it instead refers to itself. Such is the case 

when sorneonek remarks are quoted in "direct discourse," that is, &en reporting the 

very words used by the speaker, as in 'Bertrand said 'Hespem appears in the evening'. 

halogously, when occurrïng in a 'thatcclause in a propositional- attitude attribution. as 

in 'Bertrand believes that Hesperus appears in the evening, the name 'Hesperus' refers 

neither to its customary referent nor to itself. but to its c u s t o m q  sense. SimiIarly, 



the entire embedded sentence 'Hesperus appears in the evening', when occurring nrithin 

the 'that7-operator, refers to its customary sense rather than to its custornary referent. 

Such is the case when someone7s remarks are qiroted in "indirect dis~ourse.~ that is, 

when reporting the content of his or her remarks rather than the v e l  words used. as 

in 'Bertrand said that Hespenis appears in the evening'. It is not the truth value of 

the sentence 'Hesperus appears in the evening' that Bertrand is said to beiieve or have 

asserted. but its information or thoiight content, Frege proposed that expressions do not 

have their normd references in intensional constructions but instead refer to their senses. 

He s-s that in such cases expressions have an indirect reference (ungerride Bedeutimg). 

which is then the same as what is norrnally their sense, 

Russeil's e-xplmation of these different expressions of identity strongly resembles 

Frege's. According to Russell's version of the theory of definite descriptions. the definite 

article 'the'. when joined to a class concept. forms a denoting concept which denotes a 

unique term through that c I m  concept. A thing can be described through the use of a 

denoting concept expression whose class concept appiies to a single individual. This use 

of the definite article presupposes that each thing c m  be identified through a concept 

nith a single instance. That is. each term is the instance of some class concept and the 

descriptive e.upression univocaily refers to that thing without requiring direct epistemic 

contact . 

This account would change as a resuit of the paradoxes. The change in Russeil's 

strategy involved the new technique of contextual definitions of certain e-upressions, such 

as definite descriptions. Not ail e-xpressions indicate singie entities: those that fail to are 

said to be 5ncompIete symb01s'~ their purported ontologicai correlates treated as 'Iogical 

fictions'. He hoped thereby to retain the u~es t r ic ted  variabIe while fiitering out those 

objects whose postuiation as entities Iead to contradictions- The theory of incomplete 

symbols was a way of preserving the unrestricted variable, and avoiding sohing the 

paradoxes through resorting to a typed hierarchy of entities as a prelirninary @en. 



The reader should bem in mind that from Russell's way of viewing the problem, if 

the entities presupposed in dl reasoning came in a typed hierarchy, account of this 

could not draw on the sarne said entities. Solving the paradoxes by means of a typed 

hierarchy is, technicdly, a straightfonvard task. Rirsseii's prim'uy concem here however 

was in the order of wplanation. A solution to the paradoxes ivas to flow from a better 

understanding of syntau for two reasons. The k s t  reason is that expressions which 

purportedly designated contradictory 'entities' had to be ill formed because siich entities 

could not be p u t  of the naturd order of things. The second reason being that accounts 

of syntactic well-formedness àid not presuppose by m y  of explanation anything of an 

ontological nature. 

The solution involvecl eliminating certain expressions iis legitimate qmbols with 

rneaning in their otvn right. Russell abandoned the view that al1 expressions picked oiit 

determinate mcaning relata, urging that many espressions were "incompletc sy-nbols" 

and which only become meaningful when inserted into an expression. Such expressions 

did not indicate entities (Le., rneanings), However. they did contain entities that could. 

when combined. be genuine components of propositions. The point of the theory of de- 

scriptions is that certain e-xpressions do not indicate separate individual entities but that 

c m  nevertheless contribute to a compIex entity. Tt is therefore important that symbols 

reflect the structure of the complex in some way- Even though what residts when a defi- 

nite description is broken down into its constituent entities is not itself a single thing, in 

extensional contexts a single name may be used for the description. When an indit-idual 

does possess the properties in question, then substitution can be made- But the point 

remains that there will not always be an individual conespouding to the complex of 

properties being entertained. 

In the paper On Denoting Russell abandons the theory of denoting concepts, denyïng 

them rneaning. The problem is no longer in knowing when these e'rpressions have an 

individual nature, because none of them have. What changes in the new account of 



descriptions is that the term is no longer corrdated with a single entity, but to several. 

That ist denoting concepts are broken d o m  into their const.ituents. Rather. definite 

descriptions are what Russell calls 'kcomplete symbols". If a is an incomplete symbol, 

then ct has no meaning in isolation, but every sentence in tvhich it does occw does have 

a meaning. The point is not that incomplete symbols lack meaning in isolation, but 

have meaning in context. Nor is it that such expressions are devoid of meanhg in the 

way that, Say, nonsense is. The point is rather that c o n t r q  to appearmces. incomplete 

symbois are not proper grammatical constituents of the sentences in which they occirr. 

For esample, our initial assessrnent might be that the expression 'the rotuid square' 

refers to a bona fide term and as such occupies subject position in ci proposition. But 

Russell holds that 'the round square' is not a referring term at al1 sncl is not really a 

proper grammaticd subject. In particular? Russell held that a paraphrase of this sentence 

couid be found e'rpressing its logicd form so that (a) no constituent of that paraphrase 

could be substituted for the expression 'the round square' and (b) no constituent of the 

paraphrase occupied the roIe of grammatical subject. W e r e  the original contains what 

appears to be a syntactically complex constituent. 'the round square'. whkh apparently 

occiipies the subject position, the paraphrase wiLl contain only a collection of predicates. 

quantifiers. and variables. none of which can be regardeci, either jointly or severally zis 

the grammatical sub ject of the paraphrase. 

The general strategy is to take an expression such as T h e  Present King of France is 

baid" and traslate it into the folIowing Iogical formula: 

1. x is presently king of France. 

2. x is unique. 

3. x is bald. 

The Prïncipia Mathematica formalises the account of deiïnite descriptions given in 



On Denoting: 

This definition is an example of "definition in use7. viz.. a Iogical translation of an 

e-qression with the form "the so and so". Formalizing the andysis found in On Denoting. 

a definite description is andysed as a propositional fimction satisfied by a. single value of 

its variable. The syrnbol ( ~ x ) ( Q T )  is like an individual coristant in iinivocally clesignating 

a determinate individiial. But these symbols tue not the same. RiisseU argues in the 

Pn'nczpia that a dehi te  description and a proper name cannot be substitiitecl for the 

other salva veritate. The argument is that a definite description doesn't function in the 

same way as a proper name in a statement of identity. (however identity is constriied). 

The first part of the argument takes the form of a rductio:Suppose that a definite 

description. like a proper name. signifies an object. Suppose t hat any proposition of 

identity expressing the identity of reference(mecining) of the proper names justifies their 

substitutability salva, veritatc. Therefore in virtue of a). any proposition of identity 

between a proper narne and a definite description should allow the substitution salm 

veritate between a proper name and a dehi te  description. It is clear enoiigh that this 

isn't the case. So we have to revise our initial premisses. Consider the logical definition 

of identity: 

*13.01 z = y- =: (d) : 9!2. 3 -d!g Df 

This definition establishes t hat x and y can be considered identical when each pred- 

icative Eunction satidied by x is satisfied by y. When applied to variables such as x 

and y, the assertion of identity authorizes their substitution salva veritate. This kind of 

identity is said to be trivia1 in that it simple shows that each object is symbolized in two 

different ways. So it makes no ciifference whether x is used in place of y or vice versa. 

If7 in accordance with premise a) we could assimilate definite descriptions and proper 

narnes, the substitutability of proper narnes shouId &O apply to descriptions. But we 



know h m  the principles that introducing a description into an identity proposition be- 

stom an importance on that proposition which it doesn't have nrith just proper names. 

From this Erst argument we seem able to conclude that any assimilation of the symbol 

(72)(4x) with that of an individual constant: and oE a delinite description with that of a 

proper namet according to premise a), is mistaken, 

Now one objecti~n that c m  be raised here is that the above argument cm bc chal- 

lenged by objecting to the second prernise, concerning the interpretation to be given to 

propositions of identity. One can reject the interpretation given by derUtion *13.01 ac- 

cording to which J and y are different symbols for the same object and instead consider 

identity as mmifesting not the identity of the referent of the proper narnes. but rather the 

identity of the names of that object. To cornpiete the proof ive need a seconci iirgiiment 

maintaining the first premise (which we are trying to refute) and which suggests a new 

interpretation of identity. Suppose that a definite description. like u proper nanie. signi- 

fies an object-Suppose that any proposition asserting an identity between proper narnes 

expresses the identity of the names of that object thereby authorizing their substitution 

salva veritate. Therefore. by A' any proposition of identity between a description and a 

proper name allows the substitutability of the proper name and the definite description. 

Once again, the conclusion doesn't follow. Here. while the informative content of the 

identity statement is preserved its truth d u e  is Iost: %bat would have been required 

for its truth wodd be that Scott should have been c d e d  the author of Waverley: if he 

had been so cailed, the proposition wodd be true, even if some one eIse had witten 

Waverley; while if no one cded him so. the proposition nmuld be f&e, even if he had 

written Waverley." Ive are left nit h no choice but to reject the first premise of the above 

argument assimiiating a definite description with a genuine syrnbol directly signifj-ing an 

object. This is what happens in the PM where the concIusion is & a m  that ":the author 

of Waverley' signises nothing. The first argument is essentiaily the analysis @en in the 

discussion in "On Denotir& of the enigma posed by the curïosity of George IV. Though 



the second argument is not found in "On Denotiqf it retains an affinity with Frege's 

argument given in "On Sense and Reference". 

Considered as a genuine qmbol. a proper name imrnediately designates an object 

which is given deicticaily and directly knowable. A definite description. on the other 

hand. is essentially discursive. where reference to an object is mediated by concepts." 

Rather than designating, it describes. qualifies or characterizes the presupposed object. 

Logical translation shows clearly what separates a proper name froni a definite descrip 

tion. A proper name is symbolised by a constant. standing for ci. clefinite individual. The 

description is symbolised by the cornplex symbol ( ,rx)(ox) which t i n s  out to be a quan- 

t%ed propositional function. The function s p b o l  0 expresses some sort of clescriptive 

qualification and uccounts for the informativeness of any proposition sserting an iclen- 

tity containing a description. Just like a proper nanie. a clefinite description clin identiFy 

an individual but this identification doesn't operate through a deictic relation between 

the sign and the object named. One can identiFy an individual throiigh a description 

withoiit directly knotving it or being able to designate it. A proper name is represented 

by a constant which deicticaily picks out an individud. while the definite description 

appears as an incomplete symboI. being rediiced to the characterization of an indetermi- 

nate object represented by the function dx. This is an example of a clefinition in use. In 

the expression 'The present King of France is bal&'. the constituent description T h e  

present King of France" does not refer to my determinate entity. and so the expression 

has no meaning in isolation. Rather. the e-qression3 meaning is cashed out by break- 

irig it up into component constituents that u e  part of the proposition. It is with these 

coristituents that we have direct and unmediated epistemic contact. 

The theory also solved the same puzzles that Russell had addressed in the Prïncipks. 

These puzzles arose when propositions are construed a s  being of subject-predicate form. 

One such puzzle concems the conditions in which an identity statement can be infor- 

'The description may not secure a referent, as in the case of round squares. 



mative. Given the siibject predicate framework assurned in traditional Iogic. identity 

can never be both tnie and informative: the said proposition merely unpacks the prop 

erties inhering in the subject? in which case the proposition is tme but uninformative. 

Given that a subject is nothing beyond its properties, the proposition can't be held to 

assert a relation holding between a property and a subject: the latter is, by hypot.hesis, 

unknowable. The Russellian reductive malysis in On Denotzng shows that if the de- 

noting expression has no signification by it,self, it stiU contributes to the informativeness 

of the whoIe proposition by iising a concept to describe an individual. In 'his respect 

there is no difference between Russell's analysis of definite descriptions in the Pr-inciples 

and the account offered in On Denoting. The advantage of the latter account is that. 

it explains the semant.iç phenoniena without üdmitting potentially contradictory eentities 

(such as the round square) to the realm of being. In any jird,sment of identity linlcing 

a proper narne m d  a denoting expression beginning ivith the definite article '"the". the 

proper name effectively names the individual of whom it is affirmed that it satisfies the 

concept(s) to which the denoting expression is reduced. "Scott" n m e s  that s which. 

according to the dismembered elements of the e-xpression. is unique. exists, and possesses 

the property of having written Wauerley. To be sure. the reductive analysis of denoting 

e.qressions denies them significance on their own. Nevertheless. the expIanation of the 

informativeness of identity statements still rests on the synthesis of various concepts. 

If denoting c~pressions have no signiîïcance by themselves. their dismembered elernents 

nevertheless contribute to the significance of the proposition as a whole, by prot-iding a 

description of some entity. 

5.5 The Substitutional Theory 

The contextual definitions of definite descriptions cleared the way for contextual defini- 

tions of cIasses through the s ~ c d e d  substitutiond theory. The theory was first sketched 



out as the "No Classes" theory in Russell's paper On Some DificulLies in the Theoy of 

Transfinite Numbers and Order Types (Russeii 1906b). Russell expanded the theory in 

his paper On the Subslitutional Theoy of Classes and Relations (Russe11 19û6c) nrhich he 

read before the London Mathematical Society in May of 1906. The substitutional theory 

was designed to dispense mith positing classes and functions as independent entitiesybe 

they in extension or intension) through an operation called 'substitution'. 

tVe assume as given a universe of simple entities ('individuais'. i.e.. things and con- 

cepts) and corripiex entities (propositions). ivith the former constitiiting possible con- 

stituent~ of the latter. Once given this universe of entities and propositions we make 

the further assumption of a primitive relation expresseci by the foliowing propositional 

func t ion: 

(1) q results from p by the substitution of x for a in p. 

where it is understood chat by 'substitution' we mean the repIacement of a11 occiinences 

of the entity a in the proposition p.' Ftirthermore. this relation is defined for dl entities: 

p and q are not necessdy propositions. The symbolic notation for this primitive relation 

is: 

plu: x!q 

which is read as (1) and is the only primitive formula of the t h e o l  

Given this schema the contextual definition of matrices (symbois standing for classes) 

takes place in two steps. In the first step. we use the technique elaborated in On Denoting 

to provide the description of the resulting proposition q; 

The result of substituting 3: for a in p? or; 

for some context t(. . .), accompanied with the usual notation for quantifiers and identity. 

'Russell sometimes speaks of this in terms of "abstinence from a doubtful assumption". (Russeii 
1906b, page 154) 

'The reader is reminded that this is not simply a theory about symhols,since propositions and concepts 
are among the entities in the universe- 



In other words, we define: 

f (p lu ;  4 

(that is: p /a ; x  has the property f by the following contextuai definition: 

Now we can define the matLu plu. which can only be introduced in very specific 

contexts. The first is 

z E plu 

which is defined as: 

L E pla = 3 p 3 ~ ( ~ / a :  L is true) 

This definition corresponds to the definition of x E ~ ( q z )  in the Princz'pia. that is. the 

definition of class membership for ,an element determined by the function ,-z. In place 

of the quantified variable Function we have the variables p and a. which are propositional 

variables? or general variables for individiiais (the goal of the substitirtional theory being 

precisely to avoid having to quanti& over hnctions and classe#. So plu:  x is an example 

of an incomplete symbol defined in use. Becaiise matrices are defined contestuaiiy they 

must aiways appear in an argument position. In other words, these siibols can only 

appear meaningfully when accompanied by a predicate. So the trut h predica t e occurring 

in the definiens of the above definitions is basic and cannot be eiiminated, 

Ne.xt we are given the definition spelling out the identity conditions for two matrices. 

Two matrices have the same value (designate the same class) if and only if the propo- 

sitions ob tained by the defing substitutions are materidly equivaient (Russell 1906b, 

page 176). This definition guarantees the extensional character of matrices and allom 

that the symbol plu be used in place of symbols for cIasses. The second context to be 

8Russell says in effkct: "Here the values of z for which p(z /a )  is true replace the clas u; but me do not 
assume that these values coIlectively form a single entity which is the class cornposeci of ttiem." (Russell 
1906b, page 155) 



defined for matrices is thus 

p/a = pf/a' 

which is defined: 

p/a = p'/ar = Vx(p/a; x is true = pr/a': x is tnre) 

Russell proceeds in a step by step fashion, introcfucing a hierarchy of matrices. This 

procedure is fundamental from his point of view becarise the resulting hierarchy is gen- 

eratecl Nithout requiring any explicit ruIes of an ontological nature concerning types. 

Thus classes of classes are as mirch Iogical fictions as the classes already introduced. 

Classes of classes d l  be matrices for which it is rneaningful to say that matrices of the 

first type (having the fomi plu) are members of it. Syntacticaliy. the definitions reqtiire 

that matrices siniidating classes of classes have the necessary number of variables. and if 

this condition is not respected the definiens svilI be meaningless. This means that it isn't 

necessary to stipulate that matrices have to be of some higher type than its arguments. 

Russell next defines class membership: 

The point here is that we have to make sure that it is the class r / c  that is being 

said to belong to q/(p,  a ) .  and not the entities r and c. This requirernent is met by the 

foilowing definition: 

r / c  E q/ (p ,  a )  = 3q3p3a[(q/(p7 a);  (r, c )  is true ~Vr'Vc'(r'/c' = r lc  + q/ (p .  a ) ;  (r'. cf )  is true - 

The syntactic constraints on matrices by these definitions dispense Nith the need 

for grammatical d e s  stipulating which expressions are rneaningful and which are not. 

This is important from Russell's perspective as it yields what he c a h  "homogeneity of 

type" (Russeil 1906c, page 178) between qmbols on each side of the membership sign 

without need for any metatheoretical stipulations to that effect. Homogeneity of type is 

given in the syntax because guarmteed in the definitions. 



When a formula contains matrices: the test of whether it is significant or not is v e l  

simple: it is significant if it can be stated wholly in terms of entities. Matrices are nothïng 

but verbal or symbolic abbreviations; hence any statement in which they occur must. if it. 

is to be a significant statement and not a mere jiunble. be capable of being stated without 

matrices. Thus for example 'plu = q /br  means:' Whatever x may be. if z is sirbstituted 

for a in p and for b in q, the results are quivalent.' Here nothing but entities occur. 

But. if we try to interpret (say) ' p / a  = q / ( b ,  c)', nre find, on supplying z. that we have a 

proposition on the Ieft and a matrix on the right. Thus on the right another argument 

has to be supplied, but on the left there is no longer room for an argument. Hence the 

proposed formula is meaningless. (It is not /alse: its denial is just as meaningless as its 

diinnation.) Thus where matrices occur. significance demands homogeneity of type: this 

does not need to be stated a s  a principle. but results from the necessity of getting rid of 

matrices in order to find out what the proposition really means (Russell 1906~). 

This sheds light on the tme nature of contextual definitions: they are niles for trans- 

lating from one logically obscure Iangirrtge, into an unambiguous. logically perfect Ian- 

guage. They can be viewed as rules testing whether an expression is well formed. Any 

expression in the language containing matrices must be translatable into the base lan- 

guage. which does not contain matrices (class symbols) but rather consists in the minima1 

lexicon of the quantification theory with identity (quantifiers. connectives, variables for 

entities propositions and individuals, and the identity sign) supplemented ~ 6 t h  the prim- 

itive notion that q resuIts Eiom p by the substitution of x for a (the description p/a;x  is 

itself defmed). These contextud definitions provide translation d e s :  if the translation 

is impossible in the end, it is because the expressions containing matrices are not well 

formed. It becomes impossibIe to w i t e  nonsense. This riras important for Russell because 

it dispensed with the need for euplicit d e s  for well formedness. 

The fundamental point here is that such a string of symbols can be given content by 

inserting it within a meaningfid set of symbols. Such a complex symbol will then form a 



name picking out some determinate entity: 

It is to be observed that a substitution or a matrk is not an entity. but a mere 

operation like dldx:  that is to say. the symbols xla  and p/a are wholly devoid 

of m e h g  by themselves and only become significant as parts of appropriate 

propositions. *. Thus when we say a matrix is not an entity. ive mean that a 

matrk is a set of symbols, or a phrase. which by itself has no meaning at 

all, but by the addition of other symbols or words becomes part of a symbol 

or phrase which has meaning, i.e. is the name of something. (Riissell 1906c. 

page 170) 

The influence of Fkege's context principle is evident here. That a matri. is not an 

entity but a ,merre operation suggests that matrices stand for some highiy rarified kind 

of abstraction indeed. But what esactly is the nature of this siipplement conferring 

entityhood when attached to other entities:! Presiunablp this contribution nrill be minci- 

independent. Furthemore, these contributions! or whatever it is that matrices bring 

with them, presuppose independent entities. So Russell does not view the contextual 

debitions given above as abandoning the account of logic and mathematics as synthetic 

a priori. Synthetic a priori propositions are informative precisely because properties 

are not contained in a subject and the mere operations Russell talks about are clearly 

intended to be stntctural features of a cornplex, and not constituents of the cornples. 

These constituents, in turn, are independent of each other. They are autonomous.' 

gThis account of the informative nature of the synthetic comes at the expense of explainhg h m  we 
make the connections betnreen these independent constituents. That isl how do you account for the gaps, 
or jumps in reasoning? This is a problem with a long history. Hume, for example, e~pIained a priori 
relations among ideas as a function of a property of homogeneity among ideas. It is becüuse some ideas 
are so related that the understanding can move with ease from one idea to another. Again in $90 of 
the Gntncüagen, Frege ttslks about self evident transitions Gom one proposition/judgment to another. 
F'rege's chief conceni was the rigorisation of arithmetic and the transitions from one proposition to 
another proposition in a proof- Proofs reIy upon transitions involving a missing piece. A proof attempts 
to make conthuous what is essentially discontinuous- The transition has to be reco,gised as a legitimate 
one and Frege remarks that the only way to do this is by establwhing beforéhand the legitimate rdes 
for making such steps. But these rules for transitions m u t  themselves be recognwd as legitimate and 
correct That is, an inference had to be in conformiS. with accepteci laws of logka1 ùiference- But 



So Russeii Felt thai, the essentials of the Logicist project were still intact. Mathematics 

remained derivable £rom a base of independently exïst ent abstract entities knowable a 

priori. If paradoxes resulted from positing certain objects as independently real a solution 

was at hand where the offending objects were e h i n a t e d  as entities. More specifically. the 

paradoxes sprang from treating structurd leat.ures of complexes as constituents. Given 

proper attention to logical syutêu? Russell's idea was tiiat the contribution made by such 

structural features could be specified, without? as it were. compromising t.he integrity of 

the complexes to tvhich they belonged. 

doesn't this found the transition h m  judgement to judgement in intuition? Russeli's point is that our 
intuitions have to be tested against and discipüned by the existence of independently existent abstract 
entities. 

"The object is not to banish 'intuition', but to test and systematise its employment, to eiiminate the 
errors to which its ungoverned use aves rise, and to discover g n e r d  laws From which, by deduction, 
me can obtain true results nwer contradicteci, and in crucial instances confirmeci, by intuition" (Russeii 
1906a, page 194) 



Chapter 6 

The Rarnified Theory of Types 

6.1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 of this essay surveyed Russell's strategy of eliminating ontological commit- 

ments to entities via the use of contextual definitions (the theory of descriptions and 

the substitutional theory). Russell was after the minimum nurnber of abstract entities 

necessary for the reduction of mathematics to logic. Entities associated with paradoxes 

were eliminated. The substitutionai theory. in an effort to avoid paradoxes related to 

classes. abstained from ontological comrnitments to hnctions and classes. However. Rus 

sel1 withdrew this paper (Russel1 1906c) from publication on account of his (re)discovery 

of paradoxes involving propositions. The substitutional theory elaborated in (RusseU 

1906~) would prove to be defenceless against them. 

While Rt~ssell discusses the Epimenides paradox in Les Paradoxes de la Logique (Rus- 

seU 1906a), he had discovered that propositions are associated with a version of Cantor's 

paradox in appendiv B of Princzples: If m is a class of propositions, the proposition 

'every rn is true' may or may not be itseif an m. But there is a one-one relation of this 

proposition to  m: if n be different from m, 'every n is tme' is not the same proposition 

a s  'every m is true'. Consider the power set of the class oE all propositions. P and the 



following classes of propositions; pl,  p2,pz etc- lis its members. Then the power set of the 

class of ail propositions c m  be given a one-to-one mapping into the set of al1 propositions 

by the map which associates each set ~ 1 . p 2 . h  etc- with the proposition 'every pl is true'. 

'every pz is true'. etc.. respectively. 'CVe have a one-to-one mapping of a proper subset of 

the dass of all propositions ont0 the poww set of the cIass of al1 propositions. 

Now consider the class m of al1 propositions of the form -every pi is tme'. and the 

clms forrned by al1 those propositions which have this form while not having the property 

of being members of their respective pl's. We cal1 this dass W. Let r be the proposition 

'every q in w is tiue'. 1s r a member of UJ'? Since r is of the forni 'every pl is true'. and 

its image under the one-teone niapping given above is the clws ut, it foilonrs that it is 

a member of w ody  if it is not a member of Hence it is not a member of w, Then 

r does not belong to the clms whose image it is uncler oilr mapping and therefore does 

beIong to w. Then r does not belong to the class whose image it is imcIer our rnapping 

and therefore does belong to W .  It belongs to w if and oniy if it does not belong to W .  

In other words. put; 

One proceeds by taking cases. First assume r E tu: then 



Now assume r $! w; 

(1) - 3m((r = Vq(q E m 3 q ) )  A ( r  f m ) )  

(2) V m ( ( r  = Vq(q E m > q ) )  > (r E m) 

(3) ( r  = Vq(q E w 3 q ) )  3 ( r  E w )  

( 4 )  r E w 

The pasadox is generated by very fine-gained identity conditions for propositions. 

Iclenticd propositions have identical constituents. This assumption mcikes itpossible to 

identify the propositional constituents w and mo. as these are constituents of identical 

propositions. Russell provides an informa1 presentation of his criteria for propositional 

identity in the Pn'nciples (Russell 1903. page 527-528) but it. has been Ieft to XIonzo 

Church (Church 1954) to provicle a formally exact characterization of the assuniptions 

involved in the derivation of Russell% propositional contradiction. 

The Epimenides is produced by a similar diagonalization procedure. That is. this 

paradox is generated when a speaker asserts the following proposition: 

(1) There is a proposition p which 1 af&m and which is f&e. 

When (1) is usserted, what is asserted is a proposition p about al1 propositions, p itself 

aniong them, namely that they are false if they are asserted. The proposition p ~ h u s  refers 

to itself in the sense that it-or more exactly, the sentence that expresses it-quantifies aver 

(Le., refers generdy to ail or some of the elements of) a coIlection of entities among 

which p itself is included- So let E be the set of aU propositions asserted by Epimenides. 

and suppose that E has only one member: the proposition that al1 members of E are 

false. Then assume: 

E ( d .  = -P = ( q ) ( E ( q )  2 -d - 

Let us abbreviate ( q ) ( E ( q )  3 -q) by E. One then proceeds by taking cases. First assume 



E; then 

(2) (Wh) 3 -d 
(3) E(p) .  = .p = E 

(4 E H  

(5) E(E) 3 -E 

(6) -E 

Now assume 4: then (3q)(E(q) A q) by the definition of E. Let rio be such a q: then 

CVhat makes Russell's antinomies about propositions so perplexing is that ciespite the 

semantic or Linguistic nature of these antinomies, they are generated by a diagonalization 

procediire. Because they sharecl this feature with those paradoxes that are niore obviously 

"Mathematicai", or " Logical" . RusseIl's suspicion that the antinomies hul a comnion 

source and a comrnon soIution seems very plausible. Russell siispected that the problem 

Iay in the construal of propositions as entities'. As the simple theory of types in appendix 

B of Pn'nciples is unable to block these paradoxes: Russell rettmed to address a cluster 

of problems surroundhg his understanding of individuais, or t e m .  

In his analysis of the liar paradox, Russell observes that the proposition T m  Iyind 

contcains an apparent variable (a variable bound by a quantifier), and that the paradox 

arises when this proposition is admitted as being a possible value of this bound va+ 

able. So suspicion feu on the ontology assumed by the simple substitutionai theory of 

classes: with its admission OF general propositions as entities. And alter reading work 

by Poincaré (Poincaré 1905) suggesting that the paradoxes were the consequence of 'vi- 

'The reader is refered to the discrission in (PeIham and Urquhart 1994) 



ciously circulm' definitions, Russell concluded that paradoxes were the outcome of a 

process of self-application. Bonring from at tempts to quantify over illegitimate totalities: 

1 recognize.. . that whatever in any way concems al1 or any or some (unde- 

terrnined) of the members of a class must not be itself one of the members 

of a class. In PvI. Peano's language, the principle 1 wish to advocate may be 

stated: 'Whatever involves an apparent \miable rnust not be among the ml- 

ues of that variabIe' . . . let us cal1 this the 'vicious circle principle'. (Russell 

1906a: page 198) 

Poincare objected to impredicative definitions. wherc an ent ity is picked out using 

quantifiers ranging over a domain that incliides that entity. The solution Russell settled 

on  vas to organise abstract entities into a hierarchy and to excliide any 'entity' contain- 

ing an apparent variable from the domain of being (i.e.. classes. descriptions. functions. 

general propositions). The vicious circle principle is a thesis about the nature of abstract 

entities to the effect that t hese are endowed with a structtrre and that they are ontolog- 

icalIy dependent on the objects t hey are abstracted from, whether or not the latter are 

concrete or abstract. The shift in emphasis is from employing contextual definitions to 

eiiminate entities to using these definitions to reveal the underlying structure of these 

entities. 

Thus any expression containing a bound variable wouid not be considered as an 

individuai entity, which ruied out generd propositions, descriptionst functions, and so 

on. The strategy was simply to extend the theory of ùrcomplete symboIs to cover ai i  

those abstract entities of a derived nature, such as generd propositions. So an e-xpression 

containing an apparent variable riras to  be treated as a Iogical fiction.' Furthemore, these 

'The reader shouId bear in mind that Russeii's initial reaction to the paradoxes was to suspect that 
the fault lay in the reitication of abstract entities. As I sugesteci in chapter 5, the substitutional theory 
and the theory of descriptions were designed to dispense with having to postdate suspect entities. But 
with the vicious c i d e  principle, Russell thought he ha i iy  had his h g e r  on the kind of self application 
underlying the paradoxes. The result was a cornplex theory about the ontoiogical presuppositions gov- 
erning the reah of abstract entities But the k u e  is the re,$mentation of the things found there, not 



contextud definitions preserved the principle of the unrestricted variable. Another way of 

put.ting the point is that classes are dected  by some sort of internal complexity indicated 

by the presence of the variable. This complexity could be thought of along the lines of the 

analysis of 'denoted' objects in the Prïnciples: as 'ccirnbinations' of tems. Furt hermore, 

that which contains an apparent variable presupposes. or involves. a totality of eIements. 

The crucial issue here w u  whether entities such as classes, fimctions, general propositions 

possessed the sort of internal complexity Russell attributed to them. 

Riissell reasoned along the foilowing lines: An uggregate is made up of a variety of 

constituents. In the simplest case a complex wili contain a universal and a particular- 

This sort of case is relatively unproblematic in that universah are somehow ontologicdly 

dependent on the particulars they qualify (or relate in the case of relations). and the 

unity of the coniplex fiows From this ontoIogical a~yrnmetry.~ Other complexes. however! 

rnay contain variables. In this case. the fundamentai idea is that such a variable niIl not 

have the very complex it is a constituent of in its range (this complex cannot be taken 

as a value of the variable). The complex. and the entities substituted for the twiable(s) 

in that complex, must be entities of different types. Aggregates speciiïed or defined 

irnpredicat ively tvill be 'illegitimate' totdties. 

Individiids are knom by acquaintance and given proper names. These simple con- 

stituents in turn may be combined in various ways to form complex objects. A hierarchy 

of objects is estabiished through a process of generdization and abstraction over weil- 

d e b e d  totalities. iU1 entities Erom such a totaiity form a type. and entities of higher type 

are constructed &om entities found in Iower types. So do 'incomplete symbols' indicate 

their elimination. Russeii's change in thinking about the nature of the entitîes needed to derîve math- 
ematics from logic would affect the xcount of these disciphes ts synthetic apriori. Why not account 
for the presupposition relations among abstract entities in tenus of analytic containment? Russell's 
rejection of fomalism ruled that option out, but at the same t h e  he could nat appeol to Cartesian 
intuitions of clear and distinct ideas 

3Again, Russell, contra Frege, resoives the thorny problern of unity through this sort ~Fpresupposition 
relation. Russell's worries over the 'one and the many', and Frege's theory of unsaturated entities are 
facets of a broader worry over 'gaps' in chahs of reasoning. 



complexity? Weil, an entity of a certain type must be picked out by a symbol appropriate 

to that type. Syrnbols for objects (or collections of entities) must reflect the complexity 

of the objects they purport to pick out. Syrnbols for such objects are 'incomplete' in 

the sense that they must be cashed out in a context dispIaying the way their simple 

constituents are part of a complex structure. 

6.2 The Theory of Types 

In Mathematical Logic as Based on the T1ieo.y 01 Types (Russell 1905)siibstitution is 

restricted to a range of signscance. However. the vicioiis circle principle does not block 

the constmction of the function ". . . is not seif-predicable" (Russell's paradox in inten- 

sional form), as no quantifier is involved in its construction. So. the first clifficulty is the 

lack of any direct link between the vicious circIe principIe and Russell's paradox in its 

intensional form. Godel remarked that the simple theory of types is motivated by reasons 

having nothing to do with the vicious circ1e principle: 

The reason adducecl (in addition to its "cornmon sense") is very similar to 

Frege's ... The reason is that (owing to the variable it contsins) a proposi- 

tional fiuiction is something ambiguous (or. as Frege says. something unsat- 

tirated, wanting supplcmentation) and thereEore c m  occru in a meaningful 

proposition only in such a way that this ambiguity is eliminated. (Godel 

1944, page 147) 

Frege's Fundamental idea in regard to concepts is that of 'unsaturatedness'. But 

Russell's notion is that of 'ambiguity'. which is entirely different. A function is ambiguous, 

for Russeil, because it lias instances, via the objects satisfyhg the function. Given that 

#x has instances, it makes seme to Say '#x is true in ail cases'. This is how Russell 

introduces a function as an argument to a bigher-level hnction- Bringing the vicious 

circle principle to bear on this sort of construction requires an additional prïnciple to the 



effect that a function presupposes the totaIity of its values, and thus. of its ugurnents. 

Thus, the theory of types is denved from the vicious circle principle being applied to 

functions, with the addition of a principle to the effect that a fimction presipposes the 

totabty of the propositions which are its d u e s  (and so of the arguments that are the 

constituents of these propositions). 

This principle is independent of the vicious circle principle. The vicious circle principle 

prevents a function expression that contains a quantifier from being an entity within chat 

quantifier's range. The quantifier's range will be restricted to a certain order. L V b t  is 

needed is another principle to the effect that a function presupposes the totality or its 

arguments. It is by adding this principle that one can derive a second version of the 

vicious circle principle pertaining to functions. which prevents any function ftorn taking 

as argument any entity which presupposes that function. As Gode1 points out. without 

this amendment, the concept 'impredicability'. wtrich does not refer to any totaiity ctin 

be applied to itself as argument. Russell's justifications for the principle lems on an 

account of the nature of hnctions ~ h e r e  a propositionai function @ denotes a totaiityof 

propositions. which presupposes that this totality is well definecl. So this function can't 

be a constitutive element of this totality. 

Similarly. this is how Russeil understands the 'ambiguity' of concepts md univer- 

sais. They u e  ambiguous because they have particidar instances. not because they are 

unsaturated, or somehow eçsentially predicative. We have, after ail, acquaintance with 

di sorts of abstract entities. However, this amendment to the vicious circle principle 

prohibits identifying functions and concepts. Clearly, if a Function presupposes its \al- 

uesl the constituents of a proposition cannot contain any Eunctionsf On the other hand. 

the concept mortality wilI be presupposed in any grasp of the proposition "Socrates is 

mortai". So while it was a fundamental principle of Russell's that understanding a prop* 

&ion required acquaintance with its constituents, we don't have to be acquainted with 

any function in order to  grasp this proposition- In other words functions, a s  opposed to 



concepts, are not constituents of propositions," 

AccorcIingly, in the introduction to the Principiat Russell reiterates thnt the paradoxes 

result from a vicioiis circle and justifies the ençuing logical hierarchy with the principle 

that a fnnction presupposes the totality of its d u e s  done and thus of its arguments 

(which Russeil says mounts  to the same thing). The stipulation that a function cm 

have neither itseif nor mything presupposing itself as ugument is sufficient to ride out 

the construction of the Cunction responsible for Russeil's piiradox. 'is not predicabk of 

itself'. Not only does this block Russell's paradox, but ive &O obtain one facet of 

the t,ùeory of types: the notion of a. frinction's range of significance. The variable L is 

restricted to the totaiity of possible arguments to the function. 

It is also important to notice that the limitation of a variable to a function-s range of 

significance does not have to be stated using some esplicit meta-rule. Sirnply? a variable 

will have no meaning when it strays from t.hat range. In practical terms the vicious circle 

principle phces restrictions upon the possible range of signiikance of a propositiond or 

functional mriabIe. The range of significance of a function is di the arguments for which 

the function is true and d the arguments for which the function is false. In other words. 

the principle can be thought of as placing restrictions on the substitutions for such a 

variable. The basic prernise is that 'a function is not weil-definecl unless ail its values 

are aiready well-defmed'. The meaning of a function presupposes the determinabiiity 

'On such an understanding of functions there is a sense in which their being is relative to the way in 
 h hi ch they are abstncted from propositions. Reading Russell as a constructivist, one nmuld interpret 
him here as  saying that their existence is to a certain extent reiative to our means of ,gasping thern, 
How is functional abstraction and quantification over functions to be understood given that functions 
are "ambiguities"? There is an interpretation of the notion of functional ambiguity that treats them as 
fulEfledged entities with an ontological status comparable to that enjoyed by concepts. In his 19.111 paper 
on Russellrs Iogic, Godel suggests that by the vicious circle principle properties and cIasses are mind 
dependent entities. Gode1 based this conclusion after distinguishing 3 difTerent versions of the principle 
Gode1 detects in Russell's writings. In one version the principIe stipdates that whatever involves aii of 
a coiiection m u t  not be one of the coiiection and that whatever invoIves an apparent variable must not 
be among the possible dues of that tariable. h o t h e r  version has it that if. provided a coiiection had a 
totai, it woutd have members on- defùiable in terms of that total, the said coiiection haç no total. Yet 
again, given üny set of objects such that: if we suppose the set to have a total! it NiIL contain members 
presupposing this totai, then such a set cannot have a total. Philosophers of a reaiist bent have found 
the consequences of di these versions of the prhciph to be unacceptable, See (Godel 1944). 



of its range of significance. Vdues that can't be determined prior to the determination 

of the function are to be exluded. The principle d o m  one to separate those values 

giving meaning to the Function from those for which the Function is meaningless. So no 

function can have as a d u e  something presupposing itt Le.. whose values depend on the 

determination of that function. 

The Ramified Hierarchy of the Principia Math- 

ematica 

En fj5 of the Introduction to the PM. Russell sketches the construction of the hierarchy 

of types. A variable is introduced into a function aven a dl-determinecl totality for it 

to range over. So a function can onIy be introduced once such totalities have been estab 

lished. Given a totality of inclivicluals and the variables K. y etc ranging over them. one 

has expressions representing indeterminate elernentary propositions such as ~ 2 .  ~ ( x .  y) 

and so on, The functions themselves seem to be created in the act of fimctiond abstrac- 

tion. This process is then iterated. The object of the theory of t-vpes is to guarantee 

values for those variables. That is. regardless of a IogicaI formula's complexity. the hier- 

archy of types guarantees that the formula Ml1 be constructed from a base composed of 

referents of basic symbols. 

The theory holds that we can ody  be sure of the legitimacy of properties if these 

can be constructed from the bottom up. These basic properties are those with which nre 

are acquainted. At the lowest level of the hierarchy - at type O- there is no problem in 

determining what an e,qression means. The lowest type is made up of individuals. That 

is. an individual corresponds to every proper name. An individual is known directly 

through empirïcal contact. Determining meaning at this level raises no logicai issues 

that Russeil had not deait nrith eariier in the Prïnczples. What this level provides is 

an ontological grounding of thought and talk. It is in determining the status of entities 



residing at Ievels higher than the first that questions a i se  about what the Principles 

called ':logical meanin&' .5 

The d e s  governing the construction of any function of one variable, such as d z ,  can 

be given as stipulations governing the use of the fiinction w b o l  and the variable s ~ m b o l  

respectively: 1)- ;'@ is an eIementary fimc tion symbol. 2 ) - ' Y  symbolizes an individuai 

variable. These two stipulations are sufficient to elirninate any circle at this levd For ex- 

anple, the formula b(4x) wouid be excluded becaiise it violates the second rule relative to 

the clomain of the variable. This rule Iimits the doniain of the variable to individuals and 

guuantees that the fiinction 4 d l  not t&e itself as argument. So predicative functions 

with indivicliial variables can be constructed tvithout dfficiilty. Honiever. because the 

logicist prograni of cleriving mathematics requires symbols which are functions of propo- 

sitional funct.ions, additiond mles are needed to ensure formulas such as "f (Qx)" are 

properly predicative and represent functions whose arguments are themselves a function 

of individuals. The difficulty here lies. not in the stat-us of 41. but in the new function 

f.  which is not an elernentary firnction. Should this new function f admit individuais as 

well as functions of individuais for arguments'? That is. should we construct both the for- 

mulas f (a) and f (@a)? To do so would vio1at.e the vicioiis circle principle. if f admitted 

a as argument, then the function could be determined when a was determined. But if da 

is &O admitted as a possible argument, f could be determined once QU was determined. 

Now $a is only determined once the individual a is determined. So the fimction f and 

51n the Principles universals were construed as  individitak where the word 'individual' was taken as 
synonymous wïth 'term' and 'entitj-', or having the capacityof being a logîcal subject. These properties 
and relations in intension did not &st merely in their instances but rather were thought to subsist 
separately in a timeless platonic realm. Determining how RusseII understands such 'things' &en the 
ontological hierarchy in the PM' however, is no easy mntter. First there are the basic concepts picked 
out by general nama.  As one moves up the hierarch~~ propositionai Functions which are applied a s  
arguments to other propositionai hrnctions are governeci by certain restrictions on well-formedness: viz, 
they must be decomposable into syntactic elements that refer to items of acquaintance. Tt ïs only by 
conforming to these restrictions on admissible substitution for variables that we will be assured of the 
possibility of denotation. in t b s  nray we cm avoid genenting properties that wiil yield paradoxes. 
Given that the existence of a property depends on the pasibiiity of introducuig a coherent predicate, 
the ramifieci theory of types garantees that paradoxicai predicates cannot be coherently întroduced. 



its argument Qa both presuppose the same range of si,Pnificance. which conAicts Nith the 

requirement that the argument be determined pnor to that of its function- The d e s  

for constructing functions of propositional functions d l  rule out these functions From 

t a h g  individuais as arguments: theK only arguments will be functions of individuals. 

Adhering to this stipulation generates predicative functions of functions of individuais. 

written f!hx. E'ctending this procedure yields a hierarchy of functions. -4 frmction c m  

only have as its type. Le.. range of significance, arguments of a type imniediately belom 

it. Thus the clornain is stratifiecl into a regimented hieraschy. 

The hierarchy oE functions produces a hierarchy of types. or ranges of significance. of 

thesc fmct ions. Classes constit ute partitions on t hese ranges of significance and yield 

a hierarchy of cIasses. LVhen a value is a member of a range of significarice tlien it can 

belong to the class determined by that function. Individuals. for esample. constitute the 

lowest t-vpe in the hieruch_v: type O. Type 1 consists of classes of individiials. t ~ e  2 of 

cIasses of cIasses of individuais. type 3 classes of cIcisses of classes indiviciuals. and so on. 

Unlike the hornogeneous iiniverse. members of a given cIass in the type hierarchy must ail 

be draivn from a single logcal type n. and the class itself must reside in the next higher 

type n + 1. The definition of type O as a set of individual d u e s  sifices to guarantee the 

significance of ail functions of x. 

The result is that a clas of some given type can ody have as members elements from 

a type immediately beIow it. This theory of types successfdy treats t.he mathematical 

paradoxes by reducing classes to those propositionai functions determinhg thern. The 

resulting hierarchy resolves the mathematical paradoxes? such as Russeil's. by Mposing 

a type distinct ion between a class ami its members. A function determines a unique class 

of its type composed of arggeents of a type immediately beIow it This excludes a class 

determined by a function Erom being a d u e  of that function. It is no Ionger possible to 

construct the dass w: Thus if cr is a class, the statement "a is not a member of a" is 

almys meaningless, as is the phrase "the class of those classes which are not members 



of themselves". Hence t.he contradiction which resiilts from supposing that there is such 

a class disappears. 

The simple type hierarchy sketched in the above is not designed to address the sorts of 

paradoxes which were the explicit targets of the vicious circIe principIe. To deal with siich 

paradoxes Russeil was led to the more complicated systern knom a the rarnified type 

theory. The ramified t heory of types, iike the simple theory. restricts the formation of 

certain constructions by estabIishing a 'vertical7 hierarchy recluiring that an expression of 

some type accept only e-uprcssions of sorne lower t-ype as arguments. Paraiiel to the simple 

theory, then. the type of a ftmction must exceed the type of its possible iirguments. CVhat 

complicates the hierarchy in the ramified theory is the presence of functions contairiing 

quantifiers. And rules are required in order to deteïminc the proper range of significance 

for functions containing quantifiers. This was to circumvent the generation of colIections 

which Russell took to be illegitimate under al1 circtunstanccs: there can be no such 

property as that of having every property, for example. for such a property would both 

involve. and dso be among, a certain collection. That is. it is incorrect to t a k  of .'al1 

properties" because this forms an illegitimate totality. 

The key notion here is that, in addition to its arguments the ranges of the quantifieci 

variables involved in the function contribute to determining the function's position in the 

hierarchy. A function's position in the verticd hierarchy wi11 be deterniinecl by a 'hori- 

zontal' hierarchy given by the kinds of quantifiers contained in the function. Technicaliy 

this can be done in a number of mys, but perhaps the ciearest expositions are those 

given by Aionzo Church (Church 1976), where a function's position in the hierarchy is 

c d e d  its order, and where the quantifier(s) in a h c t i o n  in turn determine the function7s 

level. What 'ramifies' the ensuing hierarchy of functions is that a function's position (its 

order) in the hierarchy ndI be pegged by its leveI (the sorts of entities it quantifies over), 

its arguments, as WU as aIi the entities presupposed in the determination of these. 

For example, Let% assign an individuai O as  its order. Now, the order of a function 



must exceed the order not only of its possible arguments, as in simple type theory: but 

also the orders of the things it quantifies over. So functions such as "x is a philosophef' 

and '1 is as wise as ail other philosophers" are first order properties, since they are true 

o. and, in the second instance, quanti& over, individuals only. Properties whose order 

exceeds the order of their possible arguments by 1 are cailed predicative. and they are of 

the lowest possible orcler relative to their range of signiEcance. Compare this with the 

property 'k has all the properties of a great generalv, which can be represented by the 

complex formula(4) f (47, x)? which in turn is obtained by univerçally generalizing over the 

function variable 4 in the function of a propositiona1 fmction of two variables f(hz. s). 

This function is a fiinction of .c and represents a property of individuals. Its triith value 

depends solely on the red variable cc. Howver. its signifirance presiipposes objects other 

than objects of type O. The presence of the apparent variable dz presupposes the deter- 

rninability of ail functions of individuals. i.e.. objects of type 1. Furthermore. this type 

-the set of d l  functions of L- must be redefined to avoid any vicioiis circles. Restric- 

tions are necessary to prevent the function (9)  J(dt,z) from being counted as belonging 

to that type. Since (4) f ($r,x) quantifies over first order properties. accorcling to the 

vicious circle principle it cannot be cormted among thern. Accordingly. in the ramified 

hierarchy, this is a second order property of individuals, and hence non-predicative: ;'it 

follows t hat the totality of values of #z concerned in (4). f (42. x) is not the totality of 

ail functions in which x c m  occur as argument, and that there is no such totality as 

that of ail functions in which x can occur as argument."(RusselI 1910. 49). Similarlv, 

the property "x is a ( h t  order) property of dl great philosophers" is also second-order: 

since its range of significance consists of objects of order 1 (and it quantifies only over 

objects of order 0); but since it is a property of k t  order properties, it is predicative. 

What is required is the construction of a new hierarchy within the h s t .  splitting each 

type into different functions with mutuaüy exclusive orders. This distinction between 

orders would take into account not only the argument of the function, but also its in- 



temal syntactic complexity, reflecting the presence of quantifiers. If the truth vdue of 

propositions generated from the Function nias a function of the real miable? the hnc- 

tion's significance woidd aiso have to take into accoimt the organization of the apparent 

variables introduced by the generalizations. The aim here is to avoid cornplex functions 

as Functiond values presupposed by their apparent variables. This second hierarchy re- 

quires that any hnction containing at least one apparent variable be of an order superior 

to the highest order foimd amongst its variables. be they real or apparent. Church has 

provided the following formai characterization of Russell's ramifiecl logical t-vpes (Church 

1976): 

(1) there is an r-t.ype i to wliich dl and oniy individuals belong. and whose order is 

stipulated to be O .  

(2) If rn E LJ. n E J - {O). and Bi,. . . dm are m y  given r-types. t hen t here is an r-type 

(Pl.. . . .,&)In to which belong al1 and only m-ary propositional fiinctions of lever 

n and ivith arguments of r-types ,fi1.. . . . ,&. respectively and the order of siich a 

function is !V + nt where N is the greatest of the orders corresponding to the types 

Dl.. . . .Pm (and N = O if rn = 0). 

The notion of the level of a propositional function of r-type (Cllt . . . . $,,,)/ri is required 

as a counterpart to Russell's use of the notion of an apparent variable occiirring in that 

propositional hc t ion .  That is, if N is the greatest of the orders corr-responding t.o 

DI:. . . , ,!?m, and k is the greatest of the orders of the apparent variables occurring in that 

function. then n = 1 if k 5 N ,  and n = k + 1 if N < k- (oit . . . ûm)/k is d i ~ c t l y  lower 

thm (Pl, ---,/?,)In if ai = pl,. . . ,am = 0, and k < n. The force of the division of 

t-vpes is felt in the restriction on weiI formed formuias: f (xi: x2. - - - 2,) is a wfl iff f is 

a variable or constant of type (Pl,. . . ,&)ln, xi is a variable or constant of type pz or 

directly Iower. . . . , and xm is a variable or constant of type Pm or directly lower, 

So in the PM and in Mathematical Logic as Based on the Theory of Types this hierar- 



chy of orders of functions is generated in a genet ic fashion. First we take a propositional 

h c t i o n  containing no variables other than real variables. This is calied a matrix. Com- 

plex functions of difIerent t-vpes (but of the same order as that of the matrix) are created 

by existentid or imiversal generalisation on some of these variables. generating the fol- 

lowing hierarchy: 

1. First Order Matrices: ozt f(z, y) etc, 

A variety of first order functions can be generated by generalizing on functions which 

ody  admit individuals for arguments: 

First Order Funct ions: 

At this basic level. al1 1"' order functions are also of type L: They on- presuppose 

the set of indivicliials. 

znd Order Matrices: f ( 4 ~ ) .  f (#z, I) 

znd Order functions: 

f ($2) . . . (2)/(3x). f (#!z) Functions of $!z.. . (9)/(3d~).f(@!z) functions of L 

Second order hnctions c m  be either of type 1 or type 3. So a second order function can 

admit a s  arguments either individu& or functions of individuals. Second order functions 

presuppose both individiid entities of type O and objects of type 1. i.e., functions of 

individuds (whatever the type corresponding to a second order function turns out to 

be). For examplet "X is courageous", "x is a shrewd strategist". etc, are first order 

functions involving just the domain of individuals. On the other hand "x possesses dl 

the properties of a great generaY is a second order function because it draws on lSt order 

qualities characterizhg great generds. 

This hierarchy of orders blocks the generation of circulm function formulas. Separat- 

ing functions of a given type into different orders breaks up the totality of "aii functions 



of x". Al1 the Functions of x are now divided into k t  order functions (whose only ap- 

parent mriables are individuals), Yd order fimctions (whose only apparent variables are 

Is t  order functions), and functions of order n + I (whose onIy apparent variables are 

functions of order n7 of order n - 1). etc. The expression (6) .  f (dry  z) cannot thiis apply 

to itself. This expression is a Y d  order furiction of z. So it only presupposes (acimits as 

arguments) individuals and lSt order functions. 

In this rmified form, the theory of types is strong enough to gound the significance 

of di hct ional  formulas and provide a solution to paradoxes like the lias. in the PM. 

this is accomplished through a hierxchy of propositions. That is. the hierarchy of orciers 

provides a solution to antinomies involving "ilIegi t,iniate to talities" of propositions. The 

method involves splitting the illegitimate totality of "di propositions" into millier. mu- 

tuauy avclusive totalities. This is obtained by deriving a hierarchy of propositions Erom 

the hierarchy of functions. When a proposition is the value of a ftrnction it is dways 

of the order of the function generating it. A proposition with a determinate order is 

constructed by quantibing over ail the real variables of a matri.. of a $\.en order. 

Matrices: Propositions: 

LSt Order: 

As Russell puts it: 

These Y d  order propositions presuppose the totdity of individuais and Lst 

order propositions. Generdy speaking, we cjbtain propositions of order n 

from matrices of order n: we may d e h e  a proposition of the nth order as one 

which involves an apparent variaide of the (n - 11th order in the functional 

hierarchy- ( WEtehead and RusseiI 1910- 1913, page 55) 



Paradoxical assurnptions are incapable of being formidated in the ramified theory of 

types. 

With this apparatus in place. Russell's approach to d e h g  numbers c m  be better 

appreciated. The general strategy is to reduce the mathematiral concept of set to the 

logical concept of class, and then coniplete the reduction by reducing the Iatter notion 

to the primitive idea of the propositionai function of one tariable. A class can now be 

defined as the totality of those possible values of the function for which the function is 

true. This is not completely satisfactory, because the relation between a function and 

a clss  is not univocal. Strict1 speaking, a function does not "define" a class s s c e  the 

sanie class may be determined by any number of other fimctions. The class determined 

by "x is a man" can just as well be determined by the function .'x is a featheriess biped". 

Wit.h the heIp of the equimlence operator. a class is defined as that elenient shared by any 

number of propositional functions. We define formal equit-alcnce as: (x).oî 5 pz. Two 

functions are formally equimlent when they are bath tnie for each possibk argument.. 

Le. when every argument satisfying one satisfies the other. and vice versa, So " z  is 

a man" is formally equimlent to ''2 is a featherless biped". )men two functions are 

formaliy quivalent they have the sarne extension. The definition is found by calling ttiis 

extension a "class". "Since extensionai functions are many and important. it is naturd 

to regard the extension as an object, calied a class, which is supposed to be the subject 

of al1 the equimlent statements about mrious formally equivaient fmctions7 (Whitehead 

and Russell 1910-1913, page 74). 

Now this presupposes that the functions in question are extensionai and that their 

tmth value depends solely on the variation of the values of their argument(s), Not ail 

functions have this feature. Certain Functions are intensional in that their truth value 

depends on something other than the extensions of their arguments (if the argument is a 

function). If I'm unfamiliar Mth the concept of a feat herless biped 1 can beiieve Mat z is 

a m a n  Nithout believing that x is a featherless biped. So Russeil provides a procedure for 



deri,ng extensionai Functions of functions. That is, an extensional function is generated 

for f (y:) by providing f with an argument $!t formaIly equivalent to w z  and satis@ng 

the function f. 

The clerived extensionai Eunction is then defmed as that preclicative function formally 

equimlent to $z and satisfying f. So the derived fimction of a function is necessar- 

ily extensionai. Furthemore. this derived function is now a function of the extension 

determined by the argument function md this is guaranteed by the forma1 equivalence 

between cp!z and 8z. The abstraction operator expresses this extension as w-(wz) and the 

function of the function is written as f { r ( t j z ) ) .  This extension was then called a *.class'' 

and the construction of an extensional function of a fiinction yielcletl a tiefi~iit~iori for the 

class determiried by the argument function. In syrnbols: 

Here f {t($~:)) is a function of ?&z, defined when f {Q!z}  is significant for the predica- 

tive function 4!z. The abstractor ?($z) symbolizes a class. with the notation espressing 

the extensionality of the Function Wz. 

This definition alIows a class abstract to be eliminated fiom any sentence in which it 

occurs as grammatical subject. The sentence that the cIass of zbt has the property f is 

replaceable by a sentence saying that some predicative property wïth the same e-xtension 

as $Z has the property f. Technicdy? this dehnition OF ciass is the same as that OF 

definite descriptions. Comparing the definitions *14.01 and *20.011 shows that in both 

cases, the syrnbols to be defined -(7x)(#x) and iCQz) - are introduced in their respective 

dehientia as arguments of a function and so are dehed contextuaUy. Logicdy: the 

class is not apprehended directly but instead is dehed as an object determined by an 

extensional function. 



6.4 The Axiom of Reducibility 

Unfortunately, the order distinctions made among propositional fimctions and proposi- 

tions d e  out talk of "all of x's properties. Take the relation of identity. which is lopically 

defined by the identity of indiscernibIes and its converse. the indiscernability of identicds. 

So ive have 

This definition violates order distinctions by quanti&ing universdly over individual prog 

erties: two individuals are identical if they have al1 their properties in common. Xgain. it 

does not allow the definition of the identity of a and b in terms of their possessing d l  the 

same properties. in view of the iilegitirnate unrestricted quantification over properties. 

So this definition would be systematically ambiguous and would have to assign rneanings 

according to their order. A first definition wotdct satisSf ail lJL order tünctions. a second 

aii Znd order functions etc. This solution is unsatisfactory because generality mtist be 

given ûs such. Indeed ive can imagine two objects having ail t heir 1"'. Yd.  and nth order 

properties in common Mthout being identical because they differ in their properties of 

order n + 1. Two individuals are identical if they possess al1 their properties in com- 

mon, wbatever their order, To affirm that the definition of identity hokds for any order 

whatsoever is precisely what is prohibited by the ramified t h e o -  of types. 

The seriousness of the problem surfaces in the logicist derivation of number where 

an inductive number is defmed as possessing every hereditary property of O .  This is iiie- 

gitirnate in the ramified theory in view of its unrestricted quantification over properties. 

Stating the principle of induction in logicai terms requires universal quantification over 

the properties attributed to O, n and n + 1. The ramified theory's rejection of quan- 

tification over alf properties requires distinct formulations of the principle of induction 

according to the order assigned to the quantified properties. But again, this systematic 

ambiguity doesn't satisfy the requirement of generality in mathematics. Consider two 



whole numbers m and n. The property of "being a finite nimbe?' is a second order 

property because in virtue of the principle of induction it ranges over the set of k t  

order properties. So we can't prove, without violating order rest.rictioris, that the sum 

of the whole numbers m + n is itseif a whole number. Take some a r b i t r q  6rst order 

property P. Given the principle of induction, from ( m  + 0) possessing P and given that. 

if (m + n) possesses P then [(m + n) + 11 possesses P, it's e q  to deduce that if m 

possesses P, m i- O possesses P and, more generally, m + z possesses P. But this sort of 

inductive reasoning would not be applicable to my order higher than 1 and cannot be 

used to establish that, if rn and n possesses the second order property of being Enite 

number. m + n is a finite number. As Russell remarks this state of affairs renders most 

of elementary mat hemat ics irnpos~ible.~ 

Russell introduces an asiom whose sole function is to ensure the rediiction of the 

order of propositiond hct ions.  the axiom of reducibility. This axiorn guarantees that 

every propositiond function. of whatever order. is equivalent for a11 its d u e s  to some 

predicative propositiond function. This axiom states that for every property there cor- 

responds a coextensive predicative property? where a property is predicative iff it has the 

lowest order consistent nith its type. In the simplest case. the function of individuals or 

oz? there exists an equimknt predicative h c t i o n  d!x of an order immediately above its 

variable, in the case here of an individual variable of order 0, the function is of the lSt 

order. 

To see how the axiom works take the folloMng example fiom PM, the proposition 

"Napoleon had d the quaJities that make a great general". if we note by q5!x the 6rst 

order functions which are qualities such as courage, being a good strate@& etc, "having 

all the qualities of a great general" is a second order function of individuals in that it 

involves the set of ht order Functions. If we mi te  this as f (oz)? our initial proposition 

=0ther exampIes are the least upper bound theorem and CantoCs proof that every class is l e s  
numerous than its power cIass, 



is nsritten as: (4) : f($!z) 3 $!(Napoleon). The axiom of reducibility guarantees a 

particida predicative function equivalent to the second order function in question. This 

means that dl great generals have in common same specific qudty.  This qiiality could 

be the disjiinction of al1 their particular qualities. As for the definition of identity. we 

obtain a satisfactory definition by applying the original formula to predicative fimctions: 

That is, z and y are identical if they share al1 their predicative functions. Becaiise 

the axiorn of reducibility gluantees t hat every function of x is reducible to a predicative 

function, the defmition holds for every function of L. Clearly the same reasoning holds 

for the functions of y and restores the generality in the definition of identity rulcd out 

by the distinct ion among orders. 

Similarly, the axiom of reducibility provides a satisfactory formulation of the principle 

of induction. Stating it for any predicative individual function suffices. In the PM this 

cornes down to giving a general definition for the ancestral by using predicatiw functions. 

This gives zR * y : Q!z.zRw. > .$!w : g!x :3 .#!y . If y possesses ail the hereditary 

predicative properties belonging to x, in virtue of the axiorn of reducibility. it possesses 

all the hereditary properties of whatever order belon,@g to x. Because the principle of 

induction applies nrithout restrictions on orders, it is now possible to prove that. if m 

and n are finite numbers, their sum n + m is aiso a finite number. The second order 

function "m is a finite numbef' can be replaced by the first order predicative function, 

c d  it F, which is eqiumlent. Applying the reformulated principIe of induction to this 

fimction, we can deduce that m + x is F. Given that this function is equivalent to the 

initial second order function, we have m + z is a finite number, and therefore that m + n 

is a h i t e  number. 

But does the axïom mitigate the effects of ramification to the point of reintroducing 

the paradoxes? Order distinctions were introduced to proscribe intensional paradoxes- 

However, whiIe the axiom reduces orders, it stiil requires that the substitutable functions 



be formaiiy equivaient. In the case of the Epirnenides. the formal equivaience of the 

functions does not aUow their substitutivity. h- Russeil puts it "an e'cpression such as 

"Epimenides asserts $x" is not equivalent to "Epimenides asserts d!x" even when bs 

and d!x are equivalent" (Russell 1908. 82-83). 

So. for any Function of whatever order. the clviom of reducibility postdates the ex- 

istence of some coextensive predicative fiui~tion.~ It was impossibIe to sim~date classes 

without the axiom. For if classes exist. then for any property yx  there is a c l a s  a of 

just those things having qx, and so there is a predicative property coestensive with GX: 

viz.: x belongs to cii. Such a property is predicative in that it is definecf Mthoiit the use 

of an apparent variable. Being a member of this class wouid be extensionally equivalent 

to pr and so would effect the clesired reduction in orders. But this requires wsuming 

the existence of the class and the miotn supplies these predicative functions n-ithout 

assuming classes e'cist: 

There is no advantage in assuming that there really are such things as classes. 

and the contradiction about the classes which are not members of thernsehes 

shows that? if there are classes, they must be something radicdy different 

from individuals. It would seem that the sole purpow which classes serve. 

and one main reason which rnakes them linguisticaily convenient. is that 

t.hey provide a method of reducing the order of a propositional function. CVe 

shalI, therefore, not assiune anything of what may seem to be involved in 

the cornmon-sense admission of cIassest escept t his, t hat every proposit iond 

function is equivdent, for aii its values, to some predicative function of the 

same argument or arguments. (Russell 1908, page SI) 

ïWhere the number of individuais is h i t e  it is almys possible to construct a predicative hnction as 
the disjunction of each of those properties particuiar to each individuai. The auiom is plausible when 
entities of finite complexity are considered. Because the totalitieç Found at any order are the result of a 
proper constmction, one can be sure of findimg at the bottom of this hierarciy predicative specifications 
whose objects are @en in acquaintance. But the axiom does its real work in mathematics where infini- 
cornes into play by providing predicative hinctions that c m  be neither constructed nor nameci. But how 
is presupposition supposeri ta work here? 



In this way we can always simulate a class which brings together only those values 

which satisfy the function in question. So. for functions with individual variables, the 

d o m  of reducibility is cailed the axiom of classes and is written: 

*12.1 f3f) : ox. = . f!x 

Similarly for functions of two individual variabtes cailed the axiom of relations 

Russell's strategy in 1910 consisted in estabiishing the extensionality of dl the re- 

quired functions of functions by constnicting an e~qensional function cierived from an 

initial function of a function. To do this, one had to be cissured that some predicative 

function $!x, equivalent to the func tion $z dso satisfies the original hinction of a function 

j (+z )  . This guaranteed the extensionaiity of functions of functions and defined a class. 

such as z(+z), as the extension of the function $z . The motive for the extensionalisation 

of functions of functions should be ciear: it is nothing ot her than the introduction of the 

concept of a class by means of the axiom of redtrcibility. The preceding definition relies 

crucially on the existence of a predicative h c t i o n  formaiiy equivaknt to a given function 

$. And this existence is only guaranteed by the axiom of reducibility- It is dso  easier to 

understand Russell's claim that admitting the axiom of reducibility is technicdy, though 

not ontologicdy~ equivaient to admitting classes. In the PM. the choice mis between 

assuming the existence of classes and then deducing the e.xtensionality of functions of 

functions? or reducing classes and deriving aiI the needed extensional functions with the 

axiom of reducibility. Russell and Whitehead chose to dispense with classes and admit 

the axiom of reducibility for reasons that had nothing to do Fvith ontological economy, 

but everything to do with intensiondy grounding mathematics and Iogic in a way that 

avoided the paradoxes. 



6.5 Conclusion 

By dowing the expression "dl the predicative functions of i' to be substitutable for 

the ambiguous formula "d1 the functions of x". the axiom of reducibility restored the 

sort of expressions of generality essentid in rnathematics. But not al1 mathematicians 

have taken impredicative definitions as i1Iegitimate. In some sense the t a k t  man in 

the regiment 'involves' dl the men of the regiment. but this does not prove that he is 

not a niernber of the regiment. Likewise. the tallest man in the regiment in some sense 

'presupposes' the regiment. but this does not mean that the regiment *bas no totd' 

or that we cmnot quantify over al1 its rnembers. As Gode1 points out. if classes eiiist 

regardless of our thought and tdk about them. as soldiers in the regiment do. there is 

no reason why it can not be granted that these classes c m  be specified impreclicatively. 

A realist about abstract entities will assert that how we specify them h-as no bearing 

on their nature: these entities exist inclependently of us and in principle e-&ch coiild be 

specified by a name. The constructivist about properties. on the other hand. vil1 argue 

that the identity of a property WU be a function of how we characterize it. Xfter all. 

properties are taken on this view to be objccts whose existence is mholly dependent on 

hiiman thought and language. But Russell is not making this sort of claim. What he 

has in mind is this: allusions are made in thought and talk to entities which. given the 

metaphysical state of the universe, cannot be named. Such entities can only be described 

and any expression used in that description can't use a name assuming the existence of 

that entity without d n g  the risk of circularity. It is something else to insist. as Gode1 

does. that one is thereby committed to holding that our m y  of speciijring the entity forms 

part of its essence. And Russell would no doubt argue that he is not construing entities in 

this way. From On Denating to Principia Russeil urges that care be taken when inferring 

entities. That care is evpressed in strict d e s  for constructing predicative e'rpressions. 

Furthemore, the basis for inferring such entities must be grounded in acquaîntance. 

But objects giveen in acquaintance exist independently of the min& acquainted 6 t h  



them. However, what is more troubling for Russeii is the effect this new theory of 

abstract entities has on logic as synthetic a priori. There is a g e a t  tension in treating 

the relations involving abstract entities as synthetic while holding that t,hese relat.ions 

entail ontoIogica1 presuppositions. 

What is going wrong.? The crucial point is that there is an underlying ambiguity in 

the u iom of reducibility. The axiom of reducibility implies that. however many m y s  

individuals c m  be gouped togcther. these tviii be coextensive to a grouping determined 

via simple concepts. Yet. eliniinating higher order intensional entitics from our ontology 

leave descriptions in these upperregions empty of content. This would effectively kill the 

project of estabrishing mathematics and logic as  synthetic a-priori. So Russell invokes 

additional content over and above an extensiond listing of basic entities in order to supply 

an esplanation for the resolution of. for example. the Epimenidcs pxadox. Which begs 

the question: where does tic get this'? Presuniably. the miom of infinity provides a11 

the properties and attributes which wodd be required. But this. to paraphrase RusseiI. 

bas a11 the udvantages of theft over honest toil. Incleed. after having gone through so 

much bother in specifying siich a Gne-grained hierarchy of attributes. it is not at al1 clear 

where this intensional content cornes from. Furthemore. if our access to it is secured via 

acquaintance (which is. after dl. an extensional relation) there is no reason to suppose 

that this content is acquircd withoiit our knowing tnths about it. 

The ensuing cont.roversies over the significance of the ~ ~ i o r n  me hardly surprîsing! 

given the imcertainty over what, exactly, Russell had in rnind- The objections to the 

asiom offered by Quine, Rarnsey, and a legion of others. has been to L i s t  that the 

axiom undoes the effect of r d c a t i o n .  But this is a mistake, largeIy the resdt O€ not 

seing Russell's logicism as intensional. Godel also suspected something amis with the 

axiom, but settIes on a critique which amounts to scolding Russell for not taking reaiism 

about properties more seriously. But it shodd be cIear enough to the reader by now why 

Russeil cannot be regardeci as an anti-realist about properties. The difficulty for Russell 



is preciseiy in locating the kind of content that disalIows substitution O €  coextensive 

properties? given the ramified hierarchy of types. 

RusseII must. have had doubts as to the source of this additionaI content. Russeli 

clearly felt that the axiom of reducibility did not undo the effects of ramification. but. 

this was accomplished on- due to the understancling's grasp of some kind of intensional 

content. But it is very difficult to see how this cm be accomplished through an extensional 

relation: viz acquaintance. How such content could be supplied by simple entities is left. 

unsaid. Riissell's account is faced %<th the difficulty of explaining the informativeness of 

our talk about the most general features of the worlci.8 At a fundamental level, Russell 

codd not see how the source for this informativeness codd spring Gom some intemal 

featirre of human beings. 

BIndeed, to the point of regarding the identity of indiiemibles as analytic. Russell would also remark 
that The importanceof "tautology" for a definition of mathematics was pointed out to me by my former 
pupii Ludwïg Wittgenstein" (Russeii 1919, page 205) 



Chapter 7 

Propositions and Logical Forms 

7.1 The Theory of Belief 

The theory OF incomplete symbols had given Russell reason to hope that the contra- 

dictions could be avoided by dispensing Nith the assurnption of entities such as classes 

and functions. By 2906 general propositions had Iost their status as unfieci entities. 

Sentences expressing such propositions were recast in the Ianguage of quantitiers and 

propositional functions. Like the pseudo-objects apparently denoted by definite descrip 

tions. generai proposit.ions are compIexes to be broken d o m  into const.ituents througfi 

analysis. During the period where Russell regarded truth and falsity as intrinsic proper- 

ties of propositions, false propositions had been endowed with the same ontoIogical status 

as true ones. WhiIe elementq propositions remainecl part of Russell's ontology during 

the writing of "On Denoting' and the subsequent development of the theory of incom- 

plete symbols, the elimination of elementary propositions c d e d  for a retlsed account of 

truth for propositions. 

This issue emerged as a probiem over the nature of the object(s): if ans of the 

'propositional attitudes'- In On the Nature of Tmth (?): Russell considers two theorïes 

about belief. According to the ficd theory, when a belief is true there is a corresponding 



f a t .  When the belief is false t.here is no such fact- According to the second theory, a 

belief always has an object and this object is a true proposition. or fact. when the beiief 

is correct and a false proposition. or fiction. if the belief is mistaken. The first option is 

consonant with common sense and ontologicaily parsimonious. The difficidty with it is 

to explain what it is we believe in ivhen our belief is mistiiJren. If oiir beiief is in nothing 

it is not a belief. This objection makes the second dternative attractive. but Russell 

would try to amend the first option to make it more acceptable. He rejects what he 

t.akes to be one of its presuppositions. The presuppositiou reqiiires that a beiief miist 

have a single unitary thing as its object. That is. a. complex mental everit woiilcl have 

as its object a unitary entity. in this particrhr case a proposition. This presupposition 

reqiiires accepting 'non-facts' into our ontology as well as hcts. objective falsehoocis as 

well as objective truths. false propositioris as well as triie ones. Russell rejects this anci 

insists that aRb may be the object of a beIief rithout positing a corresponding complex 

as a fact. One has the idea of a. the idea of b. and the idea of R. Now. each of these 

singulclr ideas has as its object: a. b. R: but there is no need to postdate some additional 

thing aRb, a f x t  corresponding to theobject of the beiief. CVhether nRb turns out to 

be a fact or not in no way effects the principle that to e v e l  belief there corresponds an 

object, and every belief ivithout a corresponding fict remains a belief. Thiis. the objects 

of a belief are entities separate From the entities which must elùst. or subsist. to make 

the beiief triie. 

In 1910, in the chapter of the Philosophical Essays, entitled "On the Nature of Tmth 

and FaIsehood:'! Russell returns to the theory of beiïef sketched out in 1907. Here he is 

no longer concerned with beliefs apart hom the propositional attitude of believing. He 

is no longer merely saying that there are no fdse propositions. but rather that there are 

no propositions. There are some correct beliefs and so there are facts. What is different 

is that the Iatter no longer serve as objects of the former; they are not propositions. The 

theory Russell ends up with is that beiiefi are not correlateci nrith u n i t q  objects and 



that there are no propositions. As propositions are nothing other than logical fictions, a 

belief is no Ionger a twwtermed relation between a subject and m object. Rat her: it is a 

relation involving a subject with mmy objects. These objects constitute a 11nit_v, a fact. 

if the belief is correct, and nothng at aii if the belief is mistaken. 

What is required accordingly is a new theory of tnith that rnakes tmth an extrinsic 

property of judgements rather than of propositions. Jiidgeinent is a relation betwen a 

subject and an extra-linguistic reality, a world made iip of factsl. X judgement is trile 

tvhen a correspondence holds between a judgement's content and this cornplex object. 

Fücts are mind-independent. While a proposition is the result of a enthesis effectec1 by 

a sitbject, a fact is a clatum. Unlike other data, hoivever, a fact is not simple. A tnte 

proposition's disciirsiveness is a representation of the complexity of the corresponcling 

fact. Facts are independent of one <another and are reducible to basic simples related to 

each other by external relations. While e l ementq  propositions disappear, th- niake 

room for elementary facts. 

One of Russell's problems had been to explain how relations could fiope both as 

propositional çonstituents and as source of propositional unity. In 1910 the probIem is 

overcorne by assigning the job of providing to the act of judging. According to the t heory 

of types, being able to determine an atomic proposition was a precondition for being able 

to determine a propositional function. Yet propositions are not terms. Rather. the idea 

of a proposition is explained through the new concept of a 'judgement of perception'. 

which becomes the new ground for meaning and truth. In 1910, an elementary atornic 

proposition is no Ionger the object of direct knowledge. Given the resulting hagmenting 

of propositions into isolated constituents, the job of brïnging these together to form 

tRusst!ii is trying to ensure that the synthetic unity of apperception is mind independent. Non- that 
abstract entities are ordered through presupposition relations Russeii m t s  to ensure that the =orid 
of facts iç not so constrained. It cannot be overemphasised that Russell riras not particulariy worried 
about the ontological status of abstract entities? but he certainly riras womed about the presupposition 
reiations holding among them. This marks the thdamental shift caused by the paradoxes- And Gdet% 
poht in his 1944 paper is then that such entities just are independently of relations they may have to 
each other. 
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suitable objects of 'propositional attitudes' WM to be affected in judgenient by the mind. 

The Theory of Judgement 

The picture in Theory of Knowledge is that of a mind constructing propositions using con- 

stituent~ that are somehow grounded through direct epistemic contact. The acquaintecl 

mind is a passive receptacle of its objects. This account rnakes sense in the light of 

Russell's professed realism. The items of acquaintmce exist indeperidently of our iden- 

tification and characterization of them. The trouble then can be put very siniply: the 

ability to distinguish the entities corresponding to the symbols in the language seems to 

transcend what could be cleliveretl through the epistemic reiatiou of acquaititazice. 

Et is a cornmonplace about Russell that he took the search for certainty to be one 

of philosophy's central tusks. This search found its expression in the attenipt to specify 

the extent to which our descriptions of the who1e of oiir universe pertain to something 

mind-independent. By elaborating the basic intuition that things and their relations 

are quite independent of any propositional attitude we may have toward them. Russell 

developed an account of how the sarne propositional content could be believed by more 

than one person (even when the proposition wrts faise) as well as a grotuid for the logical 

notion of vaiid inference. Throughout his work, he was guided by the conviction that al1 

informative content was derived from a source Iocated outside the private confines of the 

individual subject. If epistemology asks what we can know and what are our grounds 

for saying that nre knotv, Russell's ansver was fiamed in t e m  of an account of what lies 

outside of us and the kinds of inference required to pass fiom this content to the rest of 

what one tvants to count as knowkdge. However, Russell would attempt to grooimd the 

sort of certainty he sought in an epistemologicai doctrine that coilapsed under the weight 

of the phenornena it svas calleci to account for. 

The broad metaphysicai picture Russeli painted in T h e o q  of Knowledge. and in 
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other writings? is one of subjects having epistemic contact with the two fundamentai 

constituents of the external world: concrete things (sense data) and subsistent abst.ract 

entities (such as universalsv ). A sense-datuni was a particular object. qualified by a 

property and/or standing in a relation to other sense data. A sense-datum was a spatio- 

temporal particuIar referred to directly without being approached via any descriptive 

content, the sort of object narned by means of such demonstratives as 'this' and %hat'. 

When a sense-datum was brought uncler a concept (ive.. a universal), the residt tw a 

complex object. These complex objects were then caiied sensible Fiicts. An esample of 

a complex object of this type is the fact described by the sentence, 'This is to the left 

of that?'. Russell conduded that phenomenal qualities (sensedata) and universiils were 

objective constituents of t.tie world, having a mind indepeaclent lîfe. and that they served 

as siutable denotata for linguistic expressions. It cvas out of his account of the nature 

of a subject's contact with these constituents that a fundamental distinction ivas d r a m  

between two dXerent kinds of knowiedge.knowiedge by acquaintance and knowledge by 

description: 

If X am acquainted ~ 4 t h  a thing that exists my acquaintance gives me the 

knowledge that it exists. But it is not true that, conversely, whenever 1 can 

knotv that a thing of a certain sort exists, I or some one else must be ac- 

quainted with the thing. What happens, in cases whert. 1 have true judgment 

'It is not easy to get dear on Russeil's understanding of the distinction between univers& and 
particulars notnrithstanding his insistence on its importance. individuais are defined in the PM as 
non-hnctiond constituents of elementary propositions, which are propositions containing no apparent 
variables. The question has been tvhether or not a concept or universai should be construed rrs an 
indivîdua17 or rather identiîied with the functions extracted fÎom the proposition, The latter alternative 
is attractive in that it vould go quite a way towards marking a clear ontoiogical distinction berneen 
the tuio, because if universals are functions they are thus intrinsically stmctureci. But if hnctions are 
gnuine components of propositions (or of the facts to whïch such expressions correspond), there is a 
mnflict with the vicious circle principle- The 0 t h  alternative is to regard universals as non-functional 
constituents of propositions and so as individu&. The probIem here, as Wittgenstein noted, is then 
that the muitipk relations theory aUows the assertion of nonsense: 

"If I analyse the proposition Sacrates is mortd into Socrates, mortality and (%,y) €1 (z, y) I want 
a theory of types to teIl me that 'mortdity is Socrates' is nonsensicai. Because if I treat rnortality as a 
proper name . . . there is nothing to prevent me to make the substitution the wrong way round", (Wittgen- 
stein 1961, page 122) 



without acquaintance, is that the thing is knom to me by description, and 

that, in virtue of some general principle, the existence of a thing anmyering to 

this description c m  be inferred from the existence of something with which I 

am acquainted. (Russell 1912, page 45) 

Since, according to a iveII-known principle he sets dona, a proposition can be under- 

stood only when one has acquaintance Nith ail of its constituents. we can iinclerstand 

propositions about things with which we are not acquainted only if these are tied to 

elements with which we do have ûcquaintance. Knowledge by acquaintance is a dyadic 

relation between a knowing subject anci the constitiients of a fact givcn in direct atvare- 

ness. 1 say that 1 am acquninted with an object when 1 have a direct cognitive relation 

to that object. Le.. when I am cfirectly aivare of the object it,self. By 'clircctly aivares 

Russell meant without the intermediary of any process of inference or any knowlcdge of 

tmths. 

The fundamental chuacteristic which distinguishcs propositions (wliatever 

they may be) from objects of acquaintance is their tmth or falsehood. An 

object of acquaintance is not true or false. but is simply what it is: there is 

no dualism of true and faise objects of acquaintance. And although there are 

entities with which we are not acquainted, yet it seems evident that nothing 

of the same logical nature as objects of acquaintance can possibly be either 

true or faise. (Russell 1984: page 108) 

Trutht then, required that we go beyond the immediate deliverances of the senses. and 

no judgrnent could consist of mere acquaintmce with a simple sense datum. Most of what 

we how,  in fact, is not knowledge by acquaintance, but knowledge by description, This 

type of descriptive knowledge wodd have to be inferred Erom items wïth which we Kere 

directIy aware. Once we had secured these primitive elements a comprehensive body of 

descriptive knowledge could be given by the Iogical analysis of the stnicture of molecular 
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or complex propositions. a l l  of which are tmth-functiondy compounded out of atomic 

propositions by the logical constants. Russell's (preliminary) viem then was that if we 

believe a proposition, there must be a subject, a reIation of belief, and a proposition. a 

group of objects brought together by the act of judging 

Unfortunately, this intuitively plausible account began to unravel when RusseU tried 

to provide an account of the truth conditions for belief statements. Since RusseU had 

abandoned propositions as entities because of the paradoxes? he Iiad to accoiint for what 

is knotvn as the propositiond attitudes. Russell's solution \vas that such attitudes are 

comple?ces with a structure. suid that trrrth is a relation between beliefs and facts. hlsity 

is rnerely the lack of any such corresponclence. Hoivever. a difficiilty can be located in 

the tension between Russell's views of truth as correspondeace with fact. on the one 

hand. and his realist cissumptions concerning acquaintance on the other. Siniply put, if 

true belief is to be accounted for through it's correspondence to some actually existing 

t.hing (Le., a f a ~ t ) ~  what are we to do Mth those false beliefs that (our robust sense of 

reality assures us) have no objects to serve as denotata? Furthermore. ivit h mental acts 

being constnied as directed towards an object. f&e propositions could not be genuine 

objects of belief. Mthough a belief is true by virtue of its corresponding with reality. if 

the FaIsity of a belief is due to its lack of correspondence with reality. what does this lack 

of correspondence amount to? 

To see why RusseII's reticence to admit false propositions3 posed a di5culty! let us 

look at the foiioiving case of false beIief: 

(1) OtheUo believes that Desdemona loves Cassio 

Russeil did not doubt the existence of the objects that the beIief was about, e-g., 

Cassio, Desdernona, and the dyadic relation "Loves". Rather, because Desdernona does 

not love Cassio, even though Otheiio believes this is the case, a strategy had to be found 

'Sec also Russell's argument to the dect  that a faIse proposition is not an entity in (Russeii 1984, 
page 109). 



to account for the faIse proposition that 

(2) Desdemona loves Cassio. 

Proposition (2) must not occur as a fuily-fledged constituent in the Cinal anaiysis of 

(1). The strategy Russell adopted w u  to provide an account of beIiefs that does not 

make (2) or more generdy, what is believed) propositional in its own right. Russell's 

multiple relation theory of judgment tried to eliminate this problem by analyzing (1) 

as a single fact consisting of a relation of belief that relates the subject Othello with 

the individuals Cassio, Desdemona and the universal Loves. Since belief would be the 

only Yelating relation'' in (1). (2) would not be a propositiond component of ( 2 ) .  Thus 

beiief consisted in a complex, many-termed relation between a çubject (in our exampIe. 

Othello) and these objects (Desclemona, Loving and Cassio). In this way. even though 

a fdse proposition could appear as the object of Othello's belief, there was no need to 

construe the 'proposition' as a constituent of the belief and as either e'iisting or sribsisting. 

En the new t heory (known as the multiple theory of judgement), words cont inued to 

stand for particulars in the world. but notv, when these ~ o r d s  mere brought together to 

form sentences, the things that these words stand for come together to form the con- 

stituent~ of propositions. Russell always associated a unique semantic object with each 

syntactic unit. When such objects joined with others to constitute a proposition, he 

naturally called them the 'meanings' of the corresponding expressions in the sentence. 

The main b c t i o n  of Riisseil's rneanings was to act as the building blocks with which the 

propositional compIex was constructed. The subject wouid thereby be related by an act 

of acquaintance with the particdars constituting the proposition. Subjects rvould come 

to grasp the semantic units that Iay at the bGs of such a construal of the propositionai 

complex by being acquainted with the constituent entities (of a proposition) that the 

t e m s  in a sequence, expressing the proposition, designate- We understand sentences 

because we understand their constituent phrases, and we understand these because we 

stand in an immediate and direct relation to the meaning of those terms. The proposi- 
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tional complex riras constituted by a mental act in which the subject would bring together 

the objects with which this act of judgment was concerned. Judgement, then, was a mul- 

tiple termed relation between a judging mind and the diverse constituents of what w 

maintained to be the proposition. 

In Russell's discussions of the multiple theory of judgment. there wvas a tendency for 

him to focus on the perception of a compIex object. say 'a-issimilar-t+b'. If attention 

showed that the object was cornplex. the perceiver could t.hen analyse the complex by 

decomposing it into its simple coustituents, Analysis consisted in isolating the cornpo- 

nents of a complex fact with which one was acquainted by trmsferring one's attention 

from the whole of that complex to its constituent parts. Assurning that a subject could 

simultaneously attend to the cornplex and to it.s parts. analysis of a perceived coni- 

plex would require perceptions of the constituents as parts of the comples. X complete 

andysis would provide the grounds for judging whether a and b stood in the reIation is- 

similar-tu. The judgment ivas tnte if this comples sense-datiim e'risted, false ot.henÿise. 

Acquaintance Mth sensedata was thus seen to be the basis and ground of our jud,ments 

of sensation. Simple sense data were the constituent objects of our judgments, without 

which the judgments couid not even e i s t .  Complex sense data were the facts that make 

the judgrnents true or false. 

To make this account of the act of judging more intuitive. let's look at a mriant of 

Russell's Othello example in The Problems of Philosophy, 

(3) Otheilo believes that a is similar to 6. 

Othello, as the subject. would unite the terms a! and bt and the relation simiiarity, 

into a propositiond compIex. This compIex could be schematicdly represented something 

dong the foilowing iines; 

(4) Believes {OtheUo, a, similar, b )  

Each of these terms would be the 'bricksz of the proposition, brought together (or ' s p -  



thesised', to use Russell's eirpression) to form a unity by the subject's act of judging. 

Judgment is a mentd act which Functions as the cernent which holds together the bricks- 

similarity: a ,  and b. If OthelIo belicves truly? then there is a complex with a-is-similar-to-b 

contained therein; if OthelIo believes falsely, then there is no such cornplex. For a belief 

to exist there must be a subject to have it. but not its truth. The belief is true when 

it corresponds to a certain associated complex. If the belief is true then the complex 

alrendy exists- its association does not rely upon the belief to be m e -  but the complex 

must already exist or else belief could niake it true. 

As attractive as this account is, it soon beciune apparent that there is a difficulty 

concerning the status of the embedded relation 'sirnihrity"'. When Othello combines 

these t h e e  constituents in thought how does he knonr that the combination is meant 

for the possibility that a is similar to b and not for the possibility that each of these 

constituents exists separately. or. for that matter, that some nonsensical concatenation of 

the terms such as 'similarity b a' shouid be excludeci? The embedded relation 'sirnilarity' 

seems to be doing more work here than the other constituents of the complex, more 

work, that is, than we would eirpect of a term we were merely acquainted with. It 

became apparent that understanding cannot be analyzed into a set of acquaintances. A 

compleic such as a-issimilar-to-b cannot be anaiyzed by the understanding as a set of 

acquaint,mces {a, 6, similarity) precisely because such a discreet list leaves their order in 

the complex undetermined. In Russell's account this relation is treated as just another 

term in the complex. Russell demanded that acquaintance be extensional, yet mere 

acquaintance with an embedded reIation seems to enable the understanding to grasp the 

roIe that this embedded relation contributes to ordering the pârticuiars in the proposition. 

"This account of Russell would be sibjected to a number ofcriticisrns. Peter Geach, for example, held 
that Russeii's treatment of universals as constituents of the judgment relation in his 1910-1912 versions 
of the Multiple Relation Theory of Judgment is inadequate. Since a universal like "larger than", as a 
relative term, "is incomplete; it carries wïth it, so to Say, two bIanks that need Wig up" (Geach 1956, 
page 56). Geach, of course, did not have access to the Theory of Knowledge manuscripts, and from the 
manuscript we can see ttiat Russell is cleariy aware of the problem. 
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And this is to treat the embedded relation as more than a brick5. 

Russell wants the subject's contact with these constituents to be unrnediated and 

direct. The intensional hierarchy of his ramified theory of types presupposes some given 

base of entities and predicative properties, However. sometimes a relation relates and at 

other times it doesn't. If the understanding is only passively acquainted with this relation. 

how can the understanding then make the distinction between the relation as ssuch, and 

the relation as relating*? Once it became piain that mere acquaintance with the types of 

the terms in a complex was insufficient for the understanding to provide an ordering of the 

terms in that complex. a reconstniction of the proposition became pressing. And it was 

also clear that a solution to the problem would reqiiire that the understanding relation 

have some means of distinguishing and arranging the constituents of the object-complex 

of understanding when this object complex is not present in percept,ion. 

In the on^ of Knowledge Russeil wodd attempt to overcome the protjlem by ailon-ing 

the uncIerstancIing to see the need for the terms and their reIat.ion to the universal tIirough 

acquaintance with a new sort of logical object. In fact. he tvould daim that we have 

acquaintance with the l o g i c a l f o m  of the cornplex in order to synthesize the constituents 

into an atornic propositionai thought. 

In order to understand "A and B are sirnilai', Ive must be acquainted wïth 

A and B and similarity, and with the general form of symmetrical dual com- 

plexes . . . But these separate acquaintances, even if they al1 coexist in one 

momentary eicperience, do not constitute understanding of the one proposi- 

tion "A and B are similar7, which obviousiy bnngs the three constituents 

and the form into relation with each other. so that ail become parts of one 

complex. It is this comprehensive relation which is the essential thing about 

SRussell became aware of the difüculty, and by the t h e  he amended these doctrines in the Iight of 
(presumably lVïttgensteinrs) criticism's~ he muld say of the view -1 held formerly that the objects aione 
sufficeci, and that the 'sense' of the relation of unden-tanding would put them in the right order ... no 
longer seem to me to be the casease- (Russell 1984, page IL6) 
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t,he luiderstanding of a proposition. Our problem is. therefore, to discover the 

nature of this comprehensive reIation. (Russell 1984: page 112) 

The logical form of a relation complex invoIving a universal now enters as a new 

constituent of the analyzed form of an understanding of that relation compIex. The nerv 

argument holds t.hat while our thought must in some nny W t e "  the terms and the 

relation it cannot mite the @en t e m  in the given relation out in the world. but can 

be understood as relating them to the gencral logicai fonn. Withorit the logical form 

of a complex. the understmding would not know what to do mith the t e m s  and the 

relation in cases where the cornplex is not present to ticquaintance. Russell thought that 

an acqiiaintance with Forms was required to explain the fact that we c m  understand 

propositions we have never seen before. 

Once we are acquainted with the Iogical types of the constituents in a cornpIex. 

ive necd acquaintance with the logical form of the proposition in order to g thes i se  

the constituents into an atomic propositional thought. Thus the understanding of the 

proposition involves acquaintance with a, and with b, and the relation similarity~ but 

also involves understanding how these terms are put together by the understanding, and 

this understmding comes from being acquainted with the propositions fom* 

The definition of Propositions in TK 

Like every object in the intensionai hierarchy, propositions were constructs of a sort. 

They did not enjoy a status as independent entities yet they were not mereiy mental. 

But Russeil did not think of them as inhabitants of some metaphysical Limbo: 

ive arrived at the proposition, in the k t  place, as something which a number 

of ment ai events have in common. If hvo men judge that A and B are simiiar, 

or if one man rnakes this judgement on two occasions. it is obvious that the 

ciifference betTveen the two events is only on the subjective side, and that on 
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the objective side there is a similarity consisting not only in the fact that the 

same objects are concerned. but dso in the fact that the different judgements 

bring the objects into the same relat.ion to eôch other . . . It is this comrnon 

element that we call the '~roposition", and tvish, if possible, to isolate from 

its subjective context. ( RusseIl 1984, pages 114-1 16) 

Thus we miist dso be acquainted with an additional entity if ive are to iinderçtand 

the proposition e-xpressed by 'aRb'- This additional entity is the logical form of the 

praposition. Russell accounts for Iogical form as isvhat remains when the non-logical 

constants of a proposition have al1 been replaced by variables. This characterization fits 

in with his view of logic as the most genera1 of the sciences. If a proposition mentioned 

anything specific. whether particiilar or universal, it [vas not logical. A "toiichstone by 

which logical propositions may be ~Iistinguished from d l  otlier" is that they resiik "from 

a process of generalization which has been carrieci to its iitmost limit" (Russell 1984. 

page 97). 

So, in the complex 'a is sirnilar to b'. the terms and relation were to be replaced by 

a process of existentid generdisation to yieId xZyl and so on for di complexes endowed 

with a sirnilar structure. The logicai form of this particular complex was seen as ex- 

pressing the generaiity that "something bears some relation to something' . The truth of 

this proposition was taken to be self-evident, and indeed to be a simple object, knom 

irnmediately by direct and unmediated acquaintance: 

The importance of the understanding of pure form lies in its reIation to the 

self-evidence of logical truth. For since understanciing is here a direct relation 

of the subject to a single object the possibility of untnith does not exist. as 

it does when understariding is a multiple relation. (Russeil 1984) 

Acquaintance with logical foms is thus necessary for the propositionai understanding 

of comple- es, The form tells us honr the tenns are to be put together. and the role of 
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thought is to bring the terms in the cornplex toget.her with t.heir fom. The form connects 

the constituents into a cornplex without itself being a member of this proposition. 

hlany relations appear to corne with direction: because not aU dual relations are 

symmetrical. Understanding a non-syrnmetrical relation such as 'loves' seems to require 

that a subject be acquainted with, and grasp. something which is ca1lecl the 'sense'. or 

"direction" of t hst relation. For e~arnple~ let " R  be the temporal relation of precedence: 

in a representation of the fact that "S understands that a precedes 6". it is not enough 

to mention the t e m s  'a'? 'b', Lseqiience', md the form -Z(x, y)'. In ' a  precedes b', the 

relation 'precedes' cornes with a 'sense'. Al1 of this was evident to Riiçsell: 

When someone tells us that Socrates precedes Plato ... mhat ive understand 

is that Socrates and Plato and +precedes' are unitcd in st. cornplex of the 

form 'xRy'. where Socrates has the x-place and Plato has the y-place. I t  is 

d i c u l t  to see how we couid possibly understand how Socrates and Plato and 

'precedes' are to be combined udess ive hcrd acquaintance with the form of 

the cornplex (Russeii 1954). 

Asymmetrical relations c d e d  for a more rehed treatrnent of fom, and understand- 

ing Russell's account requires understanding a particular property of relations: some 

relations display a property k n o m  as 'homogeneity' which is just to say that their flank- 

ing terms c m  be pemuted while retaining a significant expression. Other relations have 

the property of heterogeneity, which is displayed by an asynmetrical relation when its 

ternis cannot be permuted without rendering the new expression uonsensical. 

RusseU's reconstruction of the propositional compIex is then accompiished in two 

steps. The first step was merely to deny that the sense of an asymmetricai relation 

such as  precedes was to be found in the relation itself. Sorne words that putatively 

refer to relations are: rather, incomplete symboIs. L-ving disgnised beneath the surface 

grammatical form of an expression referring to an asymmetrical relation was a 'pure' 

reIation not requiring Banking terms in order to deliver it as  an object of ameness. His 
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second move was to regard Iogical form as being characterized by t,he position of the 

t e m s  in a 'sequence-cornplex'. Once the embedded asymrnetrical relation was analyscd 

in terms of a sequence complex. the relation of constituent to complex then becomes 

'heterogeneous'; only one sense made sense. The object terms bound by an asyrnmetricai 

relation in a complex receive a supplementary anaiysis where the complex 'a-precedesb' is 

broken up into a further complex composed of the object term beming an aspunetrical 

relation to t.he complex 'a-precedes-6' itself. something like %here is a complex a. in 

which a is earlier and b is latter'. in this way, a's position in the compIex is marked by a 

heterogeneous asymrnetrical relation: i.e..in this examplet the relation 'is earlier in'. For 

example. it m&es no sense to say that the complex "(a-precedes-b)-is earlier-in-a'?. 

Wihat is important to keep in mind here is that a relation's sense is clisambiguated 

when it is flanked by terms of different logicai type. Once the rediiction of a homogeneous 

mymrnetrical relation to a heterogeneous asp.metrical relation is dected. the position 

of each constituent in the complex is marked out and the sense of the aspnmetrical 

relation is made clear. The positional relation of constituent to complex is such that only 

one direction c m  make sense. The reduction of homogeneous asymmetricd relations to 

heterogeneous relations is designed to explain how meaningful combinations are derived. 

by saying that in such a sequence two different types of objects are involved-an object. 

term, and the complex itself. In these cases the problem of sense does 11ot arise. The 

heterogeneous relation 5s-earlier-than!' does not relate two objects of the same type but 

rather of two different logical types. 

Let us consider how this revised account appiies to 'a is sirnilar to b'. This proposi- 

tion contains tnro object terms related by a syrnrnetricai relation, viz., 'simi1arity'- The 

subject must be acquainted Mith the 'form' of a dual complex to ensure against unit- 

ing the 'bricks', 'a', %', and 'similarity' into a nonsensical concatenation of tems,  such 

as 'similarity a bn . Symboiïzed in RusseiIYs fashion, the subject 's understanding of this 
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proposition is represented as: 

U{S, a, b, similarity? Z(z, g)) 

The relation of acquaintance provides direct contact bet.ween the subject and such 

constituents. Russell's reaiism requires that this hierarchy of entities be mind indepen- 

dent. hdeed, forms are objects in a non-spatiotemporal world (Russell 1954, page 114): 

It will be remembcred that, according to oiir t h e o l  of the understanding 

of propositions, the pure form is always a constituent of the ~mderstanding- 

cornplex, and is one of the objects with which ive must be acquainted in 

order to understancl the proposition. If this be truc. then the understanding 

of the pure form ought to be simpler than that of any proposition which 

is an example of the form. Since we desircd to give tthe name .'form" to 

genuine objects rather than symboiic fictions. we gave the name to the "fact" 

"something is somehow related to something'. If there is siich a thing as 

acquaintance wvith forms, as there is good reason to believe that there is. then 

a form m u t  be a genuine object; on the other hand! siich absoliitely generai 

"facts" as "something is somehow related to something' have no constitttents. 

are unanaiy~able~ and must accordingly be c d e d  simple. They have therefore 

all the essential characteristics required of pure forms. (Russell 1954, page 

129) 

Russell appeals to forms to account for propositional complesity. yet they are sup 

posed to be simple. The difFwulty is in understanding how generd facts can be simple 

entities. 

The nature of Russeil's problem is clear enough; there is a need for a distinction 

between acquaintance Nith a cornplex (which is extensional) and knowledge about a 

compIe~ (which is intensional). It is obvious that a mere Est of universals and items of 

sense data which are objects of acquaîntance for a subject is not enough to enabIe that 
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subject to know how these items are to corne together in a proposition. Understanding 

the proposition .LA tomato is red. round. and smooth to the touch'. does not consist of 

merely listing off these properties. Someone who went out and saw a round bali. a red 

tr&c light, and touched a role of silk and then claimed to have Çound a tomato would 

not be said to have understood the proposition- RusseU's answer to this problem in TK 

is that the logical f o m  of a dud  complex is presupposed both in our perception of the 

complex and in our characterization of a complex when we are not confronted with it in 

experience. Without bringing in the form to which there is an abstract cognitive relation 

we could not succeed in unifying the constituents of the complex. 

The reasonable objection, here then. is that in order to mark the move from under- 

standing to trut.h we need something which marks a transition from mere acquaintance 

with a complex to a propositionai understanding of it, and that it is difficult to see 

hotv an extensional relation such as acquaintance could provide us with any such thing. 

But by Russell's own account in TK, understanding and acqtiaintance are very difkrent 

kinds of relation. Acquaintance is not supposed to involve knowledge of truths. Yet that 

somethz'ng is related to something is certainly a trrith! and Russell clearly thinks of the 

acquaintance as delivering tmth in the case of logicai form. Russell has to show that in 

the case of general propositions (the logical forrns). iinderstanding and acquaintance are 

the same. The agiunent is that entirely general propositions are self-evident and that 

their tmth is graçped the moment they are understood. The point is that acquaintance 

with a form is a kind of understanding. The form is a proposition yet we are acquainted 

with it. 

Acquaintance is held to be a direct relation between a subject and a simpIe object. It is 

precisely because general propositions contain no constituents that Russell feels confident 

enough to characterize the subject's understandzng of them as an act of acquaintance. 

However, if (as RusseII insists), the question of tmth and falsity does not a ï s e  with 

acquaintance with an object, then his attempt to establish the self-evidence of logical 
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forms by arguirig t,hat they are simple objects containhg no constituents is in need of 

some refinement. Either acquaintance with a simple object is an extensional relation' in 

which case it makes no sense to talk of it as either true or Fdse. Or t.he acquaintance 

relation is intensional! in which case Russell loses the use of those terms tvhose sense 

in a given cont.ed is given by picking out. non-descriptively the objects they are being 

used to signify. The diernma here is that the doctrine of acquaintance reqriires that ive 

know t.he fonn as a form ordering t ems  of different types. This in turn requires that 

OLU acquaintance with the form be intensional or contextdependent. But acquaintmce 

cannot expIain how we Iocate this extra ingredient. Russell ctoesn't intend this element 

to be a mental projection onto the extcrnal world. But then acquaintance cannot esplain 

how a form can be the bearer of information. So intensionality here has the effect 

of rancering out whatever independence ims granted to entities n i t h  the relation of 

acquaint ance- 

h o t h e r  way of making the sarne point is to say that a subject's acquaintance with 

the objects a and b and the relation R as well as the form simply cannot account for 

how the subject knows these t ems  to be of the appropriate types to be qmthesised into 

the complex aRb by this fom- Russell is struggling here to account For representational 

complexity out of simple items of awareness. Plaguing Russell's account is precisely his 

insistence that logical f o m  be treated as a simple object. This is to saddle logicd form 

with responsibilities it is incapable of bearing, for in the end, the extensionality of the 

acquaintance reIation fails to keep the perceptud criteria we use to govern the application 

of an expression distinct from the Iogical function that expression may have. The upshot 

is that it is dif5crilt to grant that acquaintance can bear this dual role. There is a very 

serious problem in reconciling the connection between the doctrine of acquaintance, on 

the one hand, with the doctrine that propositionai understanding presupposes a subject's 

gasp of the self evidence of the appropriate Iogicd form. 
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7.4 Conclusion 

The vigorous rea1ism of the Pnnciples had relented under pressure korn the paradoxes. 

There certainly remains a commitrnent to abstract entities of a generai kind presupposed 

in Mathematics. These are the logical Forms of TK. And these foms are presupposed 

in mathematics and in a11 forms of reasoning about generality. The problem Russe11 

faced, which he inherited from his predecesors. was how to accoiint for necessity and 

the a priori, in a way that did not make these functions of human cognitive powers. 

This iw the real intent behind Russell's objections to psychologism. 1 have argted that 

Russell's account of Forms cannot be made to work with the definition he provicles for 

propositions. Russell pictures these forms as mind independent entities. ordered into 

a hierarchy of presupposition relations. Since forms are mind independent. the relation 

between them and subjects is one of acquaintance. Yet forms are dso intensional entities. 

We have an a priori grasp of them that stems from their generality- But in grasping 

this we are grasping a tmth and it is unclear how this sort of epistemic phenornenon 

is anyt hing like acquaintance. Forms represent synt hesis because t bey bring toget her 

discreet entities to f o m  a cornplex. According to the Russeiiian hierarchy these forms 

cannot be constituents of the propositional coniplex. The reasons for this are tivofo1d. 

On the one band' if forms were constituents of the complexes they unified, their relation 

to the cornplex would be that of analytic containment. The second reason [vas that such 

containment would make forms the same kind of entities as the other constituents of the 

cornplex. And Russeli riras convinced that this sort of thing generated paradoxes. It is 

clear why these two concems meshed together in Russell's mind, But the whole account 

is very unstable. 

Russell abandons the TK because he couid not get his account of the structurai as- 

pects of the understanding relation to work. Consider the general proposition "something 

is reIated to something7 and associate with it a series of particular propositions such as 

'La is related to b", "c is related to d" constituting an exhaustive Iist of d such relations. 



It is clear that Russell did not regard this list as eqtlident to 'something is related to 

sometbing7. That is, it does not provide an anrtlysis since presumably someone coulcl 

know this disjunction and not know "something is related to something. Yet Russell 

claims that truth involves correspondance with facts (A propositions tnlth clepencis in 

some manner upon its correspondence with a fact). Then understanding generality pre- 

supposes generd facts. Suppose Y3omething is related to something is self-evidently 

true. CVhat kinds of facts are there which correspond to its truth? The problem is to 

give zl catalogue of al1 the facts which acknomledging the truth of "Sometliing is related 

to something' would require. If the conditions trnder which "Something is related to 

something' is tnie are the very conditions under which 'LaRb!?, IbR?' etc. then the facts 

reqtrired by "Sornetbing is related to somet,hing. if true. are the vecy facts required by 

;'. . . ". But then, "Something is related to sornething' cannot express anything over and 

above what is e'cpressed by "a Rb", "bRF etc. Indeed, if uur epistemic relation with these 

facts is one of acquaintmce, it is difficuIt to see what more it could be. And if it is we 

who project this intentiondit): onto the worldl what function then does the forrn serve*? 

The dilemma here is inescapable. 

We saw in Chapter 2 how Kant and Locke drew a distinction between a priori propo- 

sitions whose predicate is not contained in the subject, and those whose predicates are 

so contained. To say that mathematics and Iogic are analytical a priori is to say that the 

propositions OF logic and mathematics are derivable from the law of non-contradiction 

alone. So one c a .  deduce a contradiction from the denial of such a proposition, that 

isl an analytic judgement cannot be denied without self-contradiction. A synthetic a 

priori proposition is necessary but not logically demonstrable Russell c m  be seen as 

6The kind of criticism Russell levels at Leibniz, to the e k t  that Leibniz's analytic propositions 
presuppose certain synthetic propositions (see Supra ctiapter 2), couid be extended to Frege. If one 
considers Frege's definition of anaiytic truth, Frege says that in the course of proving a proposition %e 
corne only on general lagical Iaws and on definitions, then the tnith is an andytic one, bearing in mind 
that we must take account also of aii propositions upon which the admissibility of any of the definitions 
depends Foundations of Arithmetic, transl. Austin p.de). On pain of ckcdarity: these definitions codd 
not be andytic. 
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attempting to de-psychologize necessq  truth without resorting to a fomal account of 

'cawing out the content' in an analytic fxhion. This presupposes that we have a direct 

grasp oE universais and the necessary connections between them. From the Pr-ïnciples 

through TK Russeil rejected the suggestion that the formal anaiyçis of concepts yielded 

informative content. The full mesure of the changes which followed the abandonment 

of TK are reflected in Russell's account of the nature of logic and mathematics given in 

the Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy: 

It is clear that the definitions of "logic" or %athematics7 must be sought by 

trying to give a new definition of the old notion of "analytic" propositions. 

Although we can no longer be satisfied to define logicd propositions as those 

that folIow from the lm of contradiction. we c m  and miist stilI admit that 

they are a wholly different class of propositions frorn those that svc corne to 

know empirically. They al1 have the characteristic which. a moment ago. we 

agreed to c d  "tautology". This, combined with the fact that t.hey can be 

eqressed whoily in terms of variables and logical constants,. . wiI1 give the 

definition of logic and mathematics (Russell 1919, pages 206205). 

When Russell spoke of entities as logical constnictions out of percepts, he ofken made 

misleading references to such constructions as ;fictions7. as sorneliow unred. This was 

the case when Russell spoke of classes as having no ontological status. But what Russell 

actually meant was that expressions standing for classes were to be replaced by symbols 

standing for properties. That is, class symbols tvere contelctudly d e h e d  in te- of 

propositionai functions. So statements about classes of individuals were to be aven as 

statements about properties of individuals, statements about classes of classes of inditid- 

uais were to be translated into statements about properties of properties of individuals, 

and so on. In this sense, and in this sense oniy, is the relation of class inclusion to be 

eliminated in terms of the relation of formal implication between propositional Functions. 

But there would now emerge a strong tendency to de- an independent reality to 
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logicd constructions (the elimination of designative expressions referring to unob, cerv- 

ables). Once Russell began substituting constructions for inferreci entities. it was simply 

a matter of time before things became clefined as constnictions From percepts. Russel17s 

new ides is that no complex of symbols can evoke a concept nfthout the ~nderst~mding 

having had some antecedent acquaintance with an instance of it. This marks the begin- 

ning of Russell's empiricist turn, which would become increasingly pronounced Gom this 

point on. It is curious that the Anglo-American philosophical tradition. in particular 

logical positivismt would draw so much inspiration from Russell aven his views on the 

synthetic a-priori. One can only suspect that had philosophers actually bothered to read 

the Russell of the Principles, the evolution of the Analytic school wotild have Seen very 

different . 
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